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THE JEWISH MUSEUM AND ARCHIVES
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia (JHSBC) was founded on
January 25, 1971, under the direction of historian Cyril Leonoff, with assistance from the National Council of Jewish Women and Canadian Jewish
Congress, Pacific Region. By 2002, the JHSBC’s collection had become so
extensive that it became apparent that a formal archives was needed to
house their records. The Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia
(JMABC), administered by the Jewish Historical Society, officially opened to
the public on March 25, 2007.
The JMABC is the preeminent and authoritative body for the gathering and
sharing of community memory of Jewish life in British Columbia. Through
its publications, education programs, public events and the operation of the
archives, the JMABC collects, researches, preserves, exhibits and interprets
archival material and artifacts related to the history of the Jewish people in
British Columbia.
The archives’ holdings comprise records from 70 organizations, families and
individuals, and cover the years 1860-present, with predominant dates of
1920-2008. As of publication, the archives holds more than 315 linear metres
of textual files, more than 300,000 photographs and more than 815 oral history interviews.
The Scribe is the annual journal published by the JMABC. As an anthology,
occasionally with peer-reviewed articles, it seeks to cover all aspects of the
Jewish experience in British Columbia and Western Canada, including history, culture, art, literature, religion, communal activities and contributions
to the development and progress of Canada.
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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION
The sheer number of oral history excerpts in this issue of The Scribe –
the largest to date – gives an indication of how many Jewish community
members have been involved in the local food industry. And these
contributors represent only a fraction of that involvement.
What motivates so many people to enter into one of the types of business
that is most likely to fail?1 Approximately 60% of restaurants close within
the first three years.2 And yet, the vast majority of the contributors to this
year’s journal beat the odds. How did they do it?
From the 1930s-era sandwich shop to the food and drink trucks of today, it
seems that, while the physical spaces in which people gather to eat and the
menus being offered may have changed, the principles of providing food
service have not. What Isaac Lipovsky shares in his 1974 interview, which is
based on his almost 40 years of experience, is as relevant now as it was then.
Lipovsky describes what he calls “the Four Cornerstones.” The purpose of a
restaurant, he says, is fourfold: to provide people with nourishing food that
is properly handled (with respect to hygiene) and balanced (appealing
presentation) with a focus on service (so that both staff and clientele are
happy) at a price that is both affordable for customers and will cover “the
cost of doing business, which includes a fair margin of profit.” It is the job
of management, he says, to coordinate these cornerstones.
Definitely easier said than done. Not only have the basic principles
remained constant over almost 90 years, but so have the challenges facing
restaurateurs. How do they decide what to serve? How do they choose a
location? Who to hire? How much to pay staff? How much to charge
customers? How to promote the business? There are so many variables to
consider, not the least of which is how to stay current as people’s tastes
change. As Marcena Croy notes, “the public is fickle … something new
comes along and they’ll go there for a while, and then something else new
comes along, so you see a big turnover.”
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According to Susan Mendelson, the reality in the food business is, “if you’re
not constantly reinventing yourself, you’re moving backward.” So, what
does it take to run a successful restaurant? You have to be knowledgeable
about a lot of things, not just how to cook. You have to be creative with
respect to the food you serve, the ambiance and the décor. You have to work
incredibly hard and long hours, sometimes at the expense of time with family. You have to have the ability to get up and try again if you stumble or
something happens beyond your control, such as your lease being terminated because of new development or even your restaurant burning down. You
have to enjoy people, because customers are key. You have to have a high
tolerance for risk and an attention to quality. And, not last and certainly not
least, you have to love doing it.
“We enjoy going to work,” says Lynette Buchman. “You cannot make people
do what we did and what we do. It’s embedded in us.... If you don’t enjoy it,
you’ll never achieve what we achieved.”
As Tevie Smith so aptly puts it, the restaurant business “is the easiest business in the world to make money…. All you have to do is work 20 hours a
day, seven days a week, 364 days a year. And the one day that you get off,
which is Christmas, you go in and make sure the freezers don’t go off.”
There are so many community members you will meet in this issue, and the
journal’s publication committee was privileged to meet a few more. As
always, when editing a publication of limited size, tough decisions must be
made about what is included. While some voices did not make it into print
and others did not wish to be included, they nonetheless helped shape and
influence the journal’s content. Thank you to everyone who contributed on
and behind these pages, as well as to the Jewish Museum and Archives of
British Columbia’s public programming series Feeding Community.
Programming included the The Kitchen Stories podcast and the Chosen
Food Supper Club and, while full episodes of the podcast can be found
online, we have included excerpts here, as well as photos from the supper
club, to give readers an idea of what they comprised.

Editor’s Introduction
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By their very nature, oral histories, being personal recollections, reflect an
interviewee’s perspective of past events, a perspective that may differ from
that of others, and even include the occasional factual error. But this does
not in any way diminish the richness of the experiences shared and what we
can learn from them. There is much value in personal accounts, and this is
one reason the JMABC is proud to have recorded more than 815 community
oral histories to date.
The oral histories in this issue are organized in roughly chronological order
and not alphabetically. We hope that this will make for a more straightforward and compelling read. And, who knows, once you’ve gotten a glimpse
into what being a restaurateur entails, perhaps next time you go out to eat,
you’ll add a few percent to the tip.

Endnotes
1. Harbour, Sarita. “4 Business Ventures Most Likely to Fail.” Last modified June 29, 2015.
Accessed Oct. 18, 2018. https://www.cbc.ca/dragonsden/blog/four-businesses-most-likely-tofail.
2. Reuber, Becky. “Five pieces of advice for aspiring restaurateurs.” Last modified May 1, 2018.
Accessed Oct. 17, 2018. https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/smallbusiness/sb-marketing/five-pieces-of-advice-for-aspiring-restaurateurs/article592990.
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From the JMABC Collection: Oral History
Excerpts – The Food Service Industry
Isaac Lipovsky (Electra Grill, Woodward’s cafeteria and tea room)
Interviewed by Sally Tobe and Irene Dodek, with his wife Esther Lipovsky
present, February 24, 1974, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.74-02
Isaac Lipvosky was born in 1902 in Odessa, Russia; he had two brothers. His
mother, with a relative, brought the family to Canada in 1905, during the
Russian-Japanese war, and his father followed. They all went to Winnipeg,
where his father was employed as a tinsmith.
The family relocated to Vancouver in 1910, “when the Red River Metal
Works opened the B.C. Ceiling and Roofing Co. in Vancouver and they
wanted my dad over in Vancouver.”
Two of Isaac’s sisters were born in Winnipeg, the youngest was born in
Vancouver. His father died in 1912 at age 42 from a ruptured appendix. His
mother ran a grocery store, and Isaac was the delivery boy.
“At Passover, Mother had the distribution for … matzos for the community. And I recall that [my brother] Larry did the delivery. Rented a horse,
and went in black…. We didn’t own a horse…. And I recall too how spotless that store was, and changing all the grocery items, that they would be
strictly for Passover.”
By high school, at age 14, “I was selling candy at the Empress Theatre. The
Empress Theatre, at that time, that was a stock company, they used to have
road shows, all the famous – Sarah Bernhardt played there…. Large theatre,
because it had a main floor, a balcony and a gallery. Gallery were the hard
seats, benches…. I was selling candy and Gordon, my younger brother, had
started as a candy butcher there (we were called candy butchers).”
In his 20s, Isaac moved to the United States. And, eventually, made his way
back to Vancouver, but then headed to Seattle, where he tried a couple of
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Worshippers at morning service, old Schara Tzedeck, 1927. Led by Rabbi P.
Wohlgelernter, the Chevra Chovevi Torah included Isaac Lipovsky (third row,
second from the left).
businesses, including selling saltwater taffy and being a detail salesman –
specialty sales, such as chewing gum salesman, chocolate bars and candies.
He returned to Vancouver when his mother was ill.
“This led to opening a small candy factory … of the French sugar-coated
peanuts because I recalled its popularity in the theatres. This particular item
was made in Chicago. And I started in with the peanut brownies. And it was
to have been sold through established confectionary outlets. We weren’t to
do our own selling. This created a limitation because we found that salesmen were not inclined to do any detail work, they would merely fill orders…
. I had moved the candy factory on Fourth Avenue to Broadway, in the 700
block Broadway.
“By this time, we had entered into the Depression period, 1929. And this
made things even more difficult as far as getting proper distribution. And so
this brought back the situation of the theatre concessions. We decided to do
our own distribution by offering our products to the larger outlets – the
department stores and the drugstores – by offering our products on a con-

signment basis.
We would supply
the merchandise.
We would supply
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From the JMABC Oral History Collection

the salesgirls, we
would do the promoting of the
selling and [the
store] would keep
one-third of the
total sales. We
would take what
was left, having
provided the
sampling, the dis- Four boys going camping in Port Moody, circa 1915. left to
right: George Gordon, Sam Gordon, [unknown] Feldman
plays and the
and Isaac Lipovsky.
salesgirl. This
proved very successful. We were able to operate in Spencer’s for one, in
Hudson’s Bay for another, and the drugstore chains … where we built individual display units for the windows, which allowed us to make an effective
display, a mass display, of the peanut brownies. We couldn’t get into
Woodward’s.”
Conscious of quality, the product was made so that it “had food values in
addition to just being a confection. And the sanitary package, we were one
of the first to use much-approved cellophane. This Golden Crisp … [and] the
peanut brownie were the two items principally that we were producing.
Golden Crisp was an item made up of popcorn, coconut and peanuts, with a
caramel coating, that far surpassed even Crackerjacks.”
To finally get in at Woodward’s, Isaac had to go to P.A. Woodward directly.
After a few negotiations, Isaac guaranteed that he would pay as much as the
washing machine company, $25 each week, from one-third of the sales of
Golden Crisp. Woodward agreed. “And, at the end of the month, their take
was $190. So that pretty well-established us for the quality of the product, it
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Jewish boys at Georgia Park, circa 1915. Back row, left to right: [unknown]
Feldman, Sam Gordon and Isaac Lipovsky. Front row, left to right: [unknown]
Dorfman, Hymie Lipson and George Gordon.
had its acceptance, and, from then on, my relationships worked out with
Mr. P.A. Woodward.
“This ultimately led to an interest in the cafeteria operation – I had offered
some suggestions.... I’d never been in the food operation as such, but …
there was a space in their garage that apparently had proved unsuccessful…. I suggested to Mr. Woodward that it might be a good location for a
coffee shop and I would undertake to operate that as a concession. So, he
called in his brother, Mr. W.C. Woodward, and informed him of what I was
proposing and he thought that would be a pretty good idea. So, they went
along with that, and Mr. Woodward kept pressing his craftsmen to build
the counters and set the thing up and so forth. And we opened a coffee
shop…. At that time, the cars were parked by carhops and I ha d felt … we
would have an opportunity at the individuals … twice! Both coming in with
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their cars, they would have to drop it off right at our door, and the second
time, when they’d come to pick up their cars…. Unfortunately, this proved
to be nullified because we had overlooked the fact that, when they came
with their car, they didn’t come to have coffee or a sandwich, they came
with something else in mind. And, also, when they came to pick up their
cars, they were tied to their cars by virtue of having turned in their tickets,
and when the car came down, they were waiting for the car, not for anything else; and so that traffic didn’t mean a thing. So we had to look for
other sources and then we had to go after the staff of the store and the businessmen in the area.”
This was 1932. It was called the Electra Grill.
“It had nothing but electrical sandwich-toasters and it was just to be a sandwich shop featuring a hamburger, which was really a Salisbury steak, as the
people of the old country and I learned to make this … hamburger from my
mother, using chicken fat for the shortening, to broil them in…. This ultimately led to the offer of Mr. Woodward suggesting to me that I take over
the management of the cafeteria. I had indicated to him, I’m not a restaurateur. He said, yeah, but you’re adaptable. I said, give me enough time [to]
get this coffee shop on the road. And I was still operating the candy factory.
I was still operating the concessions in these different stores … and still
doing the promotions through the various drugstores.
“I said, give me enough time; in the meantime, I’ll do some studies on this.
He said, let me know. About a year later, I phoned and told him I was ready
to talk to him on the cafeteria. He asked what kind of a salary I’d want and I
said I don’t want any salary, I want to participate in the process – we don’t
make anything, I don’t get anything.”
Woodward agreed. About a year later, “I was asked to take over the tea room,
which also dealt with the staff lunch…. Mr. Woodward says your future is
with Woodward’s, he says why don’t you give up your outside interests. And
so we agreed to that and sold our assets of the coffee shop and the candy
department, it all went into one, one basket as it were, we made a deal. And
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that’s what led to my becoming a restaurateur.”
Isaac retired in 1964. “I should have retired in ’62 because the age of retirement was 60 for the managers … [but] I was kept on for another two years.”
The British Columbia Institute of Technology was established in 1960 and
its courses included “technology of hotel/motel restaurant.” Isaac lectured
at BCIT for six years. “I was interested … to have the opportunity to work
with young people … to start them from scratch, as it were, to pass along the
formula or the principles involved in successful restaurant management. I’d
been fortunate to have marked green in those 32 years, that we continued to
make money through all that period, when the restaurant at the outset – the
cafeteria – was in the red.”
In business, “in my opinion, no enterprise that operates for the prime objective of making money can be successful. It can’t for the simple reason that it
must fulfill its particular requirements, fulfilling the services that are needed by the consumer. If, at any stage, any operation – any business, any institution – fails in that regard … then they’re defeating their own purpose. So,
they have to face many problems. As affecting the restaurant industry
today, for example, with high labour costs and with high food costs, which
raise the level to such a point that the consumer can’t afford it, in many
cases, and so the [profit] margin goes down.”
The main function of a restaurant “is to serve folks some nourishing, substantial food that will help maintain health and prevent disease…. So, an
attention to the source of those elements, those nutrients – the manner in
which food is grown, for example, the manner in which [its] prepared. The
second principle involved is that of hygiene – hygiene and sanitation – which
goes hand-in-hand with the handling of food. The matter of eye appeal – that
is, again, an indication of properly balanced food, where you have a variety of
colours … not only for the eye appeal itself, but it’s indicative of containing
the essential nutrients…. Now, the third one is that of service.”
This aspect includes making it so that employees want to be of service, that

From the JMABC Oral History Collection
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they are happy. “It’s a matter of education, training of staff – to have them
working as a team, working towards the objective, where they’re going to
derive some satisfaction from the work they’re doing…. Now, normally during the period of [the] Depression, when there were so many people out of
work, our objective within the department was to increase employment …
we were working … to assure a higher volume of business, which would
enable us to move the part-time staff to full-time jobs and, by continuing on
that policy, to create more part-time jobs for those who had no employment,
and build them up to where they were ultimately on full-time jobs.”
The last aspect of what “I like to term the ‘Four Cornerstones’ … is that of
price. Now price is important to the extent that it enables the consumer to
pay for the type of services that he can afford, and insofar as operating the
business consistent with the cost of doing business, which includes a fair
margin of profit.”
The job of management is to coordinate these Four Cornerstones.
With respect to the first principle, that of nutritional food, the Woodward’s
cafeteria prepared almost all of its own food, except the bread. But, “even in
bread, we used to process a high-protein loaf that was based on a formula
developed … [by a doctor] from New York State Hospital…. And he also had
developed a high-protein doughnut … which we also instituted. I had mayonnaise and wheat-germ muffins that we turned out as well.”
The restaurant never used lard “because of the Mosaic dietary laws…. That
was purely personal…. In fact, when I opened the Electra Grill, I even tried
to get away from using any pork products: we didn’t serve any ham sandwiches or bacon at the outset…. [But] there was a demand for ham sandwiches, so ultimately we served ham sandwiches, for those who wanted
them…. One shouldn’t impose one’s confirmed ideas on other individuals of
a general public nature.”
But they used butter, and chicken and vegetable fats.
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“Now, this chicken fat, of course, was transmitted from Mother. And … rendering the chicken fat as Mother used to do, and so many European women
to this day probably still do, [is why many people] regard chicken fat as a
highly prized shortening for flavour. Right?”
Any time that bacon or pork fat was being used, “it was always indicated on
the menu.” For deep-frying, “we used pure vegetable shortening, we used
peanut oil, we used soy oil. And we had a large following of Jewish clientele.”
The restaurant “started catering to the needs of individuals, whether they
were … old people who weren’t supposed to have any salt, or catering to
children. It was all based on the principle of wholesome food.”
Other examples include the use of sole for fish and chips as opposed to cod –
“I was informed by the fish supplier that we purchased the largest volume of
sole in the city” – using fresh chicken, not frozen or “even bought from our
meat department. We paid a premium in order to get the finest fowl it was
possible to buy.”
During the war years, fats of all types were rationed. “We were able to locate
[sources] – Dale’s Delicatessen Shops and Swett’s.… Dale’s, particularly, we
left a blanket order and we would buy all the chicken fat that they would
have … render it down and store it in drums. Now this gave us an opportunity to merchandise the chicken fat, and we would baste our roast, for example, we’d baste it with chicken fat, which acted as a preservative. I think very
few people would know that chicken fat would act as a preservative insofar
as beef is concerned, that you could reheat roast beef that had been basted
with chicken fat and it would still have a fresh taste.”
During the Depression, “there were antisemitic indications from the public,
who had written to the personnel office at Woodward’s taking strong objection to anyone of the Jewish faith working in the store…. [We] had a young
lady of our faith and, at the outset, [since] no one took objection to the staff
that I was employing…. I transferred this young lady to the Electra Grill,
which was a concession. So, nothing was said about that, until a year later,
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when I consolidated and became a member of the Woodward organization,
and again this question came up.”
It was the public complaining, not anyone who worked at the store. [The
outcome of the second round of complaints wasn’t recorded in the interview; the tape was stopped.] “But this antisemitic situation was one that was
contrary to the principles of the Woodward family [and] the Woodward
organization as such.”
There was one person, “during the operation of the restaurant, who was
most remarkable. And that was a fellow by the name of Joe Diamond … he
pretty well cornered the spice market…. [He] was responsible for Singapore
Spice, Woodward Spice under their own label, at Woodward’s.”
Similarly, “insofar as speaking of anyone of the Jewish faith in connection
with or relationship to Woodward’s, there was another one.” The gentleman
in charge of the meat department, “I recall him mentioning to me at one
time, that, of all the meat-packers, he had the highest regard for Jack
Diamond’s word. His word was sufficient. And his regard, too, for the
kosher-slaughtered cattle…. So, here were two Diamonds in their relationship with Woodward’s that stand out.”
Isaac’s wife, Esther, used to come into the store for lunch occasionally. She
was working at Army & Navy at the time.
“I recall Esther on one occasion asking about being put on a diet, to lose
weight,” said Isaac.
“We lost the five pounds,” said Esther, “but, previous to that, I had come in
for lunch the first time, and they had borscht on the menu! And he was
walking around like the manager, so I thought that’s the guy to talk to. I said
that’s very nice to have borscht on the menu, but it’s not as good as mine.
And he looked at me and laughed and knew that, of course, I must be a
Jewish girl, you see. So, I came in several times and, at one point, he asked
me, did I like good music?”
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When she responded affirmatively, Isaac mentioned an upcoming concert,
and said, if she’d like to go, “order some tickets and I’ll take you to the concert. And I said, if you want to take me, you order the tickets, and I’ll go. So,
next week, he says, I have the tickets! I said, that’s fine, I’ll go, and we went.
That was our first date. And he doesn’t even remember!”
“No, I don’t remember that. I remember taking you to the concert. We went
to a few shows.”
Isaac and Esther were married in 1946, and they had two children, a daughter and a son.

Sharon Posner (Oscar’s)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, with Perry Seidelman present, May 31, 2017,
Vancouver, B.C.; #20.17-11
Sharon Posner (née Blanck) was born in 1937 in Regina, Sask. Her paternal
grandparents, Clara and Solomon Blanck, came to Winnipeg from Russia –
“There were five or six Blanck brothers and they were in Winnipeg.” Her
maternal grandparents, Annie and Max Prosterman, “started out in Regina
but, after my parents moved here in ’42, the rest of the family came. And,
actually, my grandfather, Max Prosterman, he started the first Jewish deli in
Vancouver and it was called Max’s and it was on Oak and 16th, and that was
my zaida’s delicatessen.”
Going back a bit, when “he first came here, my father had opened a restaurant and my zaida made the sandwiches and salads there. Then he opened
another little restaurant that probably no one knows about – it was on
Robson maybe about a block-and-a-half north of Burrard and it was called
the Busy Spot. He made his own dill pickles and corned beef and everything…. Then he opened a delicatessen. He died in 1947 or ’48 and then one
of his daughter’s husbands ran it for a while but then they sold it to … a man
who then ran it for years and years, but he was the one that started it.”
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who was born in Brandon, Man. He
was killed in an airplane crash near
Moose Jaw, Sask., in 1954.
Her mother, Marjorie Prosterman
Blanck, was born in Moose Jaw, and
grew up in Regina. She died in 1992.
After her parents were married, “they
came to Vancouver and tried to start
a small restaurant that was on Howe

CHANGINGVANCOUVER.WORDPRESS.COM

Sharon’s father was Oscar Blanck,

Steak was the specialty at Oscar’s.

Street, around the corner from the Georgia Hotel. That was during the war and
that didn’t work and then, somehow, they ended up in Fort William. I don’t
really know – he must have known somebody there to get a job.”
They came back to Vancouver in 1943.
“They came here, and how it started was that there was a small mom-andpop grocery store/lunch counter right there on the corner of Burrard and
Georgia, and there were a few stools and they sold bread and milk and eggs
and they ran that…. My father was very entrepreneurial, so he soon figured
out what you needed to do to make money. There were many little shops …
they gradually took over. One by one, they picked up all the little stores on
both sides until the better part of that ... one-storey building eventually
became the restaurant.” Within a few years, they also bought a house.
The restaurant, Oscar’s, “started very small and … as they took over each
storefront next door, they would add booths and then counters and there
was a back room with some tables. It wasn’t very fancy but what my father
had done was, either he’d had the imagination or he’d seen pictures … they
had mirrors on the ceilings. Well, who had mirrors on the ceiling in
Vancouver in the ’40s? That was pretty avant garde.
“And, because it was right on the corner of Burrard and Georgia, so it was
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across from the Vancouver Hotel and it was next to the Palomar … the other
nightclub was the Cave, and so any entertainers that came to town would be
either at the Cave [or] the Palomar and probably stay at the Vancouver
Hotel, so he really catered to that. He made a big effort to either somehow
meet them or find out about them and then to have a photographer there to
take pictures of them all. So the walls were lined with pictures of celebrities,
frequently with my father next to them. So there were ones of Eddie Cantor,
Bing Crosby, seriously drunk, people, their true selves. That was quite fun
for me because I got to meet a lot of the people. If they were nice, decent
people, my father would sometimes invite them home for dinner and so that
was really fun.”
Among the “decent people” were the Mills Brothers. “A little later, we had
Gary Cooper for dinner, although I don’t know how nice he was.”
While her father, who ran the business from 1943 to 1954, “didn’t know that
much about food and he ate almost all his meals at home, he did understand people.”
In one remodel of the space, which “was on the corner and they [had] a horizontal door. As you came in, there was an opening on both sides. He put in a
great big barbecue pit where they would – steak was the specialty – and they
would grill the steaks there. So, as you came into the restaurant and you
stood to get to your table, you would stand there smelling all these steaks
being cooked, so he sold a lot of steaks.”
The restaurant rented the premises and, when the building was torn down
in the latter part of the 1950s, it moved across the street.
“Before my father died, there were drawings for what he hoped would be a
new restaurant across the street and it was something my mother wasn’t
able to carry through. My recollection is that he would have liked to purchase that property he was in and he wasn’t able to secure the funding for
that, which was always too bad. He was going to rent across the street and
create a really nice, more modern restaurant.”
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A plaque commemorates the restaurant. “If you go out in front of the existing building, there’s a plaque that says this was the site of Oscar’s, owner
Oscar Blanck, and then, half-a-block down, there’s another plaque that says
this was the site of the Palomar … Winnie and Sandy De Santis.”
“My husband remembers, as a teenager – he lived in Seattle – coming with
his parents on a vacation and coming to Oscar’s…. The restaurants in
Vancouver at the time were pretty drab. There was Henry’s Smorgasbord,
which was on Georgia; if you wanted something really special, you’d go to
the Vancouver Hotel. I don’t even think the Georgia Hotel had a particularly
nice [restaurant]. So, there would be coffee shops and there was the White
Spot and there were Chinese restaurants but, if you wanted anything else
special, you would really go to Oscar’s.”
The restaurant “must have opened early and went at least till midnight.” It
was busy in the evenings.
“Staff for any business is the biggest challenge. It’s very hard to keep
employees and so they would work very hard at maintaining good [relationships]…. But staffing a restaurant is hard…. Most of the cooks were Chinese
[then]. And, for very special occasions, they would close the restaurant early
on Sunday and … the cooks would stay and make Chinese food and that
would be a big treat to go down to the restaurant at midnight and have
Chinese food.”
Women were the main serving staff. “I can’t think of any waiters.”
“My father would usually go into work late morning and frequently stay till
closing…. He schmoozed and dealt with [customers]…. Sometimes he’d
come home for dinner and go back. My mother would usually go down late
morning and then come home late afternoon…. She did all the bookkeeping
and probably checked merchandise and things. She did not wait [tables];
she sometimes took cash.”
The restaurant was successful because “I suppose he figured out that you
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give people what they want and you make them feel special and you try to
give them something that’s unusual, that they can’t find anywhere else....
And then you try to give them good product, good food. If you think about
which restaurants are successful now, although … now it’s all those chains
so that … there’s very little personal, but the really good restaurants, there’s
hands-on participation by the owners.”
Another aspect of the restaurant was that “there was [a replica of] an Oscar
statuette at the front of the building, up high, so they hooked the restaurant to the Oscars,” said Sharon.
She also recalled a story in the paper. “There used to be a columnist here,
Jack Wasserman…. He used to do these little gossipy things and he once told
a story of my father riding the elevator up on the Vancouver Hotel at busy
times and then, as it came down, he’d say, well, I’m really hungry, I’m going
to go to Oscar’s and have a steak.”
Part of Oscar’s success was timing.
“It was right after the war … that was major growth time in many communities. People were getting out of the service, it was a great time to be looking
for a job because things were opening up and growing. I think they probably
rode that little boom because now all the resources and money didn’t have
to go for the war effort and it was able to go for domestic spending.”
In 1954, “my father went off to Winnipeg to see his sick sister and, coming
back, there was a plane accident … and they were all killed. And so, then my
mother kept things going at the restaurant for a year or two…. She was good
at the back but she wasn’t the person to come down and greet people and
provide something beyond the food. And so, I think, she sold the name and
[business] maybe in 1956, so that was it…. I think she sold it and it closed.”
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Jane Cherry (Fruit Bowl, Fish and Oyster Bar, Love’s Café)
Interviewed by Alysa Routtenberg, April 24, 2018, Vancouver, B.C. #20.18-13
Jane Cherry was born in 1939 in Vancouver, to Samuel and Victoria Nagler.
Her mother was born in Calgary and her father in Galicia; her grandfather
brought “the family, gradually, seven siblings, to Calgary.”
Her parents moved to Vancouver for several years, during which time she
and her sister were born, but the family returned to Calgary for a few years
“because, by then, my grandfather had prospered and had a big department
store in Calgary called Nagler’s Department Store, and the whole family, at
least the men in the family, five of them, were all working in the store.
Anyway, after three years of this, my father had had enough of the family
business, and moved us back to Vancouver.” Shortly after returning to
Vancouver, her brother was born.
Upon returning, “Samuel got into the restaurant business, without any
experience in restaurant businesses, because, prior to moving to Calgary,
initially he was in the film distribution business. Anyway, he moved back to
Vancouver in, probably, 1948, and bought a restaurant called the Fruit Bowl,
and Al Gold was his partner in this venture. I’m not quite sure how long the
Fruit Bowl existed, probably five or six years, and, at that time, Al Gold was
also in a restaurant called the Fish and Oyster Bar, which was … on
Granville Street, between Georgia and Robson, and was actually the hub of
where all the Jewish businessmen came for lunch, every day.”
Before Sam got into the Fish and Oyster Bar, Jack Cooperband was in the
restaurant with Al Gold, but Jack “wanted to open his own restaurant, so he
opened Skipper’s Seafood, which was on Hastings Street. And then, my
father and Al Gold had the Fish and Oyster Bar for many, many years….
Redevelopment started, and the Castle Hotel moved in and bought up a
good portion of that block, so the Fish and Oyster Bar disappeared. For a
short time, my father moved across the street and opened a restaurant
called Love’s Café, but that was shortlived. It didn’t do well, so I think it was
just for a few years. After that, he was out of the restaurant business.”
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Sam discouraged his daughters from following his career path. “He always
told us, ‘Don’t ever go into the restaurant business. What a headache!’
Because, you know, the cook was sick, the staff were fighting. It was just
non-ending. He’d get these phone calls early in the morning that one or
other of the servers couldn’t come in.... It was a major headache for most of
the time, from what I can recall.”
The Fruit Bowl was on Pender Street. “It was regular fare. Not a big dining
out restaurant, particularly. I think people went in there for lunch, for a
quick snack, sandwiches and soups and salads, and so on. It wasn’t, as far as
I can recall, open in the evening.”
The Fish and Oyster Bar also “wasn’t open at night, because all the businesses were closed…. People didn’t go there for supper. Maybe it was open till six
or seven, I can’t remember, but it definitely was not a fine dining restaurant.”
Al, Jack and Sam “were all friends from Calgary. How they ended up in the
food business, I don’t know. I think Al was there first.”
Her family didn’t keep kosher, and the restaurant served the “whole gamut
of seafood, shell fish.” It “served apparently excellent seafood, which I never
liked and never would eat…. I’m a fish lover, but not a seafood lover.”
When customers walked into the Fish and Oyster Bar, “there was the cash
register on my left, with somebody on cash…. There was a hostess who
greeted people. And I think my dad was often on the cash when he was
around, or Al Gold was. So, that was on the left, and then there was a big
counter, running down. And, on the right, were a bunch of booths. This was
where most of the action was taking place. I always sat at the counter…. At
the very back, they had a little … office where they kept everything. But
then, of course, the kitchen was at the back.”
Jewish businessmen and people near the restaurant formed a large part of
the clientele. “And, when Jewish businessmen would visit from out of town,
they would always come to the Fish and Oyster Bar, because there really
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weren’t any major seafood places in Vancouver at the time, and Skipper’s
Seafood, which Jack Cooperband owned, was way out on Hastings Street,
across from the Army and Navy. So, it had a different clientele.”
Whenever downtown, “I would go into the Fish and Oyster Bar and just say
hello, and eat my lunch…. The booths would be full of businessmen, all talking and laughing, and it was a real meeting place, for sure.”
Rather than being in the kitchen, Sam was “in the front all the time. And Al
Gold was there, too.”
The redevelopment of downtown “pushed the restaurants that were there,
on Granville Street at least, between Granville and Robson, out.”
Sam and Al didn’t own the building the restaurant was in, only rented the
space. When the Fish and Oyster Bar closed in the late 1960s, Sam had the
other café for a little while then retired. He died at the age of 62.
In the restaurant business, Sam “worked hard, and long hours.” Sometimes,
he would bring food home, “because his cook was a very, very nice man, and
he and my dad were very, very good friends. His name was George. I forget his
last name. He was a Chinese man, and he was the main cook there, and he
was always there.... They became good friends.”

Isadore Walters (Sirocco Club, Cave Supper Club, Isy’s Supper Club)
Interviewed by Myer Freedman, 1974, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.74-17
Isy Walters was born Isadore Waltuck. “My folks came to Vancouver in
approximately 1907 and my mother, who bore three children, every time
she had a child, she went back to the old country, which was Odessa,
Russia, to have her children. I have a sister called Ann and another brother called Arthur…. When my parents decided to come to Canada from
Odessa it was because my mother had nine brothers and they were all
scattered throughout the United States and Canada, and the brother that
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she had in Vancouver, who was named Abe Goldberg, who had a big used
scrap yard, when he wrote my mother and told my mother that money
was growing on the streets in Vancouver, then my dad decided to come
out to Vancouver. He never found the gold that was on the streets, [but] he
worked hard all his life and made a living and we children were looked
after very nicely.
“My education wasn’t extensive. I went to Strathcona School in Vancouver
but, at an early age, I started in show business. When I was 10 years old there
used to be a theatre in Vancouver called the Empress Theatre, and they came
down looking for a young boy to take a part in one of the plays. Out of the
three kids that they chose, my voice must have been the loudest, so they
chose me, and I had a small part in a play called So This is England … for that
I got paid $2 a show. Doing 13 shows a week … it brought in $26 every week….
I was bitten by the show bug and I had to be around the theatre.
“The only opening there was to be a candy boy, which is a fellow that walks
around selling candy and ice cream. So, for a few years after that, I sold
candy and ice cream in every theatre in the city of Vancouver…. As the years
went by, I went into the carnival business and I was with a few of the different shows…. In 1936 or ’37, I went into the scrap business just by a fluke: I’d
loaned a person some money and they couldn’t pay me back so I had to take
over what he was doing, trying to get my money back. And this led into
other things: I finally, in 1938, opened up a place called Acme Machinery
and the young fellow, Irving Lipsky, who used to work with another company, he and I got friendly and then I took him in as a partner…. I still kept my
nose in show business.
“I kept bringing in different entertainers into Vancouver and then, in 1948, I
think it was 1948, I bought the Sirocco Club in Victoria, B.C. Before that, I
had the State Theatre with Charlie Nelson … and ran burlesque in there
until they closed us up, and then we put legitimate plays in there.
“In 1950 to ’51, I bought the Cave Supper Club in Vancouver, which I operated for eight years, and then I sold the club and I opened up Isy’s Supper
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The Nemetz-Wosk family at the Cave Supper Club, 1949 or 1950.
Club, which I have still got. I brought in some very, very talented entertainers here, big stars and small stars also. Business was fair all the way along.
Finally, in 1970, when we had the very, very bad year here in Vancouver, I
swung from the big names into ordinary names and then, from there, it
went into burlesque again. It seemed the only way to go because the entertainment wasn’t expensive and it was still called entertainment. The reason
why it was called entertainment was because people came out to see it.”
Among the countless entertainers Isy brought in was “a young lady called
Fran Gregory, who eventually married one of our leading writers in
Vancouver, Jack Wasserman…. Just to bring a little sex into the club once in
a while, I brought Gypsy Rose Lee and all her Royal American Beauties.
After that, I brought Frankie Carle, Arthur Lee Simpkins, the Four Knights,
Christine Jorgensen, the Mills Brothers, and I brought the Amos ’n’ Andy
show out of Hollywood…. Micky Katz was very popular when I brought him
to Vancouver, and the Paris Sisters, Billy Daniels, Louis Jordan, the
Gaylords, Martin Denny and his all Hawaiian band.”
Over the years, “I have practically played every major star, when they were a
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star, or even before they became stars. Naturally, before they became stars,
they would just work for very, very little, but, after they became stars, they
were worth quite a bit more money; then it was pretty tough to buy them.
They all say they didn’t care about the money, it was just the exposure, but
you know and I know it was the money that was the big factor.”
The “business of entertainment today is very tough. I never went in for the
rock and roll things, but I always went in for bigger names or medium
names and then, when things got quiet, I always brought in sex shows; it
seems that girls always got me out of trouble. At first, it got me into trouble
but then, in later years, they kept me out of trouble, so, no matter what people say about the strip shows and everything, it’s still entertainment…. Now
it’s got to another point, where all the different beer parlours and all the different places in town are all going for girl shows. I went into the booking
agency business, and I book most of the girls that come to Vancouver, that
work the beer parlours and work the strip houses, and that seems to be
working out very well; there’s troubles once in a while but the most trouble
we have nowadays is getting the girls to work on time.
“I’m 65 years of age now and all I can say about it, I’ve enjoyed Vancouver
and living in Vancouver most of my life, and I enjoy what I’m doing and, if I
had it all to do over again, I think I would do the same thing again.”

Tevie Smith (Snackery, Chipper’s, Moose McGillicuddy’s)
Interviewed by Irene Dodek, April 14, 2016, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.16-01
Tevie Smith was one of six children. He was born in Edmonton in 1933; the
other children were born in other places. His father was from England; his
mother from Los Angeles. His father was a furniture salesman but he also
painted signs for supermarket windows, which advertised their sales. His
sister, Esther, married Isaac Lipovsky, who operated the first café and
restaurant at Woodward’s.
In Vancouver, Tevie attended Lord Tennyson Elementary School and then
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went to Kitsilano High School.
“I went to the PNE when I was 13 and hid behind this place and finally got
up enough nerve to go in. And Nat Bailey owned … the main concession in
the PNE. So, I walked in and said, ‘I want a job.’ The guy said there’s no job.
Nat Bailey walked through the door and said, ‘What does that kid want?’
‘Says he wants a job.’ He said, ‘Get him to clean that coffee urn.’
“Well, they have the World War II coffee urns there – they were five feet
high, and you had to stand up there and clean them.… I worked 90 hours a
week. Nat Bailey used to drive me home. He says, ‘I’ve never seen a kid like
you work in my life. Ever want a job, come and see me.’
“I rode my one-speed CCM that my brothers had left me when they went to
war – Do you remember? It had a coaster brake, made out of steel? – from
12th and Cypress, where we lived, to 67th and Granville to the White Spot,
and I washed dishes there…. On a Sunday afternoon, they would line up …
in the cars … to the Fraser Arms … that’s how far they would line up. I used
to stand up and marvel at that. And I worked washing dishes there. Then,
when I was … maybe 14, he opened his second White Spot…. In between
Oscar’s Steak House and the Ritz Hotel, in 1949, he opened the second
White Spot, and I would work there. I’d go down on a Sunday afternoon,
when I wasn’t working, and wash the outside with Spic & Span and a hose….
“Then I moved to the Senator…. There was the Senator White Spot. Nat
Bailey never built really fancy places. This was a place that had gone broke,
at 25th and Cambie, called the Senator, and it was a White Spot, and it had a
small drive-in, car service, a small coffee shop and a banquet room. I
worked there Friday night, Saturday night. Saturday night, I slept on the
floor upstairs in the banquet room in a sleeping bag, came down on Sunday
and ran the kitchen by myself when I was 15 ... for 60 cents an hour, $5 a
day. That was a lot of money … and I did that all through high school.”
In 1953, “I rode 32 hours with seven suit cases, everything I owned in the
world, to put myself through [City College, in San Francisco]. And I had
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many, many different jobs…. It was a two-year college.”
He did other jobs in and after high school, including working in an insurance company, where he met insurance salesman Sam Wasserman. “He said
to me, ‘If you ever have a business you want to get into, let me know,’
because he would finance it. Well, it’s always the case. When you have ideas
and you tell people, they can’t get their hand in their pocket [fast enough].
So, anyway, Sam liked it and he brought in two partners…. To make a really
long story short, we opened up the Snackery, which was kitty corner to
Hycroft Towers, 15th and Granville…. We were lined up every night. The
Jewish kids, all of them, grew up in the Snackery. I used to make two tons of
corned beef a month, I made six tons of pickles. It wasn’t just pizza….. [It
was] a deli.
“You couldn’t sell just pizza. I had a booth at the PNE, and I sold pizza for 19
cents a slice, at the bottom of the roller coaster, and they took a bite of it and
threw it at me. They didn’t want to eat that shit.... True – that’s how new a
food it was.”
Anyway, “while I was in the restaurant, I used to go to all the restaurant conventions. I’d go to Toronto, Seattle, and I was in Seattle and these guys, Mafia,
they were Mafia guys, truly, they were making pizza…. I ate it. This is good!
This is really good. I went back and I said, and I was 20-something years old,
‘Do you have a distributor in Canada?’ And they said, ‘Well, no.’ So I flew
down to Los Angeles, [met with people] … and became the Canadian distributor for the California Pizza Crust Company and also Baker’s Pride ovens,
which is ‘the’ company today, it’s huge. But they truly were Mafia people. If
you opened up a bakery, like in Chicago or places like that and were selling
crusts, all of a sudden your truck was opened up and all your crusts were on
the ground. ‘Don’t you dare come back into this neighbourhood again.’… But
they loved me. This young Jewish kid, my G-d. Because I was an ‘idea person.’
I had the PNE and, of course, we eventually opened up three Snackerys: 15th
and Granville, 10th and Sasamat, and … Metrotown.”
Later, “I owned a drive-in restaurant in Richmond,” the Chipper’s. Morry
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Tevie’s Smith’s Snackery pizza, September 10, 1960.
Charkow had “invested in this company called Chipsteaks…. It was
frozen meat that they sliced very thin and it was like a hamburger but
better, and they had a booth at the PNE, they did very well…. But they
owned this drive-in in Richmond called Chipper’s Drive-In and they were
losing money.”
Back then, in the 1960s, there wasn’t much in Richmond. “Anyway, I took it
over…. I converted … all these coffee trucks … food trucks – $200,000 they
spent for them…. I had the first rock festival at Strawberry Mountain and I
took in $100,000, and the coffee was a dime…. Then I started the Bunny
Girls in the beer parlour selling food. We went to the Airport Inn and … I
had the Airport Inn as a concession, and the York Hotel.”
Tevie spent just under two years in Oakalla prison. “I was a loan shark after I
lost the drive-in, I closed the drive-in, and the police [arrested me] on an
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extortion charge. There was nothing illegal about being a loan shark…. For
instance, the Jews had a gambling club in that same building called the
Montefiore Club. I would go and I’d buy the cheques from them, and I’d
charge them 10% a day…. They would write cheques while they were gambling … and I’d buy them at the game, and then they’d have to come to me
and pay me 10% more…. Nothing illegal about it, only if you … want to borrow 50 bucks, fine. If you don’t pay me back, I’ll break your arm. That’s
extortion? And that’s the only illegal thing about it.”
In prison, “I started cooking … and I ran the kitchen like I was the warden. I
had guys working for me, and they had food that they’d never believed.”
Then, “when I got out of prison…. I ran the MARC [Men’s Athletic and
Recreational Centre]. Then I went to … the Organ Grinder. I’d rollerskate to
the Organ Grinder, cook there from six to nine, go back to the MARC, shut it
down, finish that off and then I’d go and bounce at Sugar Daddy’s. That was
four of the jobs I had.
“And then I opened up downstairs probably the most successful restaurant in
North America – it was called Moose’s, Moose McGillicuddy’s. The average
restaurant does one-and-a half sittings at lunch, I used to do five. I knew when
I opened it up that the Stock Exchange was there (they’re no longer there). The
‘Howe Street hoodlums’ … they all belonged to my health club. I had 140 seats
and every table would be filled, which these other pizza places can’t do.
“With the pre-made crust, I’d have them all full of raw pizzas ready to be
delivered at 10 o’clock ... and I’d do $1,000 in deliveries before I opened up.
Again, being an idea person.”
The restaurant business, “this is a ‘Tevie-ism,’ is the easiest business in the
world to make money…. All you have to do is work 20 hours a day, seven
days a week, 364 days a year. And the one day that you get off, which is
Christmas, you go in and make sure the freezers don’t go off…. I had six jobs
when I bought my house. I had four mortgages. You can’t afford a house?...
Get out there and get what you want, no matter what.”
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Peter Barnett (Pizza Patio, Elephant and Castle, Mortimer)
Interviewed by Jennifer Yuhasz, May 21, 2014, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.14-15

JMABC L.22470

Peter Barnett was born in 1939 in London,
England. He has a twin brother, Jeffrey, “and
that is the last remaining member of the family
who is alive.” Their father was Jack Barnett and
their mother was Edith (née Becker). They grew
up in the Neasden area of London; eventually
the whole family would end up in Vancouver.
Peter’s father worked in the rubber industry, his
mother as a secretary. “When I decided I wanted
to be in the restaurant industry, I was about
eight years old and my parents, they did nothing
but encourage me. So, at the age of 15, I started
at the Savoy Hotel in London.

Peter Barnett, circa 1980.
Photo taken for Variety
Club of British Columbia.

“I was a chef, a training chef, at the Savoy Hotel in London and my mother
used to give me money to buy cigarettes, all very hush, hush. In those days,
I earned … 30 shillings a week, which was not enough to take the train to
London. But, when I first started working, the personnel manager said to
me, ‘Barnett, you’re a very lucky man because, six months ago, if you started work at the Savoy Hotel, you would have had to pay the hotel for the
experience, and now they’ve changed the law and you now get paid, so I’m
going to pay you the minimum, one pound, ten a week.’ So that was it.
“I was at the Savoy Hotel for two years. After I had been in the hotel about 15
months, I said to my parents, ‘You know, I would really like to get on board
the Merchant navy.’… My father said, ‘No, no, no! You’re not going to go in
the Merchant navy!’ I said, ‘Well, why not?’ He said, ‘I will tell you at a later
date, but, no, no, no.’ So anyway, I said, ‘If I can’t go in the Merchant navy, I
want to work in Paris.’ He said, ‘That’s fine. You can work in Paris.’ So, I
ended up working in Paris at the George V Hotel and I was there for two
years … maybe two-and-a-half years.”
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Peter worked at the George V in room service, and also delivered food. After
his spell at the hotel, he stayed in Paris for another five or six months. Upon
returning to London, he got a call from his brother, who was living in
Vancouver, asking Peter to join him – “Peter, Canada is an amazing country,
why don’t you come here?”
Jeffrey had a job as an encyclopaedia salesman and got Peter a job selling
encyclopaedias as well. “I wasn’t that good but I did the job for two years.
And my brother was amazing, he was a natural salesman. I struggled at
it…. I then went home for a visit and I looked at some other things that I
could do.”
But Peter got a call telling him that he had military service to complete, so
he headed to the recruitment centre and, 10 days later, was in the military.
He was 21 at the time, and should have been serving since the age of 19.
“And then, the big announcement came that the military was going to discontinue compulsory military service.” Regardless, he had to serve his term.
“I spent two years in the Royal Air Force, stationed in Germany.”
Back in London, he worked and saved for about six months, then returned
to Vancouver.
“Jeffrey had started a pizza restaurant and, since my background experience
of being in the restaurant industry, I joined Jeffrey.... One very small one,
which could sit four people inside, then a larger one that could sit 10 or 12
people in, and then he had another one in West Vancouver in which he
could sit maybe 15, 16 people in the restaurant. So, we worked together, we
worked very hard together. My brother was the master salesman and I was
the guy who just worked around the pizzerias. We started the day at 9 or 10
o’clock in the morning, we finished at 1 o’clock or 3 o’clock in the morning,
and we did this for 24 years.”
The restaurants were called Pizza Patio. Even after Peter married Shirley
Dayson and the couple had two children, “I tended to work…. At the age of
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15, I had started working long hours and I just got into the habit of working
long hours.”
He would work 10 to 14 hours a day. “I used to run home, see the kids …
they would go to bed and I would go back to the restaurant. As we expanded
and as we grew, the three little stores became four and six and 10 and 14 and
20. The small little stores had limited seating and limited chairs – we now
had built a very large format of restaurants with maybe 200 seats, and my
job and responsibility was to oversee the stores, and the stores were in
Vancouver, Surrey, Calgary, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Winnipeg, Toronto, so
most of my time was on the road.”
The Barnetts sold Pizza Patio: “We decided that we would like to start another business and the business that we selected was the re-creation of an
English country inn, which we named the Elephant and Castle.”
They started with one in Pacific Centre in Vancouver. “And then, we moved
to Toronto and we opened in the Eaton’s Centre, the largest shopping centre
in Canada [at the time]. And then we came back to Vancouver and we opened
in Surrey. And, ultimately, we opened in Calgary, Edmonton, Regina,
Winnipeg. We opened a second and then a third restaurant in Toronto.”
Then they started to open restaurants in the United States – in Bellingham,
San Diego.
“Lots of restaurants. And we changed the format of operations somewhat
because we used to open in major shopping centres in these large cities.
And then we found that the Holiday Inn in Edmonton, they had to close
their restaurant operations…. So, we pitched them on the fact that we
would take over their food service and pay them a commission. And they
liked that, so we went into this aspect of the business, and we did extremely well. With having to sell no food whatsoever, and then we were paying a
percentage of the price for the food, they ended up with a net profit of
$250,000 the first year.
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“It was just amazing and we did very, very well, as well. So, we started to
look at going to other hotels and putting an Elephant and Castle into their
restaurants. We did this in San Diego, we did it in Boston, we did it in other
cities in North America. And that was really an interesting development, an
evolution of establishing a restaurant in a hotel that was not ours.”
In 2004 or 2005, on a trip to New Zealand for a Variety Club convention, Peter
decided he wanted to leave the restaurant business. Among other things, he
started a charity in Ghana, which donated bicycles to women so that “they
could go to the market and get their food, and they could get food for other
people.” He did this for four or five years, after which, “I spoke to Shirley and I
spoke to my boys and said to them, ‘Hey, I have this idea about building a
restaurant, and I want to build it on a beach!”
It took him two-and-a-half years to get approval from the City of
Vancouver for a two-storey building with the restaurant on the second
floor, with 250 seats.
“We opened the restaurant a year later. It was called Mortimer on Kits
Beach.… We would be packed on Fridays, on Saturdays, on Sundays, unbelievable. And then I got a stroke…. I wasn’t able to operate the restaurant
myself, I had to get other managers in and they did a great job…. And then,
one day, I was approached, after we had been operating for about a yearand-a-half or two years, I was approached as to whether I was interested in
selling the restaurant. So, I spoke to my children, I asked Jonathan, I asked
David. They took a position of ‘Dad, it’s up to you. It’s your restaurant, if you
want to have it.’” Shirley said the same thing.
“So, I sold the restaurant. And the restaurant is still going on today [under a
different name]. It’s still busy, it’s still a lovely restaurant, but I’m retired.
That’s the story of my life.”
Peter and Shirley divorced in 2008 and Peter has since remarried. His wife,
Gina Carella, brought three children into the family.
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In addition to the restaurants, the Barnett brothers also owned some night
clubs, including the Cat’s Whiskers. And they sold Christmas trees, starting
with one lot and expanding to five before calling it quits.
About what he has learned in life that he would like to pass on to his children, Peter said, “Treat everybody fairly, treat everyone with courtesy, treat
everyone with respect and it will pay you back many, many, many times, as
well as getting respect. Yesterday, one of my former employees phoned
Jeffrey and me and said he would like to get together with us. He said that
he had been working at Pizza Patio, so that’s 30 years ago…. And he came
with his son and we went for lunch. And he said to me, ‘You know, Peter, it’s
been many, many years since we worked together, and you boys were my
favourite. Nobody ever treated me with the respect and the courtesy that
you guys showed me, and I’ll never forget it and I’m so appreciative.’”

Marcena Croy (Jon’s Pizzarama, Brother Jon’s, Emilio’s and others)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, April 23, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-11
Marcena Croy was born in 1945 in Vancouver. Her family came here from
Wales, Scotland and Ireland, and have been in the province since 1862.
Marcena married John Levine in 1965 in a civil ceremony and again in 1969
with a religious ceremony after she converted to Judaism. Their three children are David, Michael and Deborah. The couple divorced in 2000 and
John passed away in 2012.
Even though Marcena was a student nurse at Vancouver General Hospital
when John got into the food business, she was involved in the business
from the beginning of their marriage. [The two met when John was delivering pizza to the student nurses residence at VGH.]
“John taught me to do the accounts, so I would be writing the cheques for
the suppliers and keeping track…. We had an accountant but I would do the
preliminary things. Through my pregnancy with David, I worked at the
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Broadway [restaurant] – at that point it was the Pizzarama – and I worked
there hostessing until David was born, then I went back into nursing when
he was about six months old.
“But I continued being involved in the restaurants…. When we started
changing the concept, when we got our liquor licence [in 1966], changing
from picnic tables to a more restaurant-type of environment … I sewed all of
the waitresses’ skirts, reversible skirts, and I spent a lot of time at the restaurant. And even after David was born, if we were doing some sort of a social
event, we took David with us. John’s approach was that children came into
your lives and they had to adjust and adapt to the parents, that the parents
should not be adjusting to the child. I remember one night where David was
fussy and we had an opera party going on at Jon’s Pizzarama and took
David. At that point, you had cuddle seats for them and he was in the
kitchen in the cuddle seat and he fell asleep as soon as he got there with all
the noise, the music and everything, so the restaurants were very much part
of our day-to-day life.”
The first Jon’s Pizzarama opened in 1959. It was on Bute Street at Davie and
“it was a tiny little concrete block place that had a grassy area with a picnic
table and I’m not sure how he ever managed to produce food there. He was
able to start the restaurant with assistance from his father [Moe Levine, who
had been involved in the frozen pizza business through the Snackery restaurant] … and then, within a few years, he sold that location and moved over
to Broadway.”
The restaurant moved to 2676 West Broadway. For years, the city withheld
the liquor licence, “feeling we were too close to UBC [University of British
Columbia] and too close to Kitsilano High School. So we went to Victoria
and had to spend the day there, go through the process of getting the
liquor licence.”
[B.C. Pizza Products was the company that owned the restaurant. John was
the majority shareholder, Marcena the minority shareholder and longtime
employee Fred Smollen had the remaining shares.]
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Marcena (Croy) Levine holds her son David’s hand as he plays on top of a
Pizzarama delivery truck, 1966.

Even after she became a nurse, and had two more children, Marcena was
involved when the restaurant hosted events and when it developed into
Brother Jon’s.
They took over the adjacent section of the building they were in on West
Broadway. “Called it the Other Room and we would do wine tastings, private functions; it gave us the ability for more capacity, plus the private
events. We then developed restaurants at UBC, [on the] North Shore, [in]
Burnaby and [on] Fraser Street, and in that I was involved with John with
the design. We’d look at all of our travels … we would look at what was happening in restaurants and get ideas, take pictures, I would do sketches, ask
for a menu. We’d come back with a lot of menus and ideas, so that expanded
until we [took on a partnership with] Cornat Industries, which enabled us to
do Brother Jon’s in Gastown. The idea for Brother Jon’s came from a trip we
made to Expo ’67 in Montreal [where] we stayed in this, as John said, it was
like a reject YMCA hotel, but, in the basement, they had a wine cellar, and it
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was just the neatest place. So that
was ’67 and it took
us till ’71 [to complete and open]
Brother Jon’s.”
[Over the next few
years, all the pizza
locations except
COURTESY MARCENA CROY

Broadway were
sold or closed,
while work
focused on building Brother Jon’s.]
“I think Burnaby
ran on its own for

Advertising for Jon’s Pizzarama on a race car, undated.

a while; the manager took over. But we changed the focus when we opened Brother Jon’s.
The concept was to give people the opportunity to have something like Rock
Cornish game hen, beef stroganoff … higher-end foods at a price point of
$3.50, $4.50 at that time.”
Jon’s Pizzarama stayed open until 1973. “We didn’t own the building and
the building was being redeveloped, [giving John the opportunity to create
two different kinds of restaurants with a common lounge]. So, the front part,
we had Broadway Café, which was light, airy, ferns, that type of eating
[atmosphere]. And, in the central part, there was a fire-pit bar separating the
two restaurants, and the back part was the Butcher’s Steakhouse. With the
Butcher, you could go in and order whatever type of steak. It was like a meat
market: you could pick your steak and then have it prepared.”
Marcena and John knew nothing about wine at first. “We had a group of
friends over to our apartment and served wines that we felt we might put on
our list and got people to do a write-up…. From then, John started reading
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on French wine and American wine and we also travelled to the States. The
first trip we took to the States was to Robert Mondavi when he was just starting out and when [the industry] was more farming than commercial. A lot of
producers that were just starting out, that became famous later on, we got to
know those people by our trips early on. And John was just a sponge of
information and became very, very involved in seeing wine as something
that was very much part of our menu as far as food went, matching the food
and wine, having the experience and having the restaurants be not just the
food but more what I would call the Los Angeles kind of food, the theatrical
experience, where people were enjoying the surroundings, the menu, the
wine, the visuals as well as the food.”
[One aspect of the visuals was to decorate Brother Jon’s as a monk’s wine
cellar.] Marcena’s mother sewed the original prototype for the monk robes
to be worn by the waiters, while Marcena sewed the [medieval-style] hostess
gown that she wore.
“I remember climbing into a closed church and we purchased the pews;
they were going to be discarded and we purchased the pews for the restaurant. We used to go to auctions; we got a pulpit, beautiful paintings.” There
were two paintings of monks on the wall, one of which included John as one
of the monks.
The restaurant catered to families. They had folksingers perform regularly.
Gastown was a nice place to be located, as there were several other restaurants in the area. “The great thing was, if you ran out of salad or something,
you could go to somebody, and we helped each other.”
Marcena was involved with what was originally the Vancouver Family
Planning Association, which then became the Planned Parenthood
Association. “So I was doing clinical work on Mondays and then the rest of
the time I was working [a split shift] at the restaurant.”
They opened Emilio’s in 1980. Before then, “we did the Scotch and Sirloin in
Calgary – it had music, it was entertainment, brought groups in, that type of
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thing, as well as the
menu which, again,
being Calgary, was
heavy with meat, etc.”
As to why John opened
many different restaurants, as opposed to
focusing on one, or a
chain, Marcena said,
“John was very creative
and he loved developing
a concept and taking it
to the opening. We were
very fortunate and we
had great staff and [they]
would end up carrying
through on the details.”

A chef making pizza in Jon’s Pizzarama, undated.

For example, “we hired a person from McDonald’s when McDonald’s first
came here, [and] we put in McDonald’s inventory control [at Pizzarama]…. If
we hired somebody to be a manager, they started by learning all of the other
jobs – washing dishes, making sandwiches, up the line. So, if they were
supervising, they knew what they were supervising, they knew the job, how
it should be done. [Years later, when I was the clinic director for Planned
Parenthood B.C., I was able to use the same inventory controls and training
systems in clinics around the province.]
[John also used his creativity to promote the business. For instance, from
1967 to 1972, the Jon’s Pizzarama Racing Division, complete with team jackets, fielded three cars that raced at Westwood. Weekends would see the family busy in the pits supporting the team.]
So, John was “part of the day-to-day but his flair was in the taking the idea,
the concept, and fleshing it out and getting other people to see his vision.
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Jon and Marcena Levine celebrate their wedding anniversary, 1980.
He did things like, on Broadway, he walked out one day and we were standing there and he said Broadway looks like a wasteland…. From that, he
decided that he would get the owners … or people in the buildings together
to try and do a beautification project.” That was in 1969 and the beautification took place from 1971 to 1974 [with all the merchants participating].
“They put in the pavers, the trees, brought the lighting down.”
A ceremony was held to “burn the mortgage,” when the costs of the beautification were paid off. [And the Broadway project was used as an example for
other areas, including Kerrisdale.]
Brother Jon’s and all of the restaurants closed in the 1980s, as a result of the
recession. The industry is dependent on “people entertaining, charge cards,
plastic, and when, with the recession, when that tightened up, it hit all of
the restaurants…. We were one of the ones that didn’t make it through. It
was a very difficult time … more difficult for John because it was on the
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front of the Sun,
the kids were very
aware of it, John
was very high profile. So that part of
it was hard but [we
got] a lot of support from within
the Jewish community.”
As well, Gastown
“was heavily
touristy so, like
most businesses,
your spring/winter, you’re not
going to do the
COURTESY MARCENA CROY

business that
you’re doing in the
summer; you’ve
got to make up for
it by bringing in
business. We also
did a lot of JAL-

An advertisement for Brother Jon’s, undated.

PAK tours,
Japanese tourists, so we were dependent on that, too, and I think that may
have cut back as well because that was the bread and butter part of it.”
Another factor, perhaps, “was Emilio’s, which had been a location of
Orestes. We took over the assets and put a lot of money into it as well, which
contributed to the fact that, down the road, we had [trouble]. I feel we were
overextended as far as that went. When we took over Emilio’s, it didn’t look
like we were going to have to put a lot in, but we did because it was overlooking Granville Island, absolutely great.”
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Even nowadays, there is a lot of turnover. “I see a lot of restaurants that are
being underfinanced because you really have to have that cushion for your
first year. And the public is fickle … something new comes along and they’ll
go there for a while, and then something else new comes along, so you see a
big turnover.”
Throughout their restaurant years, when their kids were growing up, the
family sat down to meals, especially on the weekend. “The kids had diverse
appetites…. They would try different things because their life was being
exposed to a lot of restaurants. When we travelled, we travelled with them
and I remember being in Sausalito, and my oldest was 8, and the kids decided that all of the children’s menus [were the same] … so the three of them
got together and they ordered a meal, a set meal, which had an appetizer,
salad, main plate and dessert, and they split it up. One wanted something,
one wanted the other.”
She said, “All of the kids are very good cooks, they are creative.” [The oldest,
David, who is a teacher, is passing these skills on to his son. Michael is
much like his father in his creative flair for business and Deborah is the
manager of the Farside Inn in Fairmont Hot Springs, B.C.]
Addendum
Bill Levine (brother of John Levine)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, April 10, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-07

John went to King Edward High School, and then to Seattle University. “He
formed a jazz club and he became an impresario at the college level and he
brought concerts to Seattle University…. And then he decided that he was
interested in hotel and restaurant management so he went to Michigan
State University,” though he left after a year or so. This would have been in
the late 1950s.
By the time John returned to Vancouver, their dad [Moe] had “invested in a
very small way with a very good friend of his, Arthur Sereth, who was quite
entrepreneurial … and one of the things he saw somewhere outside of
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Vancouver was pizza. Nobody in Vancouver knew about pizza. There was no
such thing as pizza in Vancouver. If you’d been somewhere else, in Italy or
L.A. … or New York, you’d know about pizza, but not here.” But Arthur
“somehow found a company that made pizza crusts, pizza shells, and froze
them….. He got the exclusive to bring that line to Vancouver, and my dad
was an investor in it and they sold to food stores.”
When the Snackery opened on Granville Street and 15th Avenue, “their
mainstay was pizza and they used pizza crusts.... So, that’s a bit of background. My brother came back and he got very interested in pizza, but not
frozen pizzas. He thought that there was an opportunity to sell real pizza,
where you made the crust, you spun the dough, made it into a shell, and it
was a far superior product in his mind, and it was. And so he opened a little
takeout store on Davie Street.”
Jon’s Pizzarama “was takeout, and then he got into delivery, so he got a little van or something and hired a delivery person, although sometimes he
was the delivery person…. He was the original chef, but then he would hire
somebody who could toss a pizza.” John worked nights, “starting around 5
o’clock, closing around 11.”
John “was never as good at managing what he had as he was at creating the
next idea. So, his next step was to open a restaurant on Broadway, a pizza
restaurant on Broadway.”
After that, John had the idea for a steak restaurant, “and it was a different
concept, where you would go up and you would identify the piece of meat
that you wanted to buy and they would cook it…. And he opened a restaurant called Brother Jon’s…. It was a theme restaurant; that was the big thing
of the day – all over everywhere there were theme restaurants. It wasn’t
enough just to have an ethnic food but you had to ‘theme’ the restaurant, so
all of his waiters were dressed in monks’ robes.”
Then a restaurant site came available in the False Creek area and John
opened Emilio’s, a seafood restaurant. “It was quite different than anything
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else … and a great experience, except there was a serious issue and that is
that the restaurant was multi-level … so the trips the waiters made from the
kitchen to some of the tables was a long trip and it was really hard to run,
very hard to run. So, that’s the height and then everything came tumbling
down, one by one.”
Emilio’s was the last restaurant John opened.
People “generally liked his restaurants. He was very ahead of fashion and
style and he was the leading edge. But … he didn’t manage them as well
as he created them, so there were always issues. And he had to hire
managers because he didn’t like the day-to-day stuff; he liked creating,
loved creating.”
Eventually, “he got into wine and he loved wine…. He was one of the city’s
wine experts and … the thing that he would be proudest of in his career –
because it was an ongoing success – is he started the Vancouver Wine Festival.”
John also “did some consulting, he helped people put wine cellars into
restaurants and private homes. And he taught wine at the college level….
That became his career after the restaurants.”

Ida Kaplan (Pheasant Delicatessen, Kaplan’s Delicatessen)
Interviewed by Irene Dodek, with daughter Odie Kaplan present, January 16,
2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-01
Ida Kaplan was born in 1921 in Wilno, Poland [now Vilnius, Lithuania]. Her
parents were Elias and Slava Shak, and she had three brothers and two sisters. Of her immediate family, only Ida and two of her brothers survived
the Holocaust.
At the time of her birth, Ida’s father owned a slaughterhouse. “He sold
everything, mostly to Jewish people who had the markets.”
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Back in Wilno after the war, Ida
was told, “‘Don’t look for anybody, they are all killed.’”
It was in Wilno that Ida met her
husband, Abrasha Krizowski. [In
COURTESY ODIE KAPLAN

Canada, Krizowski was changed
to Kaplan.]
From Wilno, Ida and Abrasha
moved to Lodz, then continued to
Vienna, travelling at night over

Ida Kaplan in front of a buffet, undated.

the Carpathian Mountains. [They
lived in the Rothschild Hospital, a transit camp, where, in September 1947,
their eldest daughter Sherie was born. In February 1948, they came to
Vancouver. Greeting them at the train station were Abrasha’s brother Ben
Kaplan and his wife Rose, Abrasha’s niece Polly Wosk and their families.
Abrasha went to work for Northwest Sack Company, where Ben was company manager. For the first four and half years in Vancouver, Ida, Abrasha and
Sherie lived with Ben and Rose.] After his brother passed away in the early
1960s, Abrasha was let go from his job.
[It was living with Ben and Rose that Ida learned to cook.] “When my sister
didn’t know a recipe, she used to tell me, ‘I don’t know to cook, phone Polly
she’ll tell you.’ And Polly would give me the recipe or tell me what to do
and this is how I learned to cook.” [Similarly, Polly learned to cook from
her sister-in-law, Chava Wosk, who, according to Ida, was an excellent cook
and baker.]
Before opening Kaplan’s Delicatessen, Ida worked at Lennie’s Grill, [which
was owned by Polly’s husband, Barney Wosk].
“The restaurant was in New Westminster and I would have to take three
buses at night and wash dishes.” The Kaplans also earned money by renting
out rooms in the home they eventually bought.
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Ida Kaplan and others in front of Kaplan’s, 1974.
“We had roomers and boarders in our house,” explained Odie, [who was
born in June 1952,] and Ida “would leave us with whoever was there and
then she would go” to work – first at Lennie’s, then at the Triangle Café [and
Moishe’s Deli].
“Then what happened … I had a good friend, Canadian, Jewish, [Kiva]
Katznelson … [who] said to me, ‘you buy a business, we’ll loan you the
money.’” With the help of the loan from the Katznelsons [and additional
help from a] former colleague of Abrasha’s, Ida and Abrasha bought
Pheasant Delicatessen from the Finkelsteins [in 1962].
Polly “was a friend of the Finkelsteins, and they told her, ‘We want to sell the
deli, we want to retire…. She said, ‘Why don’t you buy the delicatessen?’”
Two staff members stayed on with the Kaplans. [Erica taught Ida how to do
the ordering and selling, and Ida spoke Russian with the cook, who taught her
the recipes. Polly and Chava also gave Ida recipes. Ida would alter each recipe
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until it had the ‘Yiddishe tam’ (Jewish
taste) she remembered from home.]
[Ida and Abrasha opened Pheasant
Sandwich Bar, in 1963, at Oak and
West 41st Avenue. The food was prepared at the original Cambie Street
location, then transported to Oak
Street. Abrasha worked at the
Cambie store and Ida was in charge
on Oak Street. Rose also worked in
the deli, and both Sherie and Odie

Ida Kaplan and customers in Kaplan’s,
undated.

were often called to lend a hand.]
“For years,” said Ida, “my husband was on Cambie and I was on 41st.”
The building that housed the Oak Street Pheasant location belonged to
Polly’s cousin, Ben Wosk. “I told him,” said Ida, “‘I’ll take, if you have an
empty place, I’ll take it.’ So, there were cleaners … [who] moved out, I moved
in. I asked Ben … to make it bigger because I need the fridge in there to keep
all the stuff…. So all the back was pushed back and he made it bigger.”
[In October 1967, Pheasant Sandwich Bar moved a few doors south, and was
renamed Kaplan’s Delicatessen, as the business was now associated with Ida
and Abrasha Kaplan. The Jewish Western Bulletin covered the opening, noting the seating capacity of 58 and lauding the restaurant’s modernity and
beauty, as well as its family atmosphere.]
Odie has memories of helping out Saturday and Sunday mornings –
“Mother Hubbard would deliver bagels, and then Hammer’s would deliver
challah,” said Odie.
Ninety dozen bagels [or more] would be delivered. “They’d come in big plastic bags and we’d start to take them out and put them into dozens, and
things like that,” explained Odie. And Mother Hubbard with the bread –
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“they used to bring
the caraway and
the rye bread and
… the challah.”
While the bakeries
were kosher,
Kaplan’s was not a
kosher deli, “but I
sold all kosher
corn beef and
salami,” said Ida.

The inside of Kaplan’s Delicatessen, undated.

Running the business required very early mornings. Having been taught how
to cook Jewish food such as kishka and knishes, she said, “I used to bring for
my two daughters to taste that. And I waited for their answer.”
“That was basically when she was catering and doing parties and things like
that,” said Odie. “But for things like the kishka and … the knishes, for the
real things, the Yiddishe [things], I think she … turned into her own flavour
that reminded her of the old country, and that’s where it came from. So, she
would take a recipe, it was like a shidderei [this and that]: I’m going to add a
little more of this, I’m going to add a little more of that, and she honed in on
all those skills to make it with the Yiddishe.”
The catering came about when Ida was invited [in 1963/64] to a birthday
party for a 13-year-old boy and she saw what the caterers were serving –
they weren’t Jewish but were making Jewish food.
Initially, she charged $3/person for a bar mitzvah.
After “we paid out our debts … we built a cooler – like five fridges in one,
that big it was, that you could walk in and walk out. A walk-in, and we kept
the fridge there.”
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As an example of one innovation,
Ida recalled, “I approached an ice
cream cutter to see if he could …
make me a carved ice basket…. He
made the basket, and he was living
in New Westminster, and he forgot
to bring it! I had to take the car and
drive to New Westminster with one
of his helpers and put it in the car,
and that was with my friend, Lily
[Folk]…. She drove because I didn’t
know how to drive at that time. And
we brought the basket, but you can’t
put it on the table because it will
leak, so I found a big [piece of] cardboard and I put [it] underneath …

An invitation to an event catered by Ida
Kaplan, undated.

covered it with a tablecloth.”
Ida made a lot of things. She made 10 to 12 different types of knishes,
including potato and kasha. She made “a white pressed cheese.”
“It was so good,” said Odie. “I remember it hanging and then dripping
down, it was in the cheese cloth.”
Ida also made coleslaw, potato salad, apple strudel and something
called ptcha.
“You get the feet from a cow and all the gelatin is in the feet, and you ask
the supplier to cut it in pieces,” explained Ida. “And you put it on the stove
with garlic, salt and [other spices and] … cook it for a whole day. The next
day, I took out the meat and I ground it with garlic, salt, pepper. And the
third day, that was a long process, I’d take off all the fat, throw it out, cut
them in slices, put them in the fridge, and [add] boiled egg – I used to slice it
and each piece had a boiled egg…. Then I sprinkled with a little bit of …
paprika … for colour.”
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“It was like a jelled mass is what it is and … it was considered a real delicacy,” added Odie, “Not something I would eat.”
Also on the menu were pickled tongue and tzimmes. The corned beef was
bought and came “in a big barrel, 400 pounds. It took two men to wheel it in
on a special buggy,” said Ida.
“When I boiled it, I put in more spices, more garlic, more salt and I tasted
it…. The same day when you slice it, it didn’t feel the same as cold. Cold
corned beef is going to have a different flavour.”
Ida made kreplach, varenikis, matzah balls. “And you created that chicken –
that pot dish that went on the menu that you bought those special little pots
for, that we have at home,” said Odie.
To make the varenikis, the edges had to be done very carefully “so the filling
didn’t come out,” said Ida.
“That’s right. And same with the kreplach,” added her daughter. “You had
to intertwine them so, again, the filling didn’t come out.”
“I used to use chicken for making kreplach, not meat,” said Ida. “That’s why
it tasted different.”
Reliance Fish supplied Kaplan’s with lox and salmon cheeks; the pickled
white fish came from Winnipeg. For chicken, the deli used Panco Poultry as
a supplier later, but a company on Keefer Street initially. The cucumbers for
the pickles came from Richmond.
Kaplan’s had a diverse staff, who came from various countries, including
Portugal and Poland. Ida “would speak to them in Russian, sometimes you
spoke to them in Polish, sometimes in English. You had Peter, who was
Chinese. He learned to do the short order cooking,” said Odie.
“Peter was a Chinese fellow who lived in Hong Kong. And he came from
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Some of the many thank you
letters Ida Kaplan received
over the years.
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Hong Kong to the store because he
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read the ad in the paper…. He was
with me for 22 years,” said Ida.
Abrasha helped with the accounting,
sliced the lox, picked things up.
[“Dad’s forte was slicing the lox,”
said Odie. “No one could slice lox
like Dad. He would speak Yiddish to
customers, hand out treats to rela-

Ida Kaplan, 2011.

tives’ and friends’ children, close the
store each night, deliver Ida’s food supplies to either the synagogue or the
hotel, shop, list in hand, at Malkin’s wholesale or Cherry Lane Farms, and,
of course, he tasted and commented on all of Ida’s creations.”]
The Kaplans sold the business to Serge Haber in 1981. They travelled a little
bit and lived in Palm Springs, Calif., for a few months of the year, but then
Abrasha passed away in 1983.
Ida continued to cater into the 2000s, and she went in as a consultant for
a couple of months with Marshall Cramer, after Serge sold the business to
him in 2000. It was Marshall who changed the name to Kaplan Star Deli,
said Odie.
Ida never really stopped catering.
“I had friends here maybe four years ago,” said Odie. “And Mother invited
them for dinner, and she made a dinner party, which she basically catered.
It was all the old Jewish cooking and they all went nuts, and the display was
absolutely phenomenal.”
Ida was 96 at the time of this oral history.
“I love thinking about what menu I should make,” she said. “And I would
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come with two or three papers … [filled with] what I should have because I
didn’t want every bar mitzvah to look the same and have the same food.”
The largest party she ever catered was for Jimmy Pattison. “And I had a
beautiful letter from his secretary…. He had 400 people in Hotel
Vancouver, and he didn’t have to have kosher but he had a lot of Jewish
friends so he said, ‘I want kosher.’”
Ida also catered for many of the community’s major organizations. “Mother
catered for people like Yitzhak Rabin. She did a [fundraising] dinner for
Jonathan Pollard [for which] she donated everything,” said Odie. She also
catered an event attended by former prime minister John Diefenbaker, and
many other events involving notable figures, including Rabbi Moses Rosen,
chief rabbi of Romania, and Rabbi Shlomo Goren, chief rabbi of Israel.
“And she donated a lot of her services in-kind,” said Odie. In addition to
the Pollard defence campaign event, [beneficiaries of her in-kind donations included G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre, residents at the Louis
Brier and Hospital and the Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre, just to
name a few].
She also did a program where she provided Mother’s Day meals to single
mothers, said Odie, “and she would make sure each mother got a rose. She
did that anonymously for years, until it finally came out.”
[Sherie passed away in 2010 and Sherie’s son, Jordan, in 2017. It was at her
grandson Jordan’s bar mitzvah dinner, in Jerusalem’s Laromme Hotel, that
Ida received the compliment of a lifetime. In his loud voice, Jordan yelled
across the room, “Bubby! Your gefilte fish is so much better!”]
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Mike Bruser (Kobe)
Interviewed by Ronnie Tessler, June 25, 2018, by email from Vancouver, B.C.,
with Mike Bruser in La Jolla, Calif.
Born in Hamilton, Ont., Mike Bruser married at 20 and has seven children.
He has lived in Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver and Honolulu and is currently living in La Jolla, Calif. His father, who was from Winnipeg, was a physician, while his, mother, who was from Hamilton, was a musician. The family did not keep kosher.
“I was partner with a Canadian group that was developing natural resources
in Taiwan in an agreement between the Canadian government and the
Taiwan government. (The business was subsequently expropriated by the
military Taiwanese government.) During my travels to Taiwan, I often had
to overnight in Tokyo. A friend in Tokyo had introduced me to Teppanyakistyle dining, and my thoughts were that is would be a wonderful dining
experience in Vancouver.
“I began planning in 1968, leased the current Kobe location [on Alberni
Street in Vancouver], initially partnered with Hy Aisenstat, built the existing
building … hired a manager from Japan, put together a team and developed
the restaurant with a vision to create an authentic Japanese inn, including a
bar area reminiscent of a comfortable living room. It was an immediate hit
and, within two years, we expanded and built an additional floor to accommodate our increasing customer base.
“During a rainy vacation in Honolulu in 1971, I found – and leased – an outstanding location in Waikiki, and subsequently opened Kobe Waikiki….
Shortly thereafter, I found and developed another Kobe in Rancho Mirage,
Calif. In 1976, the Hy’s relationship was mutually terminated and I opened
another restaurant, in 1977, in Honolulu, Tokyo Joe’s. I sold that restaurant,
and real estate, to Denny’s in 1982, as I had become more involved in commercial real estate.
When Kobe first opened, “there were few Japanese restaurants in
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Vancouver. The only ones I recall were the Japanese Village on Hornby
Street and a small restaurant, Aki, on East Pender Street.
“I reduced my activity in Kobe and, in the ’80s, I was living in Honolulu and
engaged in real estate. Meanwhile, my son Brian, who had worked in the
business for many years, competently managed the business.
“Today, 50 years later, Brian is the owner of the business and Kobe continues to grow…. Looking back at Kobe’s success, I attribute it to our loyal
employees over the years – some with Kobe [for] over 40 years. We have had
the honour to entertain foreign royalty and dignitaries, presidents and
prime ministers, major motion picture stars and professional athletes. If
only our walls could talk. But, most of all, we are grateful to the generations
of loyal Vancouver customers that honour us by their continuing support.”
Different components make it all work, he said, “how you feel when you
first enter the restaurant; hospitality – if you can’t provide hospitality, you
shouldn’t be in the hospitality business; quality and service without compromise; abundant servings; and details, details and more details. And the
customer is always right. Not sometimes. Always.”

Ivan and Lynette Buchman (Enigma)
Interviewed by Alysa Routtenberg, May 30, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-19
Lynette Buchman was born in Pietersburg, South Africa. Her father came
from Lithuania; her mother from Cape Town. She pursued music in university and is a music teacher. As well, she studied culinary arts.
Ivan Buchman was born in a town called Brakpan in South Africa. Both of
his parents were immigrants from Lithuania, though they only met each
other in South Africa.
When Lynette and Ivan married [in 1968], they first lived in Pietersburg,
then Durban, before moving to Canada. They have three children, [all of
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Ivan and Lynette Buchman in 2001, celebrating the 15th anniversary of their
business, Bread Ahead, in Durban, South Africa.

whom left South Africa before they did].
“We were in multiple businesses [in South Africa] and I happened to come
across a franchise operation, which was a bakery operation, which I thought
was a fantastic idea,” said Ivan. Five years later, “the bakery was doing well.
It was operated by managers, I had very little to do with it and Lynette had
very little to do with it. I was in the plumbing supply business [and that was
my main focus] and Lynette was in the ladies hairdressing business.”
Lynette was also in the plumbing hardware business before her husband
bought her a hair salon; she also did interior decorating.
After he sold his shares in the plumbing business [in 1983], Ivan went into
baking fully, and opened Bread Ahead. “I enjoyed it so much, I remained
in the food industry for the rest of my [working] life. This was from the
age of about 30, and I stayed in the food industry until I retired, which
was age 74, 75.”
[The family – Lynette, Ivan and their children, Aron, Hiram and Sharon –
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moved to Durban in 1984 so that they could be closer to the boys’ boarding
school in Pietermaritzburg.]
“My mentor,” said Ivan, “the person who taught us to bake and taught us …
the basics of running a bakery, [he] was a Jewish guy from Zimbabwe. His
name was Benny Lobel.”
The baking wasn’t available in supermarkets, only in-store, but they supplied multiple restaurants, hotels and other places. When the couple moved
to Vancouver [in 2001], however, they opened a restaurant instead of a bakery, on the advice of their sons, who had owned the Fox and Firkin on Davie
Street [for a number of years]. “They convinced us to go into the restaurant
business because they would be able to help us with that.”
Ivan and Lynette opened Enigma in 2002, at 10th Avenue and Trimble
Street in Vancouver.
At the restaurant, said Lynette, “We did have a few South African dishes …
besides a few Jewish dishes.… We had South African breakfast … [with]
South African sausages and this dish called Bobotie. It’s like a curry, [with]
minced [meat].”
She said, “We built up a lovely business with wonderful customers and
friends and, today, when they see us at the promotions of the toffee puddings, we hug and kiss like they are family.”
“We were so well-supported by the Jewish community,” said Ivan. “We
even had people ... who would come in and eat off the vegetarian or the
vegan menu, just to show us that they were there to support us…. A lot of
people actually went out of their way to indicate their Jewishness to us.”
“I made kneidel and matzah balls,” said Lynette.
“Yeah, but people would come in and drop some little comment about
‘we’re from the same tribe’ or something like that,” said Ivan.
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The restaurant was located close to the University of British Columbia. One
day, an economics professor who was eating there called Ivan over and said,
“‘I’ve been sitting in your brand new restaurant and I can’t work out what
niche you’re aiming at.’ And I said to him, ‘I’m not aiming at any niche.
We’re the neighbourhood restaurant and we’re catering for everybody who
lives in this neighbourhood.’ So, our niche is students with a few dollars in
their pockets. Our niche is the people who work at the university, and their
reasonable salary. Our niche is the professors at the university who are earning fabulous salaries. And our niche is down on the water – eight blocks
away is ‘millionaires row’ … and they liked to come up in the village and eat
as well. And he said to me, ‘Ivan it can’t work. This is Canada and you have
to have a niche market that you concentrate on.’ And I said to him, ‘I don’t
know how to do that.’... And we were successful where others had failed.”
Ivan and Lynette sold Enigma in 2016.
“In the time that we were there, it went right up,” said Ivan about the commercial activity along West 10th. But, “then they started opening up a complete new city on campus … and the whole university stopped coming to
West 10th. There was no reason to come anymore…. We were fortunate that
we got out at that stage.”
The restaurant was a venue for many parties, said Lynette. “Big groups: 40,
60, 120.”
One of the Buchmans’ specialities was their sticky toffee pudding. And,
when the restaurant was busy and people were having to wait a longer time
for their orders, they sent latkes to tables.
“Thousands and thousands of latkes,” Ivan said they sent out over the years.
They also made Moroccan lamb and Israeli food, such as shakshuka,
because, Ivan explained, they had a French chef but she was married to a
Lebanese man, and had spent many years living in Beirut. “And Beirut food
and Tel Aviv food is very similar.... As a result, we had a lot of Israeli-type
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food on our menu.”
They changed the
menu every night,
said Lynette, “so
that people wouldn’t
get tired of [it]
because there were
at least 30 families
that would come
two or three times a
week.”
Every day, at 3 p.m.,
Lynette would

Ivan and Lynette Buchman in 2015 at Enigma restaurant
in Vancouver.

decide on the night’s
menu, and it would be put online.
One of Ivan’s jobs was to scour the market and look for bargains – sometimes the butcher shop would have too much of certain cuts of meat, for
example, and so it was being sold at a lower price. “And we ran what was
called a blue-plate special,” he said.
He explained, “It goes back to the days of the Great Depression, where the
governments [in the United States and Canada] insisted that every restaurant had a blue-plate special where people who had no money in their pocket could walk into a restaurant [primarily diners and cafés] and, for a very
inexpensive price, get a full meal on one plate, and the plate was always
blue…. And, we ran a blue-plate special, which was very, very popular…. It
became an integral part of the business. People used to pop in for the blueplate special and love it and they’d get value for their money and they just
appreciated it.”
“We used to have mothers, parents,” said Lynette, “that came from the hospital with the baby, one day old, to have a meal on the way home…. When
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the kid was 13 or whatever, they were like our grandchildren. They’d come
to us for their bar [and bat] mitzvah in the same restaurant…. We had many
bar [and bat] mitzvahs, weddings.”
Many of the people who came to the restaurant became the Buchmans’ friends.
“It’s great,” said Ivan. “We’ve got a mantelpiece at home with pictures of
kids that don’t even belong to me. They used to give us pictures of their
kids, as they were growing up.”
“We worked from half-past 10 in the morning till after midnight every day
of the year,” said Lynette about why they decided to sell the restaurant.
After retirement, Ivan and Lynette went into the sticky toffee pudding
business.
“All that we knew is to go to work every day,” said Lynette. “So, we retired
and we slept for about three months, got our strength back. And we needed
to do something, we just had all this time in our hands!”
“And a lot of people were phoning us,” said Ivan, “and saying to us, ‘Where
the hell do I get the sticky toffee pudding in this city?’ We had made it for 15
years and we had sold literally thousands and thousands of them and we
had become known for it. People used to drive across the city to have a
sticky toffee. People used to come with cooler bags and buy them and take
them back to Edmonton or wherever they were going…. And, we thought,
let’s make some sticky toffees and then, at least, it will keep us in contact
with people.”
They make it in the kitchen at the Peretz Centre for Secular Jewish Culture
[and it is sold in many grocery markets, restaurants and pubs throughout
Vancouver].
“We’re doing our best to have a business where we have no employees,”
said Ivan.
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“The difficulty in Canada,” he said, “is that the food industry is used as a
stepping stone to a career ... so you will get a person who is very keen to
work in a kitchen and you will teach him all that you know and he will
become a great cook and then, suddenly, he’s a psychiatrist and he disappears. He’s no longer a cook.”
The Buchmans have worked together for more than 50 years.
“And we enjoy going to work,” said Lynette. “You cannot make people do
what we did and what we do. It’s embedded in us. You cannot make yourself
do it.... If you don’t enjoy it, you’ll never achieve what we achieved. And we
still enjoy it. So, every weekend you’ll find us at one of the lovely boutique
supermarkets … promoting our product.”

Susan Mendelson (Lazy Gourmet, Mendelson’s Kosher Gourmet)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, May 8, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-16
Susan Mendelson’s grandparents came from Romania, Russia, Lithuania
and Poland. They all came to Canada around the turn of the 20th century.
Her mother was born and raised in Quebec City and her father is from
Toronto. Susan was born in Nipawin, Sask., but grew up mainly in Toronto.
She has three siblings.
In the early 1970s, at the Kitsilano fair, “I had a little blanket set up and all
my baked goods and sold them. I remember making $70 – I mean gross, not
even making [a profit] but it was a big deal.”
Susan loved to cook and bake. “When the Six Day War happened, when I was
still living at home, in 1967, I made a bake sale in our backyard to raise money
for Israel. And that was probably the first time I had anything to do with food
commercially. My mother said we made about a hundred dollars, which was a
lot in 1967. My mother says, ‘Well, yeah, but what did we spend on ingredients?’ Because she picked up the tab for the ingredients and the neighbours all
came. But it was great … feeling like you could do something.”
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Susan Mendelson, 2016.

At the University of British Columbia, “I loved being in the theatre and I
loved my friends in the theatre and I had just such a wonderful life. But my
dearest friend was my teacher, Larry Lillo, and he just said, ‘Susan, you
know, you’re never going to make it as an actress but you’re a hell of a cook.’”
At first, “I ended up deciding to go back into social work. I’d been involved
in Vancouver. I’d run and started a community summer program called
Bayview Summer Odyssey. We even named it. I don’t know if it still goes on
to this day but I hired out-of-work actors and everything. I think about it
now, it’s crazy because I was probably 22 or 23 years old and I was in charge
of a hundred kids for the summer.”
As well, “I’d worked in a group home for delinquent kids, which is where I
met Deborah Roitberg, who would be my future partner in business.”
To support herself at school, Susan got a job as house manager with her
friend Larry’s Tamahnous Theatre, which “was about to become the resident company at the Vancouver East Cultural Centre,” or the Cultch. But
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her salary of $350 a month was not enough to cover all her expenses, “so I
started selling Nanaimo bars and cheesecake at the intermission at the cultural centre. And then I started making carrot cake.”
This was in 1975.
“And it started really taking off. People started phoning the Cultch and saying, ‘Could I get two tickets for tonight’s show and could I by any chance
reserve two pieces of cheesecake for intermission?’ and we’d say, ‘You really
can’t do that, you’d just have to be first in line.’ People started figuring out, I
could only make three cheesecakes at night after I’ve been working all day
and going to school all day in my little apartment, so I could serve anywhere
from 30 to 36 pieces. So, as soon as the curtain would come down, people
would race, it would be like a stampede into the lobby to line up to get their
cheesecake or carrot cake or whatever it was. It became a story and, one day,
Anne Petrie from CBC Radio called me and said, ‘Who are you and what’s
this with the cheesecake? Will you come on my show and talk, and give me
your recipe?’ I said, ‘Well, I’d love to come on your show but I’m putting
myself through university with this recipe. I could tell your listeners how to
make chocolate cheesecake if you’d like.’” And she did.
It was a segment about celebrating New Year’s Eve, “and it was kind of
cheeky and Anne said people started calling and writing letters, ‘Who is this
person? Get her on! She’s fun!’”
So, Anne “asked if I would come on and do a show on aphrodisiacs for
Valentine’s Day. I said sure, of course…. So, I headed to the library, UBC,
looked up aphrodisiac and foods and put together a little menu and got
recipes and went on the air. And then, she called me again.”
To be on the air, “I ended up getting an extra $25 a week, so you can see my
income’s really increasing here. And I became a regular on CBC Radio, I
became a union member with ACTRA [Alliance of Canadian Cinema,
Television and Radio Artists] and that really launched my career because
then I had some credibility…. I had no formal training in cooking and/or
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baking. I just loved to do it… I was called CBC’s ‘ace in the kitchen.’
“And it took off. People started asking if I would send the recipes, so CBC
would type up all my recipes. Soon as the show was over, I’d race up three
flights of stairs, I’d get onto the phones and people would … give their name
and address, and I’d just frantically write it down on envelopes, and then
CBC would send out the recipes…. After a few years, people started saying,
‘Listen, I’ve got your recipes sprawled all over my house, they’re falling
apart. Please put them into a book for me.’ So, my first book, which was
called Mama Never Cooked Like This, was really the compilation of all the
recipes that I’d curated over a certain period of time on CBC Radio.”
Susan continued with CBC until about the early 1980s. In the meantime, “I
started catering, opening at parties for the Cultch. I’d get a budget of a hundred dollars and I’d have to make food for a hundred people.”
Then requests came in for wedding catering, which resulted in Ernie
Fladell, co-author of The Gap, who was in the City of Vancouver’s social
planning department, getting in touch. “And he said, ‘Susan, I have come
up with an idea. I’m going to start a festival and it’s going to be a children’s
festival. And we’re going to bring 250 performers from all over the world to
perform in Vancouver for eight days. And I want you to do all the food for
the performers: I need breakfasts and lunches every day … and I need their
dinners prepared every night as well and I’d like you to do it.’ I said, ‘Ernie
you’ve got to be kidding!… I don’t know the business, I couldn’t possibly do
it.’ He goes, ‘Nope, I’ve got an LIP grant for you,’ which was a local initiatives program grant, ‘and I can give you six weeks to learn the business. I’m
sure you’ll do a great job, and you’re doing it.’… I was 25 or 26 at the time.”
Again, out-of-work actors were hired to help during the week and future
business partner Deborah was also enlisted to help. It was 1978.
“I had a conversation with my grandmother, Faye, Grandma Faye, who I’d
dedicated my first book to, or would within the next year. And she had told
me how when she was younger she always wanted to have a tea room and a
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coffee shop…. I just thought, ‘I don’t wanna be 80 years old and telling my
grandchildren what my regrets were, that this is something I really should
do because I wasn’t encumbered by kids and I didn’t have any reason not to
and I could always go back to social work – I had graduated at that point….
So, I talked it over with Deborah … and we decided to give it a go. We found
a little location on 4th Avenue that was about to go out of business … they
were selling their lease.”
The Lazy Gourmet was established in 1979. Mama Never Cooked Like This
came out in 1980. “It was sold out before it was finished being printed, and
people would come into the Lazy Gourmet literally begging to buy the book.
And, because I was on CBC, I was fairly well known at that point … so, when
the Lazy Gourmet opened, a lot of people came who were just curious to see
who I was and what I looked like. It brought hoards of people. I was very
lucky, it was the right time, right place.”
The Lazy Gourmet “was for people who wanted gourmet food but were too
lazy to make it themselves, so they would bring in their casserole dishes and
we would fill it up, they would take it home and pretend they made it themselves. And they could also buy coffee and they could buy Nanaimo bars
and carrot cake and cheesecake and all kinds of things. We changed our
menu every month, it was insane…. It was mainly takeout, we had a few little tables so people could sit at the front…. Those first few years were so
intense – so many hours and hours and hours of work. From six in the
morning, because we do all the food … we do some cleanup and prepare the
shop … one [of us] would be on the till and one would still be cooking in the
back and then, when we close up, we’d have to do all the cleanup and prep
for the next day. It was just the two of us for a while. And then, the first person we hired was a dishwasher, and that was a relief.”
Susan’s next book was Let Me in the Kitchen, a cookbook for children. It
formed the basis of a show by the same name at the Vancouver
International Children’s Festival in 1982.
Nuts About Chocolate came out in 1983 and Fresh Tarts came out in 1985,
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both of which were done with Deborah. An Expo ’86 cookbook followed,
after which the Lazy Gourmet went from one location to three overnight:
4th Avenue, Granville Island and Thurlow, “next to what was the Le
Crocodile. And that was another Lazy Gourmet that we tried to make into a
Jewish deli. All of a sudden we started losing money, big time…. It was
because of rents and ... we were just good at what we did, meaning making
food and having great relationships with our customers, learning how to be
bosses and we were doing a pretty good job of it. But then … you have to be a
businessperson and neither of us were businesspeople. That’s a really harsh
reality to get in touch with…. That was hardcore and stressful. And it put a
lot of stress on the relationship for sure.”
Susan and Deborah worked together until 1988. “Deborah really wanted to
have a family…. I think she was just done. You have to have nerves of steel,
not that I have them, but I must have at one point.”
Two of the three locations were sold within five years. “I didn’t want all the
extra rents…. Granville Island did not treat us well. They really wined and
dined us to get in there and then, as soon as we signed our lease, then they
told us all the things we couldn’t do, which we had no idea we wouldn’t be
allowed to do…. Their concept was that we were takeout only, so nobody
could buy our food and eat it in the market. We weren’t allowed to sell coffee, we weren’t allowed to give a fork when people bought our salads in
takeout containers … because they had to take it home…. We had beautiful
gingerbread houses – they wouldn’t let us sell them because somebody else
was selling gingerbread houses. So I said fine, we’ll take orders for them at
Granville Island … they can pick them up at 4th Avenue or we’ll deliver
them to their house and you won’t get your commission. It just became an
awful game like that.”
When the Lazy Gourmet moved to 5th Avenue and Fir Street, taking over the
space where Bridge’s Bagel Deli was, “I opened a restaurant.” Its offices were
on the second floor.
Susan’s husband, Jack Lutksy, also had his office there. “So when Mira was a
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baby, when she was little, she’d come and have lunch with us in our little
boardroom every Friday before she went to school.”
The business grew to a whole new level when the Lazy Gourmet was asked
to be involved in catering for the Molson Indy – “eventually, we took over
the whole race and catered all of the food. We did 30,000 meals in one
weekend. I had to develop computer programs to do it and everything. It
was really an exciting time, a little bit exhausting, especially since I had a
little baby but, we did it, it happened.
“The restaurant, it was takeout gourmet food … and it was fun. We had a little gallery and we’d let artists put up their art, which was kind of a dream of
mine…. [The restaurant] was mainly our food but we took over some of the
recipes because a lot of the people who had been customers of Bridge’s
Bagel Deli wanted their food. So, we continued to make the bagels … and we
did our deli sandwiches, but also our Lazy Gourmet food…. After about five
years, when the lease was coming up, the landlord wanted to triple our
rent…. Just around that time, we saw this for sale sign that came up on [the]
Legion Hall across the street…. I told Jack about it and he said, ‘We’re on it,
we’re on it, we’re on it!’ And next thing we knew, we did an offer … and we
got the building…. We renovated it…. We put in a new roof and, of course,
we put in a skylight to bring light in. And we started a restaurant, the Lazy
Gourmet restaurant.”
This was 1997.
“We had our Izzy burger, which was this fabulous vegetarian burger, but it
came with our incredible fries and salad, and I think it was $6.99, and we
had steak. We had things that were so underpriced like that…. We had a
wood-burning oven in the centre and we did these wonderful skinny pizzas
and people came from all over, but they only came for lunch. We were in the
middle of nowhere and we just weren’t making it at night, and it wasn’t
making a lot of sense. Unfortunately, there was also somebody here who
was stealing from me that I wasn’t aware of…. The restaurant wasn’t generating the amount of money that it needed to make just to be viable.”
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The restaurant closed after about five years. “But was really good for the
Lazy Gourmet because the catering company could really grow once we had
all the space for production.”
Among the company’s clients is Simon Fraser University, with which it has
a contract for the university’s four buildings in the downtown core.
“And then, when I was 64 years old, I decided to start a kosher catering
company…. [Vancouver] Talmud Torah came in and asked me if I would
give them some advice about how to set up contracts because they knew
about our contracts with Simon Fraser and UBC. We did Robson Square for
probably about seven years as well…. I said I’d like to look at the kitchen,
and the plans were not really conducive to what they wanted to do, so Jack,
my husband’s an architect, redid the plans for them. And then I said, is
there a reason why you haven’t considered us to do it? And I don’t even
know why I said that but I’ve got a team here who like to work. They said,
‘We’d love you to present a proposal.’ So I did and we won it…. It’s called
Mendelson’s Kosher Gourmet, and we do the hot lunch program at the
Talmud Torah school and operate a kosher catering company out of the two
kitchens there – we have a meat and a dairy kitchen there…. We have a
whole corporate catering department and then we have a lifecycle department, where we do weddings and bar mitzvahs and brises [circumcisions]
and baby namings and Christenings and funerals.”
The company supports a lot of families. “We are a big family, a really wonderful group of people. Mike, head of HR, has been with me for 26 years.
Jenny, my chef, has been with me almost 20 years. A number of people have
been here for many, many years and people have gotten married here,
they’ve had babies here, so we want to keep it going but I’ve always said that
the real reason for my success, and without any false humility or anything, is
that I hire people who are smarter than me and more talented than me. I’m
not ashamed to say that. There’s no question about it. They’re really, really
hard workers and, so, I’ve given ownership to a couple of people, my key people; I’ve given them shares in the company, so it’s our company now. And
that’s an opportunity for me to create an exit strategy and to step back. Right
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now, I work three days a week when I’m in town, sometimes it’s a little bit
more, sometimes it’s a little bit less. My exit strategy is probably, at 70, to
think seriously about not working, but I don’t know. I’ve said that before.”
The reality in the food business is, “if you’re not constantly reinventing
yourself, you’re moving backward. All the catering companies who were
around when the Lazy Gourmet started are not around anymore. There’s
really nobody else who [has] stayed in business, been this crazy.”
As for how the industry has changed over the years, when “Granville Island
opened in Vancouver, there was this plethora of fruits, vegetables, everything, some things that people hadn’t even seen before and there was a celebration of fresh quality. Until that time, fresh, quality, beautiful food was
kind of life stream food, which people thought of as hippie food….
“The food scene has just changed … the Food Network got young people just
fascinated with food and creating food. And then all these talented people
who loved food, but also had artistic talent, started coming, investing and
getting excited about restaurants…. Paul Grunberg [owner of Savio Volpe
and other restaurants], who was our neighbour on 36th, he’s got a whole
dynasty of restaurants now…. He started out as maitre d’ and now he’s got, I
think, three or four restaurants.”
Running a business and raising children is difficult. “There were times
when I would work – I’d have clients who insisted I would show up at their
events at night. I’d go home after a hard day, I’d make dinner, I’d be with
Mira and Soleil and help maybe with a bit of homework and then I’d zip out
to an event where I had to make an appearance. I might just have to be there
at 10 o’clock at night as the symphony got out or something, and then come
crawling home, and then get up in the morning and start all over again…. It
was pretty exhausting for many, many, many years.”
Looking at it, “what I’ve loved is the whole team aspect of people working
together and striving and understanding that we’re a team and trusting.
We’re all going make mistakes at different times because we’re all human.
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So, it’s trusting that, if you make a mistake, the team is going to cover for
you … people will forgive you for a mistake, but they won’t forgive you if
you don’t know how to apologize properly and how to make it up to them….
So you always have opportunities, and it’s about relationships. And so I
would say I’ve loved the relationships that I’ve built with my staff, with
clients, customers, families who are a part of my family now, who I met
through working [in] the Lazy Gourmet….
“I had an accountant who was stealing from me for a few years … but, at the
end of the day, I’ve learned that you don’t let those types of things get you
down, you just move forward, you don’t dwell on bad things that happen,
you let them go and you move forward with a really positive, powerful passion and belief in the future…. I’ve learned the most important thing in
business and probably in life is to trust your instinct, to understand that we
have knowledge in our soul, in our gut, we call it…. I would say the major
mistakes I’ve made in my life have been by not following my gut…. There
are ways of knowing – looking at the facts and the figures and trying to
make sense of it all and, at the same time, using your gut to know what
should I do next, or should I hire this person, or will this person work well
with that person and just listening to your inner self.”

Mark Winrob (Las Tapas, Fatso’s Barbecue and Smoke House, Smoking
Crust)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, April 24, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-14
Mark Winrob was born in Winnipeg in 1946. His parents, Harry and Norma
Winrob, were born in Winnipeg as well. He has two younger siblings: his
brother, Brian, was born in Winnipeg, and his sister, Abbie, was born in
Vancouver. The family moved to Vancouver when Mark was 5.
His father was a general practitioner, who, after retiring at 65, continued
working in the city in a private clinic dealing with heroin addiction until he
was in his 80s; he passed away when he was 86. After his parents were
divorced, his mother, who is now 91, “went back to university and got a
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teacher’s degree and dealt with children with special needs.”
Mark got a degree in music at the University of British Columbia and taught
high school music for a couple of years.
“My mother during the married years was a housewife so, relatively traditional roles … food was something that she took care of and her mother was
in Vancouver, my grandmother, so there were traditional foods available
and that were of interest to me. Whenever my grandmother would make
blintzes, I can remember very well, I was always very interested in what that
was and what was going on and the little fry pans that she had that were
specifically for the crêpes. And so, I took interest in it and would even help
her, I remember…. But my mother expressed a lot of her love through feeding you, and so my response to that, at the age of about 14, was to rebel in
the only way that I felt comfortable: I wasn’t rebellious in any other way, so I
stopped eating her food and I started cooking for myself and that was about
the worst thing I could have done to her.’
In 1969 or so, Mark went to Europe and travelled extensively there, as well
as into North Africa, to Algeria, Morocco and Greece, and through the old
Yugoslavia. It was in Spain that he first experienced tapas.
“People in Spain, they usually would have a social drink but always accompanied by food, where, in Canada, beer parlours and things like that were
just drinking establishments; rarely do you get anything, maybe a peanut or
something but that was it. It took me seven years after I first was introduced
to tapas to actually get into business. I came back to Canada and went and
got a job teaching and then, over the next seven years, slowly, slowly, did I
start to get it together as far as opening a restaurant.”
That included “finding a location, being able to tie that location up or get
control of it, and then financing that and designing a restaurant in the space
that you’ve acquired, and building it. And so, that process, it took me a year
to find a building. I had certain criteria that I was looking for: single storey,
parking lot next door, freestanding … and so I found something like that, an
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old auto body shop in downtown Vancouver.”
It was between Robson and Georgia, at 760 Cambie St.
It took, “I can remember exactly, three months and 22 days to build the
restaurant…. It was 5,000 square feet. I couldn’t even afford to develop the
whole space so I cut it in half with a wall … cut out part of the roof and made
a courtyard, and then built 2,500 square feet as a restaurant and the other
part was just a huge 2,500-square-foot storage space. And then, after 18
months, it was quite successful, so I then built into the other side and over
the weekend – one weekend – cut the wall out and doubled the size of the
restaurant.”
Initially in Las Tapas, “I had a partner…. I bought her out.”
The clientele was “very much a cross-section” because the restaurant was so
close to the Queen Elizabeth Theatre and patrons of whatever was playing
there would drop in, whether they were attending the opera, ballet, a musical, a rock or folk concert. “The restaurant would fill up in advance and then
it would be quiet for a period of time and then it would fill up again after…. I
was there before there was B.C. Place and before there was the hockey arena
… but, when the dome came, came [Luciano] Pavarotti and all those kind of
people. And then, there’d be Vancouver’s Grand Prix and so I would get all
these people who were motor-racing enthusiasts and all the drivers. It was a
restaurant that attracted Vancouver [at large] … because no one lived in the
area, there were not those high-rises when I started, so I couldn’t say that
there was a community that supported me; it was very much dependent on
what was going on in the area. Expo ’86, I went through the whole thing.
Las Tapas opened in 1977 “and people didn’t know what ‘las tapas’ were. Ten
years later, I finally read an article about tapas in Gourmet magazine – a
restaurant, such a big deal, had opened in New York City that was serving
tapas and it was the rage. I had already been open for 10 years but because of
Vancouver and where we are, on the other side of the Rocky Mountains, we
don’t really affect the rest of Canada and certainly not the United States.”
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When Las Tapas opened, “there was another Spanish restaurant in
Vancouver called Château Madrid but they had never opened a tapas, they
were a traditional restaurant fare. Once I opened, they then took their
ground floor and they turned it into La Bodega. But I used to have a flamenco show on Sunday evening in the restaurant and the owners of La Bodega
and Château Madrid would come and they were supportive of me … but it
was me, the usurper in a way, the Jewish guy who had come in and taken
tapas and made it successful and, in some ways, there was a little bit of sour
grapes…. [It was more pronounced with] some of the others, the Spaniards
and the Central Americans and the South Americans – I think they thought
that maybe I wasn’t truly ethnic from their view, but I knew … that I
couldn’t translate the concept exactly as it was in Spain. I had to make some
changes because I was dealing with a different culture here and so I made
changes in the recipes as I understood them to be for what I considered this
market to be.”
There are a couple of very important things. “Number one is the bread and
number two for me is the salad dressing. Those things, if they come first to
the table and they’re not very good, the chances are nothing else is going to
be great. For me, bread was incredibly important. When you grew up or
spent years in Europe … European bread is so much superior. We’ve come a
long way but, for them, it’s such a basic staple and, for us, Wonder Bread
was considered to be a staple, not in my family particularly, but it was out
there…. The artisanal breads, they’re so expensive, so it’s like it’s considered
a luxury where, in Europe, a good bread is not a luxury at all.”
Las Tapas got its bread from a Swiss pastry shop on Davie Street. There
would be a delivery every day, “bags full of these buns; they were fantastic.… Then what happens with something like that, it became such a signature and, as people get older and either go out of business, the suppliers will
pass away or whatever, you have to continually make other arrangements.
To replace those buns when [the baker] passed away, that was hard for me.
“But another reason [it was hard] … is that I started out paying $1,200 a
month … then it would go up to $5,000 and then $7,000 and then $9,000 a
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month, so you start looking for ways to cut costs and having someone bake
your bread for you is expensive. So, I started baking a focaccia bread … we
would take these huge trays and cut them in squares and they had fresh
herbs on top and then olive oil. I think we were one of the first restaurants
to put olive oil and balsamic vinegar in bottles on the table, and people then
would mix that and take those breads and dip them. That was a big deal.”
Las Tapas closed in 1998.
Over the 21 years, the building changed hands “and I, numerous times, tried
to buy the building but never would I even be aware that it was for sale.
Somebody one day would come and tell me OK, now write the cheque to
this company, OK now write the cheque to that company. Eventually, some
developer bought the property up and closed us, asked us to leave. They
were going to build this thing, but, as it turned out, the property sat vacant
for 10 years because there was some problem.”
All of the stuff from the restaurant was stored. After six months, “[I] found
this other location on Broadway because I had been interested in smoked
meat and barbecue but traditional style. So, I flew into the U.S. and did a
trip around the U.S. studying barbecue from Texas to the Carolinas.… I
found some equipment that was of interest to me, these large smokers …
and so I flew down to the factory and I ordered one of these machines – it
does 500 pounds at once – and I shipped it up here.”
Taking over a Greek restaurant on the south side of Broadway, “half a block
west of Macdonald … I tore the whole inside of the restaurant out because
the smoker couldn’t come in until there were no walls … it weighed a couple
thousand pounds and I had to lift it off and then get it into position in the
kitchen area and then put it in and then build the restaurant.”
It was called Fatso’s Barbecue and Smoke House. “I never liked the name. I
hated the name, I was embarrassed of the name. I made a mistake.”
The restaurant did well for a time, but, again, the building’s owners
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changed. “If you don’t own the building that your business is in you’re
going to have a problem at some point…. What put me out of business there
was the rent. It just doubled from what I started at within a very short period of time and I couldn’t keep it up, so I sold it. That one was bought: Las
Tapas nothing, I didn’t sell anything, but that one I did sell” in 2007.
The next restaurant was a pizza place on Macdonald.
“It was called the Smoking Crust and I went back to that same company and
had them ship me a little version of that smoker. And so I put it in there and
I started doing brisket and ribs and pork shoulders and started making pizzas with all the products that I was producing…. I did that for a couple of
years, maybe three years, and then I sold that and I retired.”
While Mark ran the one Las Tapas, he owned two others, which he franchised: one in North Vancouver and one in Richmond.
“I was a partner and the franchisor [of] the North Vancouver one, when he
quit … [it] didn’t continue…. [In] Richmond, I bought a piece of property,
built the building and I was the landlord, the franchisor and a partner. But
the problem with franchisees is they can’t do what you did and produce
what you produced and keep it to a certain level of quality that you expect.
It tends to reflect on the goose that laid the golden egg and they generally
don’t last, so it was a lesson. The concept of Las Tapas was a little bit too
complex for a franchise operation. A franchise operation has to be really,
really simple and easy to reproduce and that’s not what was Las Tapas was.
It was a unique boutique and it should have remained that way.”
Since Las Tapas started, “I would say that the general public has become
much more educated and, with the availability of travel, they’ve been
exposed to a lot of different cultural experiences with regards to food. And
then, with immigration and all the different demographics of the city itself
changing, when people come in they bring all of their traditions with them.
And … the expectation rises with the knowledge. When I think of the menu
that I had then and the way I presented it, it would not be acceptable any
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longer in the marketplace today…. The plates I even chose to use, they were
just simple plain white plates; you’ll never see it anymore, unless you go to a
diner maybe.
“I wasn’t really a diner, yet I wasn’t really fine dining, I was kind of in
between. That’s a big decision to be made … how expensive is your menu
going to be and, once you make a choice about what that is, you can never
change that. You can raise your prices, yes, but that’s just along with the
times changing. But you can’t start out as a middle-of-the-road restaurant
and then become a fine-dining restaurant: your customer base will never
accept it…. You have to be what you started out being.”
That doesn’t mean you can’t change at all. “Along came computers and I
computerized and so I could publish special little sheets and, as I became
more sophisticated, I would start having specials of the day. And so the
menu gets bigger and unwieldy because you can’t get rid of anything when
you have clientele that come so often; they all want their favourites and
they expect it to be a certain way. But then they’ll come in and say what
have you got that’s new today? As you get older, you have to maintain the
basics and then give them the new, so that became [difficult].
“And then you start changing the people who work for you as that new little
area starts becoming a little bit more sophisticated, and changing with the
times…. When I started out, the fish was cheap and beef was expensive and,
by the time I finished, fish was expensive and beef was cheap. It completely
turned: scallops were $2 a pound and, by the time I left, they were $15.”
The hours were long. “I’d go early in the morning and be there for 9 o’clock
and then I would go through lunch and then maybe I would rest for a couple
of hours and then I’d go back again at four and be there till midnight.” It’s
“really hard on family.”
“And then dealing with so many people, whether it be the general public
[or] all of the staff. A restaurant’s very labour-intensive and so you have
many people and people have problems and people break down. I find it
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very easy to fix machines but very difficult to fix people.”
That said, “if I was younger I would even probably do it again. And I have that
passion…. I’m a better cook now than I ever was. I never cooked in the restaurant; very rarely, if there was an emergency, possibly. But, since retiring, cooking is a passion of mine, and fun. Shopping for food is fun for me.”
All told, “I was in the business 30 years when you put it all together. When I
started out I loved employees but, over time, that was no longer the case…. I
learned that it’s difficult, in the restaurant business, to trust people, employees … because you’re dealing in things that are not traceable: you deal with
cash, you deal with liquor and you deal with food … they can disappear.
“When I started out, I guess I was naïve. I felt very lucky to be able to create
my own job and my own job description, but I didn’t put policeman on my
list. And what I found is that, in my business, you had to be a strict policeman and you had to be careful of theft and things like that because, in the
restaurant business, it’s very easy to steal, and so that was disappointing to
me. Trying to find people that I could trust … I spent a lot of time at interviewing. Interviewing for me was very, very, very important.”
In the beginning, “everybody told me … don’t do this. My father, he didn’t
think it was a good idea. I came to Lou Osipov from the Peretz School and
asked him, would you please help me finance this because the financing of
it, getting the money to get started, that was difficult.”
Over the years, “I got a great deal of pleasure out of sitting in my restaurant
and watching people – I would call it the sea of bobbing heads. You don’t
hear anything but you see the conversations going on. I always got a thrill
out of watching when the food first came to the table and they would take
their first bite, I’m looking for the response on their face, I don’t need to
hear the words, I just need to see.… I got a great deal of satisfaction out of
seeing them enjoy and like it. And so it wasn’t so much the money…. I
[enjoyed] seeing that I’m putting something out there that people like.”
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Janna Ginsberg (Janna’s Select Catering, Tudor Rose)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, April 19, 2018, by phone from Vancouver,
B.C., with Janna Ginsberg in Victoria; #20.18-10
COURTESY JANNA GINSBERG

“Both my grandparents were pioneers in their Jewish communities.
My dad’s parents [William and Rose
Ginsberg] lived in London, Ont. My
dad was born there…. My mom’s
parents [Marcia and Henry (Hym)
Goldberg] settled in Calgary…. My
London grandparents, they spoke
Yiddish. My Calgary grandparents
spoke English, and we stayed with
them every summer, so they were a
big influence in my life.”
The London bubbe, “was a real oldschool grandmother. She never
drove. She walked to the market
every day and, on Fridays, she made

Janna Ginsberg with cakes galore, in
the mid-1980s.

chopped herring, gefilte fish and a
yeasted coffee cake, which she always gave a portion of that to us. And she
loved listening to the radio and trying to get some of these Yiddish programs. And she watched TV. She loved the cooking shows. She loved this
guy Graham Kerr, ‘the Galloping Gourmet.’… But she never wrote on
Shabbos and, so, if she was listening to a recipe, she would wait till Shabbos
was over and then she would write it down.”
The grandmother in Calgary “could cook, she could bake, she could entertain.” She was a big supporter of Hadassah and, “even today, there’s a
Hadassah tea named after her.”
Everything revolved “around food in our family. You could say, ‘I always had
food in my blood,’ because I grew up helping out around the holidays and the
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simchahs…. And my mom, she was more of an intellectual but she taught me
to be very practical about cooking. She taught me to open up the fridge, see
what’s there and how to make a wonderful meal out of what’s there. So, she
taught me to be really confident and not to be afraid to experiment.”
While growing up in a kosher home, “I choose not to today, but I know how
to do it.”
“I grew up with being very comfortable around food and, after I graduated, I
went to Liberia, West Africa, as a teacher at a college there.”
This was from 1969 to 1971.
“I was very removed from anything that was familiar…. I developed a taste
for a more interesting food. And someone gave me a copy of The Joy of
Cooking. Now, I knew that from my mom’s kitchen but, because we were in
such an isolated setting, there wasn’t all that much to do, and so I started
reading that cookbook, cover to cover. I learned a lot about food.
“But what interested me when I left Liberia was the growing of food. I went
back to university at Guelph in horticulture…. In Liberia, it was subsistence
farming, so I learned about sustainability very early on, and I was only interested in organic gardening. But, at Guelph in those days – mid-’70s – they
weren’t talking about organic gardening or farming, so I helped start our own
course. It was not a credit course but, once a week, we met. We got a room in
one of the buildings, and we taught ourselves about organic farming.”
A few years after moving to Victoria, “a friend of mine said, ‘You like to
cook, I like to cook, let’s put together a food booth for the Vancouver Folk
Music Festival.’… We were vegetarians, so we made falafel, but hardly anybody knew what falafel was in 1979. It was really interesting! But we had
line-ups at the folk festival, and so we were smitten. I did that for five years.
We introduced something we called ‘Elephant Ears’ the next year.”
The first year, it was just the Vancouver festival, “but, the next year, we
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Winnipeg Folk
Festival, we did
Mariposa and a
few other smaller
festivals. And then
we got into the
PNE [Pacific
National
Exhibition in
Vancouver] and
that was the big
finish for our
summer season
because we
could stay
there. One of
the reasons I
decided to sell
to my partners
[Jenny Morris
and Gene
Freott] is that,
after a three-day festival, we’d pack up
and drive 500 miles and set up again for
another weekend and, in the meantime,
we’d have to have our supplies. So, the
PNE was plush because we could stay
there for 17 days…. Gene kept it up and
just sold to somebody a few years ago.
So, our falafel and the Elephant Ears....
We had to change the name of the
Elephant Ears [because it was trademarked in the United States] to ‘Whales
Tails,’ but we kept it up and I think
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went to the
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Several artists
were inspired by
the Tudor Rose,
including Robert
Amos, who did
these two works,
and show the
Tudor Rose as
Janna inherited it,
with the lace curtains, and the work
by Adam Noonan
(below).
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They were first at the PNE in
1980. In 1984, “I decided that
catering might be easier. Haha,
little did I know!”

COURTESY JANNA GINSBERG

somebody’s still doing it.”

“I had some wonderful experiences along the way. For
instance, I decided I would cater
but I didn’t really know what the
business side of it was like. And I
worked for Susan Mendelson –
she was one of my idols – very
briefly, like 10 days…. They had
me starting out by chopping nuts A Tudor Rose menu from 25 years ago.
by hand. At first, I thought, oh
man, this must be a test because really, you could put them in the food
processor and it would just take a few seconds. But, what I got from that
short experience is that there are no short cuts to quality, and that handchopping those nuts was the right thing to do. And a wonderful man in
Victoria, Martin Barnett, he started Rising Star Bakery here, and I learned a
lot from him.”
In the beginning, “my clientele was mostly Jewish. I did a lot of catering at
the synagogue. I did bar mitzvahs and weddings and Jewish holidays. Then,
I soon got written up in the paper and, as soon as I started getting stories
written up about me, my business really opened up, and I started doing
more corporate parties, and a lot of house parties.”
Janna’s Select Catering was the company’s name. “I’ve always been a sole
proprietor…. I had a small, hardworking staff who were extremely loyal to
me. I was very fortunate in those early years of catering…. I had the kitchen
at the Douglas Hotel. Now, the Douglas Hotel was owned by an Israeli couple. And it was a block away from the synagogue…. I ran my catering busi-
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ness out of there for those years.
COURTESY JANNA GINSBERG

“It had ups and downs, like my mom
had a heart attack in 1988. I was
going to London every month, and I
realized I can’t run my business and
do this. And so, another caterer
bought my client list, and I closed
up…. In the ’80s there was only a
handful of caterers and we all knew

A friend of Janna’s ran personal ads for
several weeks.

each other.”
Judith Stuart bought the client list. “And I can still remember her business
name: 386-DELI. That was her phone number. And occasionally I see her …
but as soon as I got back to Victoria, people started calling me again. Even
today, people call me…. Anyway, I was looking around for a place and I
found a little tea room for sale in the Cook Street Village…. It was kind of an
old people’s neighbourhood then, but I saw that those people were going to
move away or die, and that younger people would move in…. Twenty years
later, it is a terrific place to be. I was just a little ahead of myself.”
The Tudor Rose opened in 1990.
“When I took over [the space], the kitchen was like a home kitchen. It had a
home dishwasher. It had a home stove. It had, I don’t know, three or four
microwaves – they weren’t really cooking, they were making things in the
microwave. But food was so important to me that I quickly got rid of all that,
and made it into a professional kitchen.
“And, I wanted to be there for the neighbours. We’d have art shows every
month. I’d have a little opening. We had storytelling on Sunday mornings,
and people loved it. We’d have fancy dinners from a certain region and I’d
bring in someone to talk about the wines of that region, so we did a lot of
food and wine pairings. And some poetry things. And afternoon tea – I
began to be known for afternoon tea. We had wonderful scones – I had a
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write up in Gourmet magazine in 1993 for my ginger scones. And, last week,
I was at a little restaurant and this woman came up to me, ‘I make your
scones every Christmas,’ she said.”
The clientele initially “was little old ladies. Maybe that’s not a nice thing to
say. There were lace curtains, and everything was pretty bland. But, as soon
as I started changing things – for instance, I got rid of the smoking. Can you
imagine? Now, you think back to it, people smoked in restaurants! – I was
attracting a more sophisticated audience.”
Afternoon tea started after lunch, around 2 p.m. “And because I was getting
written up very nicely and I also went to all the hotels and made it known,
we did a very, very good business in afternoon teas. Now, I have to say,
sometimes my chef wasn’t happy because, well, someone I knew who
worked at the Empress [Hotel] told me that they make their sandwiches the
day before. And I thought to myself, I will never do that! So I made these
poor people who were working for me – they had to make the sandwiches
when they were ordered so they’d be fresh. But, that quality was important
to me.”
Janna was out front at the restaurant, rather than in the kitchen. “I sometimes
helped out with the catering because I was still doing a lot of catering. Basically,
I taught my chefs the Jewish style of cooking. In the beginning, we would do
blintzes for Saturday lunch and I’d get people who came from shul.
“My mom and dad moved to Victoria at one point…. [On] Friday nights, my
parents would come, or they’d invite friends for dinner. My chef would cook
kosher chickens and a nice Friday night dinner. In the restaurant, my dad
would make Kiddush…. It was very lovely. [The restaurant would be open
for business as usual, but the family would set up a table at the back.]
“I never wanted to have pork in the restaurant. It’s a funny thing that, as I
don’t keep kosher myself, but there were certain things that I was not comfortable with. And I never wanted the chef to do a chicken dish that had
cheese in it. It just wasn’t part of my comfort zone.
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Most of the
catering clientele was Jewish.
“And most of
my business –
not all, by any
means – was
Jewish. And I
did some home
cheffing for a
while. I just feel
that Jewish people are more
comfortable
around other
Jewish people.”
COURTESY JANNA GINSBERG

In 1995, there
was a fire at the
Tudor Rose. “It
started in the
kitchen, and so
the kitchen was
totalled … the

The November 1993 issue of Gourmet in which a reader
asked for Janna’s recipe for ginger scones.

whole front end
of the restaurant was smoked…. It was an electrical fire, I think. There were
apartments above the restaurant and, just by chance, the young couple
upstairs were sitting on the floor playing cards and the floor got warm. And
so, at one in the morning, I got a call that the restaurant was on fire.
“I feel so fortunate that no one was hurt, and that the fire was in the kitchen….
But, for me, it was a very challenging time. My father was critically ill in the
hospital, and we did not expect him to live. I would go to the restaurant every
day and I would look at it. It’s funny because I had to make some changes but,
because of the emotional intensity of what was going on in my family … I real-
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ized that it was
too much for
me…. I made the
decision to sell
the restaurant
and focus on my
parents, which I
did, until both of
them died.
“I did some work
during that time.
I was teaching at
the cooking
school and I was
COURTESY JANNA GINSBERG

doing some
home cheffing
for people.... I
started doing
more event planning…. I started
letting other
people do the

Janna’s recipe for chocolate mousse on Tudor Rose
stationery.

catering and I
would look after the event.” This was in 1998.
“I was part of a tourism group here in town. So, in addition to the food
business, I was really in the hospitality business, and I really did a lot of
volunteer work, which I still do. Now, it’s pretty much in the Jewish
community.”
In its time, the Tudor Rose served three meals a day. “I only had dinners
four nights a week. We decided we were there for lunch and tea, we might
as well serve breakfast, the chef’s there, so we did. I had a special brunch
menu on the weekends. I didn’t have that large of a menu but I tried to
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COURTESY JANNA GINSBERG

cover everything, and it was very
popular. And so, I was leaning
towards what they call today ‘allday brunch.’… We’d do a scrambled
eggs, and curried chicken, and fresh
croissants. And I did something
with a bagel … I can’t remember
everything. Oh yes! Crêpes
Normandy. We made our own
crêpes. And we had a wonderful
apple-and-raisin filling with brown
sugar and cream…. The food was
fun, and looked good, and smelled
good. It was very satisfying.”

Janna’s parents, Muriel and Hym
Ginsberg, came to the Tudor Rose
every day for lunch at 2 p.m.

The Tudor Rose “was licensed for 42,
but one of the other ways I expanded was going outside to make a patio on
the sunny side. And I was the first person on the street to have an espresso
machine…. I could seat maybe another 20 outside.”
The Tudor Rose was sold. “It has been a few things over the years. Today,
it’s called Rosie’s; it’s a little diner. And I just found out that it’s going to
become a Korean restaurant. So, the Cook Street Village is alive and well.”
The catering business continued until about 2005, so lasted for nearly 30 years.
The food scene in Victoria grew a lot over that time. “When I started working here, it was at a time of food awakening. All of a sudden, people were
caring about their ingredients and food was becoming more international….
I certainly don’t know all the players anymore. There’s many more restaurants and many more caterers. It’s become an art form, I would say…. When
I started out, the main thing that was important to me was the quality of the
food – the ingredients mattered. But I began to see that people eat [also] …
with their eyes, and how it smells and how it looks [are important] and, so, I
focused on presentation. But I always did it in a very organic way. In other
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words, I’ve always been an organic gardener and, so, at the restaurant, I had
a herb garden out back, and we’d pick our herbs and edible flowers, and
we’d decorate the food plates like that. So, that’s 25 years ago; now, it’s just
more so…. Today, there are many more food items that weren’t available 25
years ago that people are eating on a regular basis. And it’s more interesting
today than ever before.”
Of course, the food aspect of running a restaurant is important. “The food
has to be good. It has to be real, and interesting, tasty, satisfying. But then,
it’s about the people. I think people want to feel welcome and valued. So, in
that sense, it’s not about the food at all. The food could be white bread, but
if people feel valued and satisfied, that is really important to me. And we
had many proposals happen in the restaurant – and then, a few years later,
they’d come back with their baby!”
How to make people feel valued is a tough question to answer. “I just try to
be real with people, be warm and inviting, and call them by name. I am genuinely interested in their lives.”

Wayne Katz (Hall’s Place, Beaver Tails, Zog’s, Moguls, Gone Bakery and Deli)
Interviewed by Ronnie Tessler, June 6, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-25
Wayne Katz’s parents came to Canada after the Second World War. While
they didn’t keep kosher, they were involved in the Edmonton Jewish community and Wayne attended the city’s Talmud Torah.
“Even though my father was a chef and had all that technical experience in
the cooking of food, my mother still dominated the household when it came
to cooking. So, we were always having, of course, Jewish foods and having
matzo balls and briskets and tongue and just many different types of food I
can remember that my mom would make.
“Now, that’s not to say that my father wouldn’t assist but I guess, after a long
day of being out at work cooking all day, he didn’t really want to come home
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to it, but I was very fortunate to have
most of the food, it was made from
scratch. Breads, pies, and any of the
pastries, etc…. Both my parents have
passed away so I miss getting my
chopped liver and my eggs in salt
COURTESY WAYNE KATZ

water and all the things that I can
remember that I had when I was
growing up.”
Learning how to cook was “a matter
of being exposed to it, but not being
sat down and shown the recipes,

Wayne Katz.

even though the recipes were available – I still have my father’s cookbooks….
My brother became a chef … so he took to the kitchen and picked up the
actual skills for cooking. I can cook.”
After studying at the University of Alberta to become a marine biologist, “I
took a year hiatus and then I ended up going to Israel for a year, living on a
kibbutz…. After doing that, I came back and I had an opportunity to go into
the restaurant business with my father. A friend of ours, a very well-to-do
businessman proposed that, if I would participate with my father, the man
would sponsor us financially…. We acquired a restaurant call Hall’s Place
Restaurant and did quite well until the circumstances of interest rates went
crazy and then I also went a little bit crazy because I wanted to expand ...
and, with all of that, it all came tumbling down. That led me to going to
Whistler … after having the restaurant about seven years [before it closed]….
That was in 1985-86, something like that.”
In going to Whistler, “I said, no way am I going to go back into business
again for myself … so I did some odd jobs and … I became in charge of purchasing at … the Delta Hotel…. Doors were opened up to me and I was able
to become a salesperson for a food distribution company, and again I was
lucky, it was just in the beginning stages…. Things rolled along and then
opportunity showed itself and … I went back into business.
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“I became very close friends with an individual who was the food and beverage director for Whistler Mountain, Garry Rogers. Garry Rogers had allowed
an individual by the name of Arthur Blank to open up an outlet called
Beaver Tails on Whistler Mountain. Arthur Blank also saw an opportunity to
open up a Beaver Tails in the Village of Whistler in the early ’90s and,
through my very close friend Garry Rogers, because my last name is Katz
and Dr. Blank, Arthur Blank, was Jewish, he thought he’d put the two of us
together…. And so, the three of us sat down to look at the existing Beaver
Tails that Arthur was operating and what we could do to expand it or to
improve on it. And we came up with a decision to change the Beaver Tails in
the village, to call it Zog’s Beaver Tails. And how did the names come about?
It was just my Zog’s [hot]dogs, it rhymes and I liked it. I said, ‘Yeah, why not,
simple keep it simple.’ And so, the three of us decided to go into business
together and that we were going to expand and multiply the concept.”
But, after a year, Garry decided to take a position with his employers in the
United States, so it became a two-person partnership.
“What I liked about Arthur was that he was open to risk…. As much as we
had our differences, we had similarities and we had a common goal…. The
goal was to not just go with Zog’s but start growing the businesses, and
that’s what we did. We went from Zog’s, bought an existing place in Whistler
[Village] called Moguls and … we more than doubled its sales…. And then we
bought the location that was next to it, called Gone, and then I felt that we
needed to do it in a way where the food shined, and not just the coffee side
of things, which Gone and Moguls were about.
“Zog’s was a food place but it was, of course, a fast food place and limiting,
but the volumes that we were doing were exceptionally high and I felt that
we needed to participate in also getting involved in real estate. Arthur
wasn’t as open to that, but that’s, again, another time, another story. So, we
ended up buying a facility in a kind of semi industrial park in Whistler
called Function Junction and we opened up a warehouse, quite a large
warehouse, almost 4,000 square feet, and that was used for storage of food
and production and we started to buy a lot of our products from the source.
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We were one of the few [establishments] that really went directly to the
farmers and started buying all of our fruits, all of our vegetables, all of the
meats that we did have. However, I don’t want to say we didn’t buy boxed
products from distributors but … we tried to buy directly from local farmers
and buy direct as much as we could.”
The ingredients were from the Pemberton area and from the Fraser Valley.
“We bought ourselves a five-ton truck, and I would drive down to the city
once a week and go to the various farmers and pick up vegetables and fruits
and then what we would do is we would buy like 4,000 pounds of blueberries or 5,000 pounds of carrots or whatever we would need to do and then
the whole purpose of the warehouse was, we would wash them all down….
We got vacuum sealing pieces of equipment and other types of equipment
that allowed us to then freeze things down. Freeze them down in a way that,
in our industry, we call it quick freezing – it was individually quick frozen
and then [we would] bag it up and we’d have it all year round…. It not only
provided consistency, [but] quality, efficiency, so the warehouse actually
turned out to be, as much as Arthur didn’t want it, it turned out to be the
right thing to do, and then we expanded even further with buying other
small businesses.”
One of the walk-in coolers at the warehouse was 1,000 square feet “and we
ended up putting a second walk-in freezer, which was about 500 square feet.”
The facility “was really for our own businesses…. It was difficult enough by
that time – we were up to over 100 employees and growing and so we really
needed to focus on what we were doing.
“One of the other things we put together at the warehouse was our own bakery, so we were baking all our own goods, which was great. We were baking
our own muffins and, of course, cookies and pies, etc…. [We] did start to
realize that there were some benefits to supplying some other outlets but we
had to do that selectively – for example, we were supplying pies to a couple
of the grocery stores in Whistler, but … it took a lot of our time. We were
doing over 100 pies a week and it was great in terms of revenues but it was
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complicated in terms of trying to manage that with trying to run our own
businesses because we were growing and buying more food outlets.”
Three other locations were acquired. “They were labelled as coffee shops but
coffee shops where we provided food, and the types of food would be various wraps, various rice bowls or noodle bowls or fast foods that were [made]
with good quality and we could do all the production out of the warehouse
and then ship them out in trucks…. The majority [were] in Whistler Village,
two of them were outside of the village. It just happened to be the way it
worked…. We were very successful in attracting locals. Very, very fortunate
to get the locals because that is what carried us all year round…. The volume
of business undulates in a resort … so the volumes would very much
increase in the winter … where we got the tourists as well. We were also very
conscious about how we priced our products.”
Given the location of the businesses, “I felt it was important that we start to
buy some real estate, particularly staff housing … [but] my partner wasn’t so
in favour …. so I ended up buying myself, personally, staff housing…. I
bought these town homes. I bought several so that we could house our
employees, which was a way to keep our employees all through the year, so
that gave us the strength to be able to, even in the slow seasons … to have
the same individuals working for us because one of the difficulties with
Whistler is, of course, you’re turning staff over quite a bit and then it loses
its consistency or complicates it in many different ways.”
As for staff, “we were looking for individuals who wanted to grow with us as
we grew, to really get involved, and the philosophy was really to bring them
in so that they had a future, so they were serious about living in this way of
life, because it is a way of life, living in Whistler.”
And, “for me it’s all about the team around you … if you build a really good
team around you, then the success or the organization will grow itself. And I
believe that you give back to the team, try to cultivate people that want to
grow and, therefore, you are working in every way to make it easier for them
and it’s also important for them to be involved in decision-making.”
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Learning about how to run a business came from interactions in the Jewish
community in Edmonton. “Even though we were poor … my mom seemed
to cultivate this circle of friends and a lot of them were businesspeople and
maybe that’s something that was in the back of my head and was brought to
the front of my head later on, and not realizing it. But, no, I did not go to
school to study business.
“I did, of course, learn by the hard knocks because I had those two places in
Edmonton that I worked hard at but the economic circumstances led to
where I had to give them up. But, I think being exposed to Jewish men and
women [in business] … that’s what drove me…. I liked what I heard and I
saw the types of results from what they showed me and shared with me,
these Jewish men from Edmonton. Yeah, and they are still with me. Even
though a lot of them have passed away now, they are still with me in my
head, which I like.”
Following his parent’ example, especially his mother’s, Wayne said, “It was
important for me to give back, so I participated in lots of different ways for
the giving back to community,” including with the chamber of commerce,
Tourism Whistler, on the boards of several other organizations.
As a significant amount of the growth in business was done without Arthur,
“it was becoming a little bit complicated … so it was a decision that we
should sell … the retail side, but I ultimately kept all my commercial real
estate…. It just turned out that I’ve accumulated all these places and they’re
all housing food and beverage people. I think I am, again, transferring some
of the way of my personality is to being a landlord and, being that I was a
small business person, I understand what they are going through, so I think
I’m able to work with them closely and help them…. I have to generate
money some, but I don’t have to be greedy about it.”
Looking back on the food industry, “I loved the people aspect, for sure. I’m a
people person and I enjoy the people side of it…. It’s nice to have been able
to grow with the community…. As the community has grown in size … other
food and beverage outlets have been able to open up. Originally, when I
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[arrived] … in Whistler, the food and beverage [industry] was focused on the
Italian restaurants, the French cuisine, those … associated with alpine
resorts, and expensive.… It was limiting to locals and that was, I think, one
of the reasons that we became successful – because we did serve these inexpensive types of food and it helped the locals feel [welcome]…. Anyways, it’s
grown in size, so it’s allowed for a lot of different types of ethnic foods to
come into play … Indian, Thai, there was a Chinese outlet … a lot of smaller
players have been able to come into the market and participate, whereas
before it was dominated by gentlemen, and it was gentlemen that were from
the European scene…. They’re still players there, those guys.” Many of the
businesspeople who “dominate the scene own their properties as well.”
Another memory was triggered by the interview, about “being a Jewish person and how it affected my business. One of the thoughts that I had was that
a lot of Jewish people from across Canada would send their kids to come
and work for me in Whistler. Because I was Jewish, they thought it would be
a good experience…. I had a lot of Jewish kids work for us.

Torchy Pechet (Torchy’s, Iron Horse)
Compiled from a phone interview by Ronnie Tessler in Vancouver with Torchy
Pechet’s daughter, Kim Pechet, in Maple Ridge, May 16, 2018, as well as
Torchy’s obituary, published in the North Shore News, and other sources.
Harold Kenneth “Torchy” Pechet was born in 1929 in Regina, Sask. He
passed away in October 2010 in Burnaby, B.C. Torchy was the youngest of
six brothers, and was raised in a traditional Jewish home. The family lived
in various places until finally settling in Winnipeg, Man.
Torchy was an athlete. Watching him ride around on his tricycle, his mother
nicknamed him after Canadian cyclist “Torchy” Peden of Victoria, B.C. He
played hockey in winter, baseball in spring and football in fall, once playing
several games with the Winnipeg Blue Bombers. From ages 14-18, he was
“owned” by the Chicago Blackhawks, playing junior hockey in
Saskatchewan. Eventually called up by the Hawks and about to sign a con-
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tract, on an older brother’s advice he queried the $1,000 annual salary. This
prompted an outburst from management that included words like money
grubbing and “dirty Jew.” Not only did Torchy not play in the majors he was
blacklisted by the Blackhawks.
Torchy met his wife, Orla Bjornson, in Winnipeg. Before they married, Orla
converted to Judaism. They moved to Edmonton with their son, Kris, and
daughter, Kim, where they ran a burger joint, Red Man Stand-In, across
from the city’s largest high school.
Kim, as a preschooler, would sit on a tall stool and watch her parents at
work. She repeatedly took fruit from their supplies and was always caught.
After a few years, the family returned to Winnipeg, living first with their
maternal grandmother and eventually in a house in River Heights. Kim said
she was a Talmud Torah dropout in second grade “because they wouldn’t let
me wear a kippah.”
Asked about food in their household, Kim said they did not keep kosher.
Not having been brought up Jewish, her mother hadn’t learned the recipes
or rituals. The kids, therefore, did not internalize Jewish knowledge,
although they strongly identified as Jewish. Around this time, her father,
who was entrepreneurial, owned a company, K and K Chemicals, which she
thinks made dry cleaning chemicals. Orla began working for Israel Bonds
after Kim started school.
In 1967, the Pechets adopted a little boy, Bill, and, in 1968, moved to North
Vancouver. Kim was entering seventh grade at this time. They arrived with
virtually nothing, only $50 in cash and a job pending for Torchy. He began
first by working for Jack Diamond at the racetrack.
Torchy opened the Pro Shop skate store in North Vancouver and then, when
Kim was about 18, the Pechets opened their first restaurant – in North
Vancouver’s Edgemont Village, the eponymous Torchy’s. It was small, but
the neighbourhood embraced it and they were able to expand the site with
the help of an architect friend. They served items like ribs, lamb and pizza.
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Kim said the restaurant was popular because of her mother’s BBQ sauce for
the ribs. She said Orla managed to replicate the recipe for the ribs served at
Winnipeg’s well-known White House restaurant on Selkirk Avenue.
Kim worked at Torchy’s while she was in university. The pay was low, but
she was saving for school. Bill also worked there as a server for a few years.
Kim believes her parents were in their 50s during this period. They were up
early every day, getting the ingredients and preparing for the lunch crowd,
then on to dinner prep and service. It was an erratic life with long hours and
little time for enjoyment. One day, Torchy suffered a heart attack while
delivering ribs. The work was unquestionably stressful.
While the Pechets stayed in the restaurant business, they changed direction,
opening a dinner theatre, the Iron Horse, below the Georgia Viaduct. The
Iron Horse was a large space divided into two rooms, one the restaurant, the
other the theatre. The idea came from the success of a few Pechet cousins in
this business in other cities. Unfortunately, the location her parents chose
was poor, the American Hotel, in what was a “divey neighbourhood.”
Kim had a playwright friend who mounted his first play in the theatre.
Later, her parents chose more professional work to present. It was a “cool
concept,” but the location served them poorly. When the Iron Horse closed,
Torchy went back to his first love, sports, working for the Vancouver
Canadians, becoming a local legend at Nat Bailey stadium as “the souvenir
guy” – he worked there for 17 years, retiring around 2005. Orla got her real
estate licence and became a realtor on the North Shore, part of the “power
trio,” as she and her partners were known.
Torchy’s, the restaurant, continued. Three brothers who had learned their
cooking skills at the restaurant (and met their wives there) asked if they
could reopen in the same space and keep the name, and they did.
Kim thinks her parents were very “gutsy.” For many years, they worked side
by side from dawn to dusk, first at the Pro Shop, then at the restaurants. She
thinks that, when her mother got her real estate licence, Orla felt somewhat
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liberated to have a career of her own. Orla passed away at age 77 in October
2009. A year later, Torchy passed away, at 82.
To the best of Kim’s knowledge, there are no mementos from Torchy’s or the
Iron Horse, however, she treasures a set of the restaurant’s wood captain’s
chairs, which have a place at her dining room table. She also has two wooden
condiment spreaders that she uses and carefully handwashes to prevent the
handles cracking. Her brother Bill eyes them every time he visits.

Serge Haber (Kaplan’s Delicatessen)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach, May 30, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-20

in December 1978 on a contract with a clothing
company that lasted a couple of years. When
that ended, he spoke with Cantor Murray Nixon
of Beth Israel Synagogue about what he could do
next. The cantor suggested that he speak with
the kosher butcher in town because he was trying to sell his business. When the butcher decided not to sell, he referred Serge to Ida Kaplan,

COURTESY JEWISH SENIORS ALLIANCE

Serge Haber came to Vancouver from Montreal

who was catering and had a restaurant, Kaplan’s Serge Haber.
Deli, on Oak Street at 41st Avenue. She was interested in selling because her husband, Abrasha, who was older than her,
could no longer help in the restaurant.
“So I went right up to see Mrs. Kaplan and, after half an hour of discussion,
maybe a little bit more, I said I was interested but I [have to] check with the
bank downstairs. Give me an hour to make up my mind…. I went downstairs
and I spoke to the manager of the Bank of Montreal that Kaplan’s Deli was
dealing with and I was told very emphatically, ‘It’s a very good business.’...
So, I went back upstairs and I told Mrs. Kaplan, ‘Yes, I am going to get the
business.’ And that was the deal.” This was in the beginning of 1981.
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“Basically, I went home and my wife almost divorced me because, she pointed out to me, I had no idea what the restaurant business is all about and
how do I dare enslave myself for day and night to work Kaplan’s. So, I told
her very frankly, ‘I didn’t know very much about textiles when I got into the
field and [found] myself with the most intelligent people in the textile business and I succeeded and there is no reason for me not to succeed because I
will learn.”
Ida dedicated much of her time to the catering side. “Kaplan’s Deli was basically a menu of a few sandwiches and some of the takeout. I bought the
business not because of the volume that it was doing – I bought the business
because of her good name in the market, in the sense of serving the good
food and … her good employees, [who] were with her for a long period of
time and, therefore, they knew and had the taste of good Jewish food….
They all stayed. I had 17 employees and 95% of them stayed the balance of
the time, until I sold in 2000.”
The objective at the beginning “was to get the trust of my employees, to show
them that I am capable to run the business…. The next six months was a tough
time … to prove to myself that I know what I am doing as a businessman and I
do also know what a taste of good food means. Although I did not get involved
preparing the food, I tasted every bit of the food that was dished out from the
kitchen. I had an extremely good palate and I think that contributed very
much to the type of service I wanted to provide for the people.”
Kaplan’s comprised both the restaurant and the delicatessen, where people
came in to buy things, like pickles, pastries, soup mixes, etc. Both aspects of
the business were “very crucial to me because whatever was not sold in the
deli also helped the kitchen to keep fresh food by selling it in the restaurant…. I changed completely the menu from probably 15 to 20 items [to] a
menu that had over 150 items that were able to be served…. Very much of
my life was on the road, [so] I tasted all kinds of garbage in my life…. I wanted genuine homemade food. Everything was bought daily, was fresh and it
was done in the store in the same way that Ida Kaplan or my wife would
have prepared it at home. And, by the way, my wife [Elinor] was my book-
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keeper and she worked with me side by side at Kaplan’s Deli.”
The clientele “in the takeout business, I would say that was 80% Jewish,
maybe a little bit less, maybe a little bit more. In the restaurant, it was probably about 50/50. One of the things that I succeeded to get was a tremendous amount of write-ups, unsolicited write-ups in newspapers almost on a
weekly basis. I have here pictures of some of these free advertisings that I
did get. And the exceptional quality of the food that I gave in the restaurant…. What I was trying to do was imitate – both in the look and the types
of service and the taste – a genuine Montreal deli [which] are famous for
serving smoked meat … and a good quality food in the restaurant.”
While not a kosher restaurant, Kaplan’s did carry an ample selection of
kosher products, including for Passover.
“To me, the important thing was to service the community at the best reasonable price. That was totally my intent and I tried to live to this intent.”
The only thing at Kaplan’s that was computerized was the scanning of the
prices of the groceries.
“When I bought Kaplan’s, I didn’t know anything about delis. Max’s [Deli]
was for sale about three to four months after I bought Kaplan’s. I should
have bought it. The interest rate was about 28% at the time, the bank
charged. I couldn’t venture into a new business without knowing the business, so I missed the opportunity of buying Max’s. When I got finally the
experience and I knew what I was doing, I was trying to enlarge Kaplan’s …
to the point I would not have to work as hard, and my wife, as hard as we
did…. It never materialized, unfortunately, because there was no room
available. As much as I tried to get the store next door [to Kaplan’s] because
it was already an established area where people knew I was there – and I
was not going to go into an area where I was not known and try to make a
new market out of Kaplan’s – I couldn’t, so I had to remain where I was for
the balance of the years. And that affected, of course, the price of selling,
when I sold it in 2000. I would have kept it much longer but I was making
my own pickles every year and I had to handle the cases of pickles, taking
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them to Richmond to storage then bringing them in small quantities, or
what we needed for weekly or daily use, and it was just too much for me. I
was getting older. I was 73 years old when I gave up Kaplan’s.”
It took a long time to sell the business. “And the reason was very simple. It
was a small business, basically, although we were doing close to a million
dollars. It was a business that you had to be involved [in]. It was a family
business. This is what I was trying to get away from by enlarging it but I was
not successful. I finally found [Marshall] Cramer. Actually, I didn’t find him,
it was Ida that found him for me…. When I sold it, I stayed there for one
week. I told him whatever I could about the business.”
Cramer was in the business for about 10 years, then he sold it. Within another year or so, Kaplan’s was out of business.
After she sold Kaplan’s, Ida continued in the catering business. “I don’t
think that there is or there was any better caterer in this town than Ida.
The elegance and the taste of food and the amount of food that she served
is proverbial. Anybody that was served by Ida as a caterer cannot say anything more than explanations of delight of her exemplary type of food that
she served.”

Mark James (Restaurant of Mark James, Fiasco, Yaletown Brewing
Company, Red Truck Beer and others)
Interviewed by Alysa Routtenberg, April 11, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-08
Mark James was born in 1955. His mother came to Vancouver from Calgary
in the early 1950s, about the same time as his father came here from
Saskatchewan. His grandparents on both sides came from Eastern Europe,
the Ukraine area, and they all – his great-grandparents and grandparents –
came to Canada in the early 1900s. His parents were married in 1953.
“My mother was an incredible cook. She had a real passion and yearning
and learning about food, and studying and researching and experimenting.
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Her life was very much devoted to exploring all
sorts of types of cuisines, so I was exposed to
that at a very, very young age – a love for food,
and really great food, and a lot of international
cuisines. She could cook Jewish food: borscht
and briskets, blintzes and all that.”
But she could also cook “Mediterranean and
Japanese and Mexican, Italian, so she really
embraced all sorts of different cuisines…. My
father came from more of a traditional Jewish
family where they did have … a kosher kitchen.

Mark James, 2011.

My mother’s side of the family was not to the
same degree of observance. My mother was a Belkin, my father was a
Jampolsky and, on the Belkin side, kashrut wasn’t that important. The compromise that my parents agreed upon when they were first married was they
would not have any treif in the house, so, of course, there was no shellfish or
pork product. They didn’t mix meat and milk. All the meat came from the
kosher butcher, but we didn’t have two sets of dishes ... and that’s what I
grew up with respect to kashrut.
“I moved out at a very young age and started my life journey because I was
pretty much obsessed, or focused, on being independent and exploring the
world, so I left home virtually when I was 16 years old, and I went to work.
At that time, I really didn’t have much of an appreciation for dietary laws or
… the importance that food played in our lives.” That said, “If I was sick, my
mother would make me a chicken soup and bring it over, or she would bring
me something that was nourishing or nurturing or comforting, because she
believed that was the best healer of all.”
Mark “had a 35-year history in the clothing business. That was in 1976, and
we closed the business in 2011. [In] 1981, we opened our first restaurant. It
was called the Restaurant of Mark James, and it was my first experience in
restaurants. I was 25 years old at the time. It was semi-casual, fine dining. It
was, at the time, really very much a leading-edge concept. We were one of
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the most popular, busiest restaurants in Vancouver … you couldn’t get a
reservation…. We had a wonderful French chef, and we were doing some
really creative menu items…. It was very pedestrian up until that point, but
… things were really starting to change [in the industry] … the start of that
whole food revolution. And I was fascinated by it.”
In expanding the clothing business, “I was taking over adjoining retail
spaces on the street that were coming up.” One of them was “built initially
for a supermarket, grocery store” and there was the opportunity to buy it.
“I’d seen concepts [on my travels south of the border,] where there were
clothing stores and restaurants combined…. It becomes a whole experience:
[lifestyle, luggage, accessories]…. I thought the restaurant [beside the clothing store] would be something that Vancouver would embrace, and it did.
People would come and they’d shop and they’d eat. They would bring their
families and they would spend the afternoon there…. There was nothing
else like it at the time in Vancouver.”
But, that style of dining is a “very fickle, trendy business … people were
going to the next trendy place, [following the next celebrity chef] ... and I
didn’t want to be in that milieu. I wanted to be more beer and pizza and live
music and more of a [neighbourhood] hangout, where people would just
come and be more social.”
So, after five years, they renovated and changed the concept from the
Restaurant of Mark James to Fiasco. “Fiasco was wood-burning pizzas, big
long bar, lots of different beer, live entertainment, and it was a real happening. It was a hangout, it was a clubhouse for a lot of people. It was lined up
around the block and people wanted to go there. It was a real hangout, a lot
of people met their future spouses and partners [there], and I still hear those
stories today.”
That model “morphed into the businesses we’re in today.”
There was no nightlife downtown into the mid-1980s, “so when we opened
Fiasco, the second year when we got busy, [they] were lined up around the
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block. It was the place to be…. We had all the celebrities, movie stars, professional athletes and underworld gangsters hanging out there. We had the
whole mix…. It wasn’t like today in Vancouver, [where] there’s a hundred
different places, or two hundred different places, to go. Back then, there was
a handful, and we were ‘the place.’ So, it was a lot of fun, and the business
had its day, and customers got older and moved on. And then the city got
bigger, so it didn’t last.” Fiasco was “the place” for five or six years, “then it
puttered along and did its thing,” until it closed in 2007.
In addition to his father’s wife, his “step-mum,” [Gail James], working in the
business, his brother Jonathan was instrumental [in getting Fiasco off the
ground]. “I worked days, he worked evenings. He was the face of the business,
and he was making the relationships, building the customers, turning it into
the hangout, the clubhouse that it turned out to be. And bringing in the live
bands and making it popular and busy…. He worked with me in the business
for approximately 12 years…. My step-mother worked in the back of the house
doing the books and the accounting, and so it was very much a family business. And my dad, of course, had his clothing store just half a block away,
Finn’s Clothing, and he’d come in every day for lunch, and we’d have lunch….
He’d come and visit Gail and visit me, and we’d talk about clothing and food
and the restaurant business. And my brother was working there, so it was very
much at that time a family business.
“And then, in 1992, we bought this building in Yaletown…. We needed a
neighbourhood pub licence so that we could build the brew pub. Very much
different licencing climate and environment and regulatory oversight back
in ’92, whereas opposed to today ... you can just open. In ’92 you couldn’t.
You needed a neighbourhood referendum…. It took us two years and a lot of
money to get our neighbourhood pub licence, to be able to build the
Yaletown Brewing Company…..That’s when craft breweries and brew pubs
were just starting, and I’d been travelling and I’d seen them in Portland [and
Seattle] … and I thought that would be great to make our own beer and build
a brew pub, and continue from what I’d learned from Fiasco…. We were the
first brew pub in Vancouver.”
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After Yaletown Brewing, “we built Brewhouse at Whistler. Then we built the
Avalon, which turned into Taylor’s Crossing, which was a brew pub. And we
opened Dix Barbecue and Brewery, and then we opened Big Ridge Brewing
Company out in Surrey. After 10 years, we closed Dix Barbecue and Brewery,
that was on Beatty; we closed Taylor’s Crossing, which was in North
Vancouver, the Avalon Hotel. [In those days, we were expanding and, today,
we’ve consolidated to where we have three brew pubs, one distillery restaurant and a number of partnerships.]”
While not planning on building anymore restaurants, “we are building the
Red Truck Beer brand.”
“We have a 35,000-square-foot facility. It is a manufacturing plant with a
Truck Stop that will accommodate 250 people inside it…. [We specialize in]
burgers, foot-long hot dogs, salads, fries and all-day eggs.… If you go to our
Truck Stop in Vancouver, we have a chicken schnitzel, a Rueben sandwich.
We have fish tacos, fish and chips, chicken…. You place your order, there’s
no hostess, you walk up to a counter, you get a number, somebody runs it
out to your table, you clean up the table after yourself. You sit communally.
That, to me, is the future ... so we’re going to build more of those.
“We’ve got two of them going on in Colorado right now, one in Fort Collins,
where we bought the brewery, and now we’re rebranding it Red Truck, and
we’re opening one in Denver and the River North Arts District, another site
that we acquired, and it will be a venue for about 500 people. There’ll be a
brewery there, small brewery, two live stages and entertainment, and lots of
beer and the same kind of Truck Stop food.”
[Mark felt that they could not build the Red Truck Beer brand in the United
States from Canada so they had to have a brewery in the States.] “We are an
American company, hire American people, make an American product....
And so, if you look at Red Truck, we’re not an East Coast/West Coast brand,
we’re not urban hipster. We’re going to resonate in the heartland of the
country … any place that they’re driving trucks and getting outdoors.”
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“For us, Red Truck Beer, Colorado, is a starting point. It is ground zero for
beer in the U.S. Colorado has got the most developed craft beer market in
the U.S. [Fort Collins is the Napa Valley of beer.]... So, we’re competing with
the best there is. If you’re going to be in the craft beer business, and you
want to compete with the best, you go to Colorado…. We’ll do music and live
concerts. We’ll probably build a motel down there, so people can come up
and spend the weekend, and stay at the Red Truck Motel, so that’s all part of
our plan for Colorado. And if we build the brand in Colorado, then it will
expand to all the other states around it.”
Comparing it to the clothing industry, which has declined drastically, “I was
in a business where you buy clothing, you put them on your shelf ... you
open your doors every day and you hope people walk in ... you’re really
restricted by who walks in your door every day.
“Well, now I’m in a business where you can go out to the world every day.
We can sell beer anywhere. So, instead of waiting for people … we can go out
and make and sell it. It changed my world. Just sitting there, tapping my
fingers, waiting for somebody to come in, now I can go to them. We have
salespeople all over selling our products.”
Another part of the fun, “and I’m jumping ahead here, but, a lot of the
design here ... I work with my daughter Briana, who’s a designer…. So, this
template, the way the menu looks, the font that we use, the whole look and
feel of this came a lot from Briana and I, and it was fun working with her.
[“My younger daughter Bella works in the head office with me, and she’s an
important part of the business. While my sons don’t currently work with me,
they’re always welcome, and we think of it as a family business.”]
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Rabbi Avraham Feigelstock (B.C. Kosher / Kosher Check)
Interviewed by Gary Averbach, June 1, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-21

KOSHERCHECK.ORG

Rabbi Avraham Feigelstock came to Vancouver
in 1982 [from New York]. “At that time, kashrut
was under the Canadian Jewish Congress….
There was a kashrut committee which was made
of every part of the community, and they had a
symbol called the V.K. (Vancouver Kosher). I
immediately got involved with the Congress and
to see what the standards were…. I realized after
visiting some companies that the standards …
weren’t up to the level of the kosher international standards. The other thing is, I realized that

Rabbi Avraham Feigelstock.

the V.K. was not necessarily recognized as a symbol throughout the world.”
After consultations with all the other rabbis and with the community, it was
decided that a separate organization would be started and supported by the
community, the main focus of which would be to make more kosher products available to the local community. “We founded the Orthodox
Rabbinical Council of British Columbia, which is not only responsible for
kashrut, but also responsible for the beit din [Jewish court] and everything
which comes with a beit din,” [such as divorce according to Jewish law, the
mikvah (ritual bath) and other aspects].
The newly established beit din was “recognized by the chief rabbi [of
Israel and] by all the other beit dins around the world.” V.K. was closed
and B.C. Kosher opened. A letter was sent out to companies saying that
they would have to reapply to the B.C.K. if they wanted a hechsher [kosher
certification]. “At that time, there was the Carmel Bakery, there was
Leon’s [butcher shop].”
The issue was to expand the availability of kosher products. “So, for example, one of our big clients was Safeway. Safeway was a huge breakthrough
for us. When we started, I went to Safeway and they turned us down, flat.
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Then, the summer after … I get a call from two Jewish students who were
doing their internship in food safety at Safeway…. They said they want to
come and work with the kashrut [agency] as part of their work with
Safeway…. After two months of working with them and explaining the [concept of] kashrut and explaining to them the food industry, [they] went back
to Safeway … and nothing. Safeway still didn’t say OK. [It] was only six
months later I got a call from Safeway.”
The head of quality control came to B.C. Kosher because Safeway started
getting a lot of requests on the comment cards at the checkout counters
from Muslims and Seventh-day Adventists. The company realized there was
a potentially large kosher market.
“They wanted to kosher all their bakeries. That never worked out because
their pans all had lard in them. They used to smear their pans with lard, and
to kosher it was [going to be] a big headache…. Another project they wanted
was for us to go do all their dairies … [but it] also turned out to be impossible
because a lot of their dairies use their equipment for other non-kosher
items…. So, after those two things, we said, let’s start with some simple stuff
like the soda and the frozen fruits and vegetables.”
Even the plastic bags used to package the frozen fruits and vegetables had to
be checked for kashrut. It turned out that the bags were smeared with lard.
Safeway became concerned not only for Jewish customers, but for vegetarians and others. The supplier of the bags was changed as a result.
In the end, B.C.K. eventually had 150 products with Safeway.
Running a kosher certification agency is expensive. “We have a database,
[through] which we are connected to all the other kosher agencies around
the world and that program, which keeps all our ingredients and everything
else, has millions of ingredients … and we have to be kept up to date to the
latest. [There are] mashgichim [kosher inspectors] all over the world, so
there’s a huge cost to run [everything].... We realized quite quickly there’s no
way that we could survive financially just in the local market because the
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food industry is … in Toronto mainly. So, in the late ’80s, we expanded
throughout the world. We started with China. I think we were the first
hechsher in China.”

JMABC

As the agency became
internationally recognized, “we realized that
the B.C.K. is a mark
which identifies a local
market in British
Columbia, so we
changed to Kosher
Check, which became
more of a global sign...
B.C.K. would be used

This sign was left at the Jewish Museum and
Archives of British Columbia. Its provenance is
unknown.

[mainly] for the restaurants and the local market, but, as far as anything which companies …
export, [we] are putting on the Kosher Check because it’s not identified with
any geographic location.”
The first restaurant that approached B.C.K. was an Indian restaurant [called
Surat Sweet]. “That survived approximately for two years. We had a wonderful relationship.”
The Vancouver Jewish Community Centre “was the first sit-down place”
to be certified in the community, followed by Sabra’s. “Then we had different ones….. We had a place downtown which was an eatery.” There was
Pinny’s Pizza on 16th Avenue, which was open for a few years, [until the
owners left Vancouver].
“There was a time the Hotel Vancouver was under the B.C.K…. There was
the Hyatt, and then there was also Four Seasons [which still has a kosher
option]…. There was the Wall Centre for a while, [the Delta Hotel in
Richmond]…. Also, by the way, there were two kosher eateries in Richmond.
One was called Golda’s, they were open for a few years. And there was a
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Sabra’s that opened up in Richmond … [for] a few years.”
[There were other restaurants that served the Jewish community for short
periods of time. And there are two other kosher suppliers that are serving
the community: Kosher Warehouse and Superstore.]
To train a mashgiach, there are courses. “We send them a lot of times to
Florida.... There is a book which has all the basic rules of kashrut in the
industry…. We usually have them go with our existing mashgiach to make
sure that they are able to do the job.”
To be a good mashgiach, one has to understand a lot and be alert. “I’ll give
you some examples. A mashgiach will come into a place and he’ll see all
kosher products, all kosher ingredients. He won’t find anything non-kosher.
But because of his knowledge of this kind of product, he knows there has to
be emulsifier, or there has to be an oil used, or something else…. So, he
knows the questions to ask…. He has to be knowledgeable in the food industry and in chemistry…. Some ingredients, just by their very nature, are problematic because they contain animal fat or whatever…. The other thing is he
has to pick up the company’s policies and procedures.”
Mashgichim also “look around the parameters…. We look into the garbage
cans, see what they’re throwing out” because sometimes companies will
hide non-kosher ingredients. As well, the label room must be inspected. “If
we find a label that is there [with an ingredient] that is not on our list, we
know they’re doing something which we don’t know about.”
Because some additives are not listed as ingredients, “you can never tell if
something’s kosher or not just from their ingredient list. When we go into a
company, we look at the formulas.”
Overall, B.C. Kosher employs between 40 and 50 people part-time around
the world.
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Earl Morris (Red Onion, Bigsby’s the Bakehouse)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, April 4, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-06

up in Winnipeg
and moved to
Vancouver in
approximately
1982, after he
graduated from
university.
“I’ve got a brother [Loren] and a

RYAN COUSINEAU AT VANCOUVER.METBLOGS.COM

Earl Morris grew

sister [Ellen]
and, at the time,
both my parents The Red Onion, 2006.
[Clarice and
Murray] were alive. We all moved out here individually and, when we were
all here, we were sitting around and all realized we were unemployed and
said let’s start a family business. And the rest is history…. That was the Red
Onion.” It was established in 1985.
The family ate in a lot of restaurants, in part “because my mother did not
enjoy cooking and, [since] my sister and I loved food, we were forced to
learn how to cook if we wanted good food…. [My specialty was] anything
barbecue. My sister was a vegetarian, so she would do the vegetables.”
The idea for the Red Onion came from a friend.
“One of my father’s friends put us in touch with a family in Northern
California who had opened three restaurants called the Red Onion and they
were pretty well just hamburgers, French fries and pies. We went down and
met with them and they gave us their recipes and their blessings and said
take the name, go to Canada, and good luck…. We adapted the menu to the
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local environment … and kept most of their recipes and then developed our
own products from theirs.”
For example, the California restaurant “didn’t have salads and Vancouver
being Vancouver, especially in the day, in the ’80s, was hippyish – we put
salads on the menu. Also, we had a sausage company custom-make wieners
for us to emulate wieners that we could only find in Winnipeg, and that was
a big hit.”
Loren was in the business for eight to 10 of its 26-year run – “it’s a very, very
stressful, high-energy business.”
“I usually ran the front-line cooking, my sister did the back baking and, usually, I ran the front-of-the-house service. My sister, of course, was involved
in that, too. And my parents – my mother died shortly after we opened but
they just took on an advisory role and it became my father’s hangout.”
It took three to five years before the Red Onion “had any positive cash flow,
which is pretty normal in new restaurants. And then, when we really figured
out how to listen to our customers better, rather than do what we wanted to
do, I think we really took off.”
Customers wanted certain items on the menu, faster service, “small things
but significant, things that were important to people, obviously.”
For that first three to five years, “I probably didn’t have a day off … and then
we were able to afford to take two days off, each, a week. In the beginning, it
was 14 hours, 16 hours a day every single day. By the time we sold it, I had
managed myself out of a job, which I think is the goal of management. I had
a good, strong staff and I could step away and keep at arm’s length. I would
go to work every day, but I wasn’t doing the physical labour so much.”
In the beginning, the business operated on a “shoestring budget…. We just
took as much as we needed to pay rent and have some very basic little luxuries … and we just stuck it out.”
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To find the building on 41st Avenue in Kerrisdale, “without the benefit of
internet at that time, we scouted every neighbourhood in the city and this
location came up and it just screamed at us and we all said this is it…. I
knew there was a lot of disposable income in that neighbourhood, it was just
the right feel and the right neighbourhood.”
No one in the family had formal training in running a business. “My parents
were both entrepreneurs and my sister and I had always worked in restaurants when we were in high school and university, so we had a pretty good
feel for what was involved in it.”
The Jewish community supported the restaurant. “We had a large Jewish
following, many of whom started coming because they heard we were
Jewish owners, which I really appreciated. I had mixed feelings about it
because I wanted them to come because they enjoyed the food but it happens they did enjoy the food, and we got quite involved with the Jewish
community just on the basis of getting to know them in the restaurant. We
were always good at donating to fundraisers, my mother was involved with
Hadassah … [and] when we started getting Jewish customers, we tailored a
lot of the menu to Jewish customers – not being kosher but just more beefcentred and chicken-centred rather than pork-centred.”
Initially, the hot dogs were pork, “then we eventually brought in all-beef hot
dogs.” They were served two in the bun “because, from a business point of
view, you can’t charge, at the time, $6 or $8 for a single hot dog … it would
translate to $12 now. If you get two hot dogs, you’re happy to pay for a meal.”
The decision to sell the business came from being burnt out. “It was my sister and I – the margins, we were just getting squeezed. Our property taxes
were about $27,000 a year in 2010, which is a lot of $8 hamburgers…. [At the
start, the taxes were] about $5,000…. The building needed a little bit of
work, the staff needed a bit of work and my sister and I found that we just
weren’t putting the work into it. So, rather than kill the business, we decided
it was a good time to sell it – because it had some value – and take a very
much-needed break.”
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While the new owners “were really lovely people … they tried, [but] they didn’t understand our vision of really good quality food, reasonable prices and
providing good value for people because I think that sustains businesses.
They also rejected the family business, [customers with] small children,
which I think was a huge mistake because we were on our third generation
of family in that place. The kids who were growing up, they were bringing
their own kids. And the people who bought it from us wanted the 8 o’clock
beer-drinking people to the detriment of the kids so their vision was not the
same as ours and, obviously, it didn’t work for them.” The Red Onion closed
five years after the sale.
In owning the Red Onion, “from a business point of view, I learned about
cash flow and I learned how to be a bookkeeper and amateur accountant.
When you own a restaurant, you learn how to become a plumber and a dishwashing technician and you can fix anything. And I learned a lot about customer service and how to meet customer expectations or exceed customer
expectations.
“I used to go to restaurant conventions and shows and there’s a lot of theory
behind running restaurants that people don’t really realize. A lot of people
think if you cook a good lasagna, you can open a good restaurant and it just
doesn’t work that way. And I learned how to manage people for sure – we
had 26 people on staff when we left and that was a handful.”
There is satisfaction in knowing “we beat all the odds – of eight out of 10
restaurants failing – that felt very good. Making people happy was a really
nice part of it; that was very fulfilling.”
After selling the Red Onion, “we knew we were going to open up another
food business but we didn’t know exactly where or what we were going to
do. We threw around a lot of ideas and, one day, after a trip to San
Francisco, my wife and I came back here and we were looking for a decent
loaf of bread in Vancouver…. We went everywhere, from Abbotsford to
White Rock to, you name it, and we could not find a decent loaf of bread.
And it’s like a light bulb went off. I said we’re going to open a bakery and I’m
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going to master this bread-making stuff and I went to work on it, and that
was it.”
Bread-making had always been a hobby, at home and at the Red Onion.
“We had planned to take six months off between businesses. It turned into a
year-and-a-half because Vancouver doesn’t move very quickly when it
comes to business. When you go down to City Hall for a business licence,
you can wait six months; for a building permit, three to four months or
something. And the benefit of that, I guess, is it allowed me to practise baking bread more and learn more and I really dove into the science of it and
the different techniques and I went out and met different artisan bakers and
saw what they were doing” locally and in California.
Bigsby’s the Bakehouse opened in 2012.
The challah – which is popular at Bigsby’s – “is based on a recipe that I had
in Winnipeg … I don’t know the origin. When we started doing it here, I
tweaked it a little bit, made it a little bit sweeter than the original recipe
called for, and I made it scalable, so we could make eight loaves or 80 loaves
with the same ratios of bread to flour and water.”
At Bigsby’s, “I take care of all the savoury stuff, [Ellen] does anything with
sugar in it…. She does quiche, cakes and muffins and cookies and scones and
pop-tarts. And, sometimes, when we have some time we play, she plays
around and does something different. She recently came up with a date cake,
which has been quite successful…. One of the reasons we opened this place is
so that we could play in the kitchen more. The Red Onion had a pretty set
menu where, if I tried to stray from it, our customers did not react well to it.
Here, I said I’m in a point in my career where I want to have some play space
because I love cooking and my sister loves cooking.... So, we’ve both been
able to be a lot more creative here, which has been a great reward.”
Bigsby’s is on Mackenzie Street, near West 33rd Avenue.
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“We drove by it
one day, we saw
a for-lease sign.
Right away, we
both said that’s
it. And, by now
of course, I was

neighbourhood

BIGSBY FACEBOOK PAGE

familiar with

is that it’s a very

Bigsby’s the Bakehouse kitchen under construction.

Vancouver and
the neighbourhood.... A challenge of this

sleepy neighbourhood, so I knew we would have to become a destination, which probably pushed us both to make stuff as good as humanly possible so people
would actually drive here because they have to drive here to get here….
There’s no foot traffic.”
And it’s working. “We’ve been told by the neighbourhood that we have
rebirthed this neighbourhood. It’s a busy little hub now [but] I can’t take full
credit for it because it’s a wonderful, wonderful neighbourhood. It’s a tightknit community, it’s very supportive.”
At the start, Bigsby’s had “a very bare bones menu. We had some idea of a
structure of what we were going to do.... We didn’t know exactly what direction that would take and … it was a matter of feedback from our customers.”
By the time the Red Onion was sold, “I could … put four to six hours per day
and just be there when it’s busy and make sure the staff is behaving. Here,
we’re here minimum 10-and-a-half hours a day six days a week, often 13, 14
hours a day, especially on the weekends. And me, my sister and my wife are
doing all the very hard physical labour. I’m 57 and I’m working my body like
it’s 26. I was 24 when we opened the Red Onion; I had a different kind of
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energy…. During
the week, I start
around 6:30 [in
the morning], on
the weekends,
anywhere from
4:30 to 5:30….

how we’re going

BIGSBY FACEBOOK PAGE

This is my life.

to deal with

Bigsby’s the Bakehouse sign goes up.

[But we’re] about
to have a baby
next month so
we’re working on

that.”
Bigsby’s “is a much more relaxed atmosphere…. One of the differences is we
had a lot of really tough customers in Kerrisdale and we put up with a lot of
crap that nobody should ever have to put up with, and my sister and I
agreed, when we opened this place, that we are at a point in our career
where, if we get people with attitude like we had in Kerrisdale, we’re going
to ask them to leave….. A wonderful example is, a real story – a couple of
years ago, a woman ordered a couple of challahs and came in and insisted
she ordered like four and there were only two for her, even though I took the
order, and I write down orders as I take them, to avoid any memory loss or
confusion because we’re busy and we forget…. And she started raising her
voice at my niece and my sister and my wife and saying, you gotta fix this,
and she just started yelling.
“I said, you know what, get out, we don’t need this kind of business. If we
made a mistake, we’re really sorry but I know we didn’t. If you made a mistake, maybe you did, I’ll assume we made a mistake; it doesn’t give you the
right to raise your voice to my niece and my wife. And she was so flustered,
she took her challahs and left, and I was happy to see her go because we just
don’t need that.
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“Also in Kerrisdale, a lot of people really objected to paying for things. They
would order extra this, extra that and, when I charged them, they would
look at me like I’m stealing from them.”
Looking at the food scene in Vancouver overall, when the Red Onion
opened, “there were not very many decent restaurants in the city…. I now
see there’s a great diversity of ethnic foods here, really well done ethnic
foods. There is sadly a lack of delicatessens here, which I miss dearly from
Winnipeg, but … there’s some really great family-owned ethnic restaurants
here that are flourishing and they should be. So, I’ve seen the food scene
grow up here.”
As for Bigsby’s, “we grew organically … completely word of mouth. We suffered for about a year where, if I could pay my rent, I was lucky. And, it’s
paid off [now] … we were able to learn as we were growing without making
too many mistakes and losing customers…. It took about two years before
we had any positive cash flow and, at the end of the month, I wasn’t sweating about paying rent either at home or here. And now, we’re not on Easy
Street but we’re pretty confident in a solid customer base, and we know
what we’re doing.”
Everything is handmade. “I make my own mayonnaise. I make bacon from
scratch, I smoke it here. I make pastrami from scratch, I smoke it here. My
soups are all completely from scratch. Right now, my wife is doing most of
the bread, which is not going to last much longer because she’s going to be
having a baby. I come in and do most of the prep work for the grill and I
have a cook come in later who does the actual cooking during lunch service.
It’s a lot of work.”
The building in which Bigsby’s is located was “bought by a developer about
three years ago and they wanted to tear it down and redevelop into another
Vancouver faceless retail three-storey condo deal. One of the neighbours
and I started a community association and we recruited some very knowledgeable and intelligent people to sit on our steering committee, and we
also created a membership of about 400 to 600 people…. This was about a
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year-and-a-half ago. The developer bought the building and, a year-and-ahalf later, we were told they wanted to redevelop it, in which case they
would have to rezone it…. We dealt with the city first and we had a meeting
with them and said we’re not against development, we’re not against density … but the particular plan … does not fit this community, this neighbourhood. And a couple of city planners came out here two or three times….
There was a lot of back-and-forth between us and the city and the city council and the developer … and they finally threw up their hands and said we’re
done…. They’re asking an ungodly sum of money for the building, twice
what they paid for it after three years. The fact that the building is for sale, I
think, guarantees us five to six years of peace before we might have to enter
into another fight again.”
The situation is uncertain, but “to pick up and move would cost me probably $60,000 to $80,000, which is a lot of loaves of bread, especially with this
new baby coming along. Also, it would destroy this community. This really
is a special community. I’m hoping that the next city council, which will be
elected in November, will be a little more sensitive to legacy communities.…
This community’s been here since, I think, ’31. Why should we destroy it? A
great example is: my niece, who works for us full time for now, her grandfather used to shop in this very same location. It was a corner store way back
in the 1940s, which means that his parents lived, shopped here as well, so
four generations of her family have utilized this very same spot, and that
doesn’t happen in Vancouver very often.”
Bigsby’s “just signed a five-year lease, so, assuming the building isn’t
demolished, there are terms in my lease that [dictate] my rent. And, of
course, every small business is worried that, at the end of their lease, their
rent is going to do something crazy…. Some landlords are very reasonable,
who understand that a small business has limited resources; some are not
so much so. So, like any other small business owner, we cross our fingers
and hope.”
Food establishments “are essential to maintaining community. People need
to go out, especially working couples with kids who don’t want to cook,
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which I understand. I think they absolutely need affordable places to eat…. I
think that both of my restaurants have become … a part of peoples’ lives in
the sense that they’re going to get good value, they’re going to get quality
food, they’re going to get recognition from us, personal recognition. We’re
very warm with our customers; we hope they’re warm with us…. A lot of
people followed us from the Red Onion and, like I said earlier, we’re on our
third generation of some families, where the kids who grew up with the Red
Onion are now coming to Bigsby with their kids, and we love being part of
that. It’s really a warm feeling that I think is rare in Vancouver…. We’re really happy to be entrenched in the community.”

Efrem (Eppy) Rappaport (Omnitsky Kosher)

Efrem (Eppy)
Rappaport’s parents were sec-
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Interviewed by Debby Freiman, May 28, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-18

ond-generation
Americans. He
has two brothers
and a sister. “We
were all born in
New York City.
My father was a
rabbi. We lived
in various places
throughout the
United States

Eppy Rappaport, 2013.

until 1967, [when
my father got a job offer and] we immigrated to Winnipeg…. It was an established Jewish community with Jewish day schools, kosher butchers, infrastructure for Jewish needs.”
Eppy’s father passed away about 10 years ago, his mother lives in Delray
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Beach, Fla., while his older brother still lives in Winnipeg and his sister and
younger brother live in Toronto.
When Eppy came to Vancouver in 1989, it was because Winnipeg “was a
shrinking community. I thought that, in order for me to survive in this business, I would have to look at, perhaps, other markets. And, one of my best
friends growing up was a fellow by the name of Rabbi Yosef Benarroch, who,
at the time, was the rabbi at Beth Hamidrash, the Sephardic shul on 16th
and Heather, he asked me to take a look at the market here. Around the
same time, my wife [Ellen] had some family here. We came May 1st or 2nd,
and it was my first trip ever out into the Vancouver region and … I saw the
snow-capped mountains and turned to my wife and I said we’re going to
move here…. We weren’t even out of the airport yet.”
Growing up, the household kept kosher. “My parents were both full-time
working people, so we learned at a very young age to look after ourselves in
the kitchen…. To give you an example, when I was 13, my sister had a Sweet
16 birthday party in the house and I made individual pizzas from scratch for
the 50 people, and everybody loved it, and I said, next time I do that, I’m
going to get paid.”
In the family, deli “was a mainstay, to say the least. My father always
believed hot dogs were appetizers. There is a story I tell, that, when I was
just a little kid and we drove from Pennsylvania back into New York City
and my father was driving through the side streets and back lanes and I
remember as a little kid sitting in the back listening to my mother scream at
him, saying, ‘You’re lost again!’ He says, ‘Sorry, I just don’t remember, it’s
been so long, I don’t know the streets,’ and then he makes another turn,
another back lane and, all of a sudden, he makes another turn down a back
lane and [stops] smack-dap right in front of a place called Schmulka
Bernstein’s, which was … the big kosher deli restaurant in New York. ‘Oh,
since we’re here.’ He knew where he was going.”
In 1978/79, halfway through a master’s in sociology at the University of
Manitoba, intending to do a PhD eventually and then teach, “I decided to
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take a year off from school because I didn’t like my adviser and I was told by
the dean of the faculty that, if I wanted a different adviser, I’d have to take
at least a semester off, and then come back and reapply … and they’ll find
me a different adviser, but I couldn’t just switch…. Almost simultaneously,
when I decided to take that year off, Mr. [William] Omnitsky … who owned
Omnitsky’s in Winnipeg, the butcher shop, had a falling out with his son-inlaw…. He was already 64 … he didn’t think he wanted to work much longer,
so, when he had the falling out, the first thing he did was go see my father….
My father said, well, it turns out my son decided to take a year off, maybe
he’d be interested. So I went to see Mr. Omnitsky and … [said] I don’t have
money to buy a business; second of all, I know nothing about this. So, he
says … work for the year; if you like it, I will continue to train you in the
business…. After a year, I fell in love with the business…. Sure enough, four
years into his tutelage, he sold me the business, basically for no money, on a
handshake, he did take back the purchase price and that’s the reason, when
I decided to move out here, I kept the name Omnitsky, out of respect.”
In Winnipeg, it was a kosher butcher shop. “About a year after I started, my
brother came into the business with me. He was a CA [chartered accountant] by trade, [and] he did teach me the accounting end of the business. I
taught him the meat-cutting and sausage-making end of the business.”
In making the move to Vancouver, the business was left “for my brother to
run and, unfortunately, he fell ill and we ended up selling the business in
Winnipeg.”
In Vancouver, “I set up what is called a limited partnership. I sold 49% of
the company, shares, raised capital that way and slowly but surely built the
business and bought out my partners….. We found manufacturing first,
which is on Annacis Island – I’m still there to this day – and the retail store
we started on Cambie and 42nd…. “It was an extremely rough beginning….
There were established businesses already here, servicing the community. It
was very difficult to garnish commercial contracts away from the established businesses at all.”
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Commercial contracts at the time were with places like the Jewish Family
Service Agency, the Louis Brier Home and Hospital, to supply them with
meat.
“The progression of the business changed completely from my original ideology…. In Winnipeg, we sold a lot of raw meat and a lot of raw poultry and,
occasionally, we had stuff left over that we would cook up. Here, it is done
the opposite. It’s almost exclusively buying the raw product in order to cook
it. I probably wouldn’t be in business today if it wasn’t for an extremely
lucky break that I got, whereby, when I was looking for commercial clients
… I had written about three months before to all the airlines, saying that I
am out here and I am in a position to service them [with kosher meals] if
they were interested… And the guy in Toronto who had the contract actually ended up declaring bankruptcy about three months after I wrote that letter. So, they had me on file already, so soon as that occurred, they
approached me and asked me if I was interested in servicing Western
Canada … of course, [I said] yes.”
This would have been in the late 1990s. “That was a fairly big contract in
those days. I still have the contract, but it’s not the same…. Everybody
served meals on every flight then. Now it’s business class only, more than
five hours, it’s a fifth of what it used to be.”
With respect to the restaurant, “I was just looking for extra revenue, so I
started a little bit of the soup and sandwich … on Cambie Street. And then,
when I got thrown out of Cambie Street … six years ago … because of redevelopment, I got another lucky break…. It’s difficult in this city to find commercial [space], especially in this area, and, as it turns out, the Kaplan’s
Deli, which was an institution out here for 50 years, the guy who was running it went bankrupt almost to the week that I got thrown out. So, I ended
up taking that location. I figured, if I’m going to take that location, I might
as well get a little more into the restaurant end of things.”
It’s a whole new business now. “I break it down more this way … about 40%
of my revenue is created through commercial businesses and 60% is retail.
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But the retail then is divided up between the raw meat, the raw poultry, the
salads we do for people to take out and the restaurant as well.” The menu
changes as time goes on. “You listen to customers.”
The bread is bought from Garden City Bakery. “They make a very good rye
bread. It’s very important for sandwiches. And they do make the odd pastry
item that I still do buy from them. And their challah, obviously, is well
known here, so we carry that as well.”
There are many aspects to the overall operations. “It’s the nature of my
business because there’s just not enough restaurant business for me to survive, there’s just not enough wholesale business for me to survive, there’s
just not enough retail meat business for me to survive. So, you create a package and you try to get staff that can do multiple roles and it works…. It’s
fluid and there’s certainly a lot of moving parts but, thank G-d, I have a little
bit of experience under my belt. I’ve been doing this 37 years.”
The Vancouver community is a relatively small market. “In some respects, I
have very little competition out here. In other respects, I compete up against
Superstore now – in the last four or five years, they have been more aggressive with their inventory. And then, the fact that Vancouver is only 30 minutes away from Bellingham means that a large percentage of people do get
in the car and drive across the line, and the Americans, obviously, because
of economies of scale, are always cheaper than us, on everything.”
Concerned with getting people what they want and need, “I go beyond the
call of duty to service them and then worry about making money after….
Someone says, I like this particular product, I need six of them, I’ll order in
the case and then, sometimes, the other six end up going to the food bank.”
The content for the airline meals is “clearly defined by the airlines themselves … down to how many grams of mushrooms go into the omelette …
packaging also…. The only thing that the airlines do not do, that I have to do
in order to meet their needs, is we get audited by food-safe companies …
and we get scorecarded by the airlines on quality and timing. We get score-
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carded on that audit as well, and they’re all part and parcel to maintaining
the contract, to make sure we are doing things proper.”
As for changes in the business since the beginning, “I’m selling even less
raw products, more cooked products now than I was at the beginning…. I
think the whole marketplace, not just kosher, people want ready-to-eat
foods…. Even out here on the West Coast, they get busy and they just don’t
have the time or the energy to prepare for suppers. They want things quick
and easy.”
As well, “people are more health conscious nowadays than they were 25
years ago, but I am still a meat producer, I’m still a deli producer.
Personally, I think the sodium nitrate scare is blown out of proportion.
Sodium nitrate is just a natural ingredient, it’s a salt extract. Your body will
produce it even if you eliminated it completely. The biggest problem with it
is – you introduce sodium nitrate in with your spices, it becomes a carcinogenic. We never do – we put it directly into the meat, separately, and it is
like five ounces in a 70-pound batch…. That’s what helps preserve the meat,
makes sure it stays red.
Omnitsky’s products include “beef salami, turkey salami and [a] few different types of hot dogs are the core of our wholesale business.” These items
are carried by all the Choices supermarkets, some Overwaiteas, some IGAs,
Urban Fares.
The property on Oak Street in which Omnitsky is located has been sold. “It
means I’m going to have to pick up and move again…. If I have two or three
years left in my current location and then I need to move, I need to find
another spot before I even think of having something to sell for succession
planning…. I’m sure it won’t be easy. It’s very expensive to move equipment
and stuff.”
While Omnitsky inherited some of Kaplan’s customers, the philosophy of the
two restaurants is different, as Kaplan’s was not kosher. “I miss a big portion
of the business, which is Friday and Saturday. We close early on Friday for
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Shabbos, we’re
closed Saturday.
Saturday would
be a very big day
for me otherwise
but we’re a kosher
establishment,
we’re not open
Shabbos…. I don’t
know what I am
going to do, I really don’t…. I can’t
imagine walking
away from this

for the Jewish

CYNTHIA RAMSAY

business down the

community.

Omnitsky Kosher deli counter, Oak Street location, in 2014.

road and not leaving some form of
a service behind

“In other words, they’ve been so good to me over the 25 years that I’ve been
out here, the last thing I want to do is walk away from the business, no matter what it would mean to me personally, financially, emotionally, I would
not allow that to happen. I would need to have some form of service-oriented business left behind to service the Jewish community.”
A lot of Omnitsky customers are not observant Jews, but like the quality of
the products. To maintain that quality, “I go to work at 6 o’clock every
morning and I work till 6 o’clock every night and have my finger watching
all the time, and that’s the one thing I reiterate to my staff over and over
again – it’s the most important thing in the food industry. People expect to
be able to have the same thing that they had six months ago taste the same
six months later. You can’t change things.”
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The non-Jewish clientele will “have a corn beef sandwich, a smoked meat
sandwich, hot dogs. They’re [interested] almost exclusively [in the] prepared
foods end of things. Non-Jews won’t come in and buy steak from me, let’s
say. But they will buy groceries like pickles and olives, and they will buy
coleslaw and potato salad, and they’ll buy, of course, salamis and smoked
meats and hot dogs.”
Of the work, the “relationships that you build with loyal, repeat clientele …
you fall in love with them ... have a rapport with them. You understand
what’s going on in their lives and they understand what’s going on…. It’s
people. That’s what I love about it. [The] food industry is hard though. I
have two girls and they’ve known since they were little, I won’t let them
anywhere near the business. It’s too hard.”
A lot of energy is required “to work in this business. You have to be willing
to work those 12 hour days. And, if you aren’t and it wears on you, it will kill
you instead of enliven you…. You have to love it.”

Simon Kahlon (Sabra Kosher Bakery & Restaurant)
Interviewed by Alisa Lazear and April Thompson, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.16-17
Simon Kahlon was born in Tripoli, Libya, and left in 1967 after the Six Day
War in Israel. After a couple of years in Italy, he moved to Israel, where he
lived for almost 27 years. After he decided to emigrate, he tried New York
and Montreal before calling a friend he had in Vancouver, who wanted to
do a business venture with him. He arrived in the city in 1991.
The first business he opened was in Kitsilano, with his friend, who was his
business partner for a couple of years. Then he decided to move to Oak
Street and do something kosher.
“When I opened Sabra [in 1992], nothing kosher was available in Vancouver
in this time,” except “some cookies and small things coming from Toronto,
Montreal…. There used to be small butcher in this time called Leon’s and
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that’s it, then I opened Sabra.”
Working with food since 1968, “when
I moved to Israel, I continued in
food. I love to cook, I love to bake
and, in 1984, I came to be a teacher”
at a school for chefs, where “I taught
almost six years…. All my life, I am
in bakery and restaurant. Basically,
my father also, all his life in the
restaurant….. In the family, we are 12
brothers and sisters, and all the fam-

Simon Kahlon, 2010.

ily, they know how to cook and bake. I studied in Israel when I came to
Israel, I studied more inside the bakery … French pastry and European pastry, basically. I did a few courses in Paris…. And I love this job, that’s [why] I
am still here till now, I am in the shop.”
Growing up, there was Middle Eastern and European food in the home
“because my mom, she used to cook Italian food…. They used to cook also
Middle East food like Libyan, Tunisian.”
It’s hard to have a kosher restaurant with North American food because
“most food is mixed, with meat and cheese … or you eat meat or you eat
cheese. And if you [keep kosher and] eat meat and you want to eat cheese,
then you have to wait six hours between…. If you eat cheese first and then
you want to eat meat, you do not have to wait six hours, you can just wash
your mouth and commence to eat…. I do any food – if it’s Middle Eastern or
European or North American food, even Mexican food ... any food.”
At Sabra, customers come from various places. “They are missing the food,
whatever they used to have, and we do here. Even the Shabbat or Friday,
Shabbat meal, I have now … lots of Israeli tourists or Iranians coming from
Los Angeles, Jewish, of course. In Vancouver, you have lots of tourists from
everywhere, Jewish or not Jewish. They miss the country [they come from]
then they ask me if I can do [the food]? No problem. There, you got it…. We
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have different recipes and, like I said from the beginning, I love my job and
even, you ask, sometimes I create my food. Of course, I’ll taste my food
before I’ll give you [it] to eat but … I make sure that you enjoy the food.”
At Sabra, “I have more than 50% non-Jewish customers, from everywhere,
European, Canadian, American, East Indian ... by the way, I have also
Muslim people here and they eat halal. Kosher, for them, is halal enough,
that’s good enough. There are Jewish people that cannot eat halal because
they’re allowed to eat meat and cheese; that’s the only reason. If there is
halal, they kill the animal like Jewish people kill [it], not to suffer, one shot.”
Part of the reason for the large number of non-Jewish clients is the proximity of the B.C. Children’s Hospital and the B.C. Women’s Hospital and Health
Centre. “If there are people coming to visit, or people stay there. Plus, the
Jewish people, whenever they want to eat kosher or buy kosher products.”
Falafel and shawarma are popular menu items, and they are served with
pita or in laffa – “a large pita that’s from Iraq and it’s good pita and it’s
handmade. We do the products here, all my bread, all my challah, pita, laffa,
everything is local. I no buy outside [food] and produce everything here….
[except the] ingredients.”
Sabra is located on the same block as a few other restaurants and a coffee
shop.
“All my life, and this I got from my father – my father always taught me,
‘You cannot fight with the competition, you can fight with the quality.’ If
the quality is good, that’s your competition…. Even in Israel, I used to have
in my neighbourhood seven bakeries…. If the quality is good and you like
whatever you buy from me, you’ll be back. For sure, you will try different
locations, [but] if I am good and I am good enough, you buy…. And, of
course, the service, how you talk with people. Everything is in together.”
In the first business, in Kitsilano, “I used to have a huge bakery and [served]
soup and sandwiches. I used to work 4:30 in the morning till 10 o’clock at
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night daily, seven days a week. Even in Israel, I never worked on Shabbat….
That decision to move from Kitsilano, excellent business, to come here in
Oak Street and to invest again, I put a lot of equipment in the garbage and I
donated those I couldn’t kosher…. I had to buy different equipment and
invest lots of money to buy kosher equipment…. At least, I have one day off
in my week and that’s the Shabbat. Thank G-d, I have Shabbat.”
Sabra sells meat, dairy and parve products. “If you see the small kitchen
here, I have different oven there.… We do dairy by order, no problem, like
on the Shavuot holiday, I am cooking, I am baking a lot of dessert and
cheese products. Everything comes in a package … and some people even
[are] complaining, why [do] you have cheese products in the store? [But
that’s allowed]…. B.C. Kosher here, they allow me to do that.”
A favourite dish to make is chicken pargiot, using boneless chicken thighs.
“That’s very tasty. I do [it] with assorted side dishes, whatever the customer
wants…. In my menu, I have available six or seven side dishes and, if somebody asks [for] something special, we do [it] also.”
His wife, Ruth Kahlon, works in the restaurant as well. From the Philippines,
she converted to Judaism and is “an excellent cook,” even creating some
Filipino-Jewish fusion food sometimes.
From his first marriage, Simon has three adult children, two of whom came
to live in Vancouver for a while. They opened another Sabra in Richmond,
but then the kids wanted to return to Israel, all their friends were there. “And
I had no choice, I closed the store till the lease finished, then I gave back the
store. I took my equipment, I continued to pay my rent.”
Simon’s youngest son also used to live in Vancouver “and he used to have
a pizzeria, also kosher, called Pini’s Pizzeria. He got married, he came to
live here … opened a pizzeria … on Heather Street. After few years, his
wife [wanted] to move back to Toronto, [to be] close to family and, today,
he has ... restaurants with two partners in Toronto”: Ba-Li Laffa and BaliItaliano.
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Ophra Buckman (Auntie Em’s Kitchen)
Interviewed by Ronnie Tessler, May 25, 2018, by phone from Vancouver, B.C.,
with Ophra Buckman in Whistler, B.C.

were from Israel.
Her mother’s family
escaped to Palestine
from Poland in 1936.
Her father’s father
escaped from Russia

COURTESY OPHRA BUCKMAN

Ophra’s parents

to Palestine via
Turkey in 1917. Her
father was a Sabra,
raised in Tel Aviv. In
1954, Ophra’s par-

Ophra Buckman, left, and Eva Zabilka in the kitchen of
ents emigrated from Auntie Em’s on opening day December 15, 1993. Their
European sourdough rye is fresh from the oven.
Israel to Montreal

with her brother, also born in Tel Aviv. She and her sister were born in
Canada. Eventually, the family moved to Saint John, N.B., where her parents were the only Hebrew teachers in the area. She did her high school in
the Maritimes, returning to Montreal for a CEGEP [pre-university college]
year. She met her husband in Montreal, and they married in 1982.
Ophra’s mother was not fond of cooking, although she made delicious hummus and Israeli salads, and would grind the chickpeas for falafel herself. At
that time, this was unusual, as the dominant Jewish foods in Montreal were
of Ashkenazi origins. Ophra’s mother-in-law’s cooking introduced her to
new, gourmet foods with which she wasn’t familiar.
For 1970s Saint John, Ophra had unusual food tastes. She grew her own
sprouts, made yogurt, and used nuts and nutritional yeast. By 1974/75, she
was “already all clued in” to natural foods. At that time, her father was acting and directing theatre and the group would come to their home to eat
things like falafel, tahini and other Middle Eastern dishes, still her mother’s
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Jew among 1,400 students in her
school, Ophra’s lunches were a novelty to her classmates. Being fishermen’s kids, a typical lunch for them
would be a lobster sandwich.

COURTESY OPHRA BUCKMAN

preferred foods at 88. As the only

The first 15 years of Ophra’s working
life were spent in restaurants and
bars. She began working in restaurants at 15. When she was old
enough, she worked in bars where
the tips were more generous. In
1983, she and her husband, who
loved to ski, moved to Whistler. She
Eva Zabilka, left, and Ophra Buckman
outside Auntie Em’s Kitchen. The wintain; in summers, she worked at the dow paintings were created by artist
Mexican Cantina, adjacent to the old Christina Nick especially for the
restaurant.
Dusty’s at Creekside.
got a job bartending on the moun-

Around this time, Ophra met her future business partner, Eva Zabilka, who
ran a daycare in her home. Eva was from the former Czechoslovakia. Her
mother had a pension in Bohemia and Eva had studied hotel management.
She and her husband escaped through Austria with two children and had
two more in Canada. They knew people in Calgary and settled there, later
moving to Whistler. The two women, whose life stories had some similarities, became friends.
After 14 years, a change in bosses altered Ophra’s work environment and
this gave her the push to go out on her own. She had baked cookies for the
Whistler Cookie Co., however a potential partnership fell through. One day,
she was talking to Eva at the gym and mentioned her desire to open a café.
Eva was stunned: this was her dream too, and thus the partnership was
born. Ophra would later say, in a March 23, 2007, article in the Pique, a
Whistler weekly newspaper, that the two people who most influenced her
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cooking and career were, “Firstly, my late mother-in-law and, later, my business partner, Eva.”
Auntie Em’s Kitchen was a café. They served breakfast and lunch and did
catering. They served two soups daily – at least one vegetarian – made
homemade sourdough rye and lots of vegetarian dishes. Ophra said that
some of the things that set them apart were not only their rye bread, but
also the opportunity of not having to eat every meal at a hotel or restaurant.
At Auntie Em’s, you could order a complete meal with a drink for $10.
Auntie Em’s also served many ethnic, vegetarian and vegan dishes and
gluten-free baking, choices not found anywhere else in Whistler in the
1990s. (The gluten-free options came about at the request of a regular
client.) These items “became a huge selling point.”
Everything at the café was made from scratch. They made their own tahini
and ground chickpeas for falafel. The European pastries and breads were
Eva’s forte (strudels, kuchens, sweet cheese Danish, European crumbles and
cheesecakes), which they served along with biscotti – another one of
Ophra’s specialties – and Florentines.
Eva knew the kitchen part of the business: how to cook for large groups and
had baking experience. Ophra had the front-line experience from years as
an assistant manager: how to handle cash, hire and fire and do payroll.
Theirs was a partnership of complementary skills, which Ophra considers
another key to their success, as they learned from each other.
The menu grew to include things like challahs, baked on Fridays, matzah
ball soup, rugeleh and Jewish holiday foods like latkes and hamantashen.
Visitors to Whistler would ask how to find the Jewish girl who ran a café.
Ophra would point them to where they could find Jewish supplies locally.
Among the visiting skiers were many Mexican Jews, who she would direct to
the community seder.
Auntie Em’s Kitchen opened December 15, 1993. It was among the first busi-
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nesses in the marketplace, along with the TD bank, the post office and
McDonald’s. The IGA was built a year later and the construction made their
building shake. However, their realtor advised them, correctly, that, when
construction was finished, this would be the best location and the best corner for their café. During the construction, they were busy from the moment
they opened – so much so that they had to immediately buy a 60-cup coffeemaker, as the workers began flooding in at 6:30 a.m.
The name of the café came about by happenstance. The two women were at
their lawyers preparing to sign the incorporation papers when he informed
them that they needed a corporate name that was not the same as their own.
Worldwide apparently, the most successful restaurants are those with a person’s name. The Wizard of Oz was a family movie favourite and, hence, provided the origin of their café’s name: Dorothy’s Auntie Em.
Auntie Em’s did not do much paid advertising. While remodelling their
space, they made a window display of empty bowls to let people know what
was coming. Most of their publicity came from word of mouth and free articles in the Whistler papers. Lots of locals, their friends and their kids
patronized the café. It was known as a fun place with healthy, interesting
food at a reasonable price. They had a slogan for a couple of weeks’ promotion that went something like, “We knead our dough. You need our bread.”
Ten years after opening the café, the women sold for a reasonable profit.
The primary reason was that they were working 16-hour days. Their kids
were being raised by nannies and their husbands were complaining they
never saw them. There were also physical challenges working that hard.
Both women required regular physiotherapy for back and neck problems,
and treatments were a business expense.
Another reason they sold was that, for a variety of reasons, it was difficult
to keep reliable staff, although they offered good pay, benefits and short
work weeks so their staff had time to ski, bike or hike. Most of the staff
were 18-to-20-year-olds who ultimately preferred working in bars, where
the tips were bigger.
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Ophra and Eva sold to a woman who had no restaurant experience. She kept
the café’s name, but could not keep up the reputation for quality food.
When that woman sold the café to a trained nutritionist for substantially
less than she paid for it, the new owner renamed it Beet Root Café and
rebuilt the business. Ophra and Eva felt relieved regarding their reputation.
These days, the spot is a Mexican café.
Asked about changes in the local food scene since they sold the café, Ophra
said there are more high-end, expensive restaurants, but also that Main Street
“has become more interesting, with cool options like the Green Moustache,
the salad place, etc., and Function Junction has Pure Bread and other places.”
There are more mid-range restaurants and more food choices, especially in
the vegetarian and affordable range, as well as more ethnic foods, such as
Indian, Italian and Mexican. “What Whistler is really missing, though, is a
good Chinese restaurant since the one in the Delta Hotel closed.”
Ophra said a major problem in the restaurant business is what to charge for
your food. Over the years, the margin for profit has slimmed. When they
sold Auntie Em’s in 2002, their rent was close to $6,000 a month for a small
space, and it is higher now. As well, housing has become scarce and more
expensive for staff, so the pool of available people is not always sufficient.
The shoulder seasons in spring and in fall are difficult.
A few years ago, Araxi started a trend by serving five-course meals for $30
during the shoulder seasons, which attracted new customers. Other restaurants began to follow their lead. Doing this also allows them to maintain
their staff year round. Many other restaurants now participate. For Auntie
Em’s, the nearby real estate and law offices, the municipal hall and fishing
guides kept them going during the slow seasons with catering orders.
When they opened Auntie Em’s, Ophra and Eva had no personal financing,
but they did have a business and a marketing plan. The Community Futures
Howe Sound program gave loans if you were creating jobs in the Sea-to-Sky
Corridor. For Eva, having come from a communist country, opening the café
was an impossible dream realized. Their loan was the largest given at that
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time and was to be paid off in five years – they accomplished it in just three
years. The fund considered them the poster kids for their program and
included their story and photos in their brochure.
Ophra loved most things about her years in the café, apart from the physical
strain and the long hours. Her family owns a cottage that she rarely got to.
Her husband would say, “People don’t think I have a wife!” Besides reclaiming her strength and having family time, one of the proud take-aways after
the café closed on May 15, 2002, was that, after 10 years in business together,
she and Eva are still friends.
Ophra and her husband now spend the winters in Grenada and she has
maintained her interest in cooking by catering special events and other
activities; she is known for being a mushroom aficionado.
In 2008, Eva and her son, Roman, opened the Riverside Junction Café,
which they recently sold.

Stephen Greenham (Sweet Obsession, Trafalgars Bistro)
Interviewed by Alysa Routtenberg, July 3, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-26
Stephen Greenham and Lorne Tyczenski own Sweet Obsession on West 16th
Avenue. They also used to own the restaurant Trafalgars Bistro, which was
located on the corner of West 16th and Trafalgar Street.
“I was born and brought up in Halifax, and Lorne was born in Toronto [and]
brought up until his early teen years in Saskatchewan, in Regina. And then
they moved to Edmonton, and then he moved out here in 1979.”
Stephen also came to Vancouver in 1979, and the two met here.
“Lorne’s family came from Galicia at the end of the 19th century … and they
went to northern Saskatchewan. Lorne’s family lost their Jewishness in that
process, and Lorne reclaimed that…. Because it was his father’s family, he
went through a conversion … [as] an adult…. So Jewish food was not an
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important part of his upbringing, obviously…. His passion grew more when
he was growing more into adulthood…. He’s not kosher, but he does follow
some food rules, so he doesn’t eat pork, he doesn’t eat shellfish, and he’s
very, very observant about that. But that’s as far as he [goes,] partly because
he lives with someone who’s not Jewish.”
They started Sweet Obsession “because of Lorne’s passion [for desserts]. And
even when Lorne was in retail and I was in real estate, Lorne was very
involved in helping me. We’ve always worked together, so our whole relationship and going into business was not odd…. We’ve always been a collaborative couple.”
In the 1980s, “I worked in restaurants, I was a manager of a restaurant
downtown. I gravitated out of the food service industry and into residential
real estate in the West Side, and did that for about 10 years. Lorne was in the
retail end, and worked for department stores and then he worked for a shoe
store and was their buyer as well. And then he wasn’t really enjoying that,
and his passion had always been pastries and desserts and so he, basically,
over a period of five years, trained himself to be a pastry chef…. He was selftrained and then he apprenticed to a baker over in West Vancouver.”
Lorne did wholesale to higher-end restaurants in Vancouver for a number of
years “and rented a commercial kitchen to do that from. Then we decided to
open Sweet Obsession so we could take it to the next step. And that was in
1993. So, our 25th anniversary is this Thursday [July 5, 2018].”
Several factors went into choosing the location on the West 16th.
“We live not very far away and we wanted a location that was easily accessible
to a number of neighbourhoods, that had good parking. It doesn’t have as
good parking any more because it’s a busier little stretch here, but it still works
very well. We didn’t want to be on a main thoroughfare like Broadway or 4th
Avenue ... because we wanted parking to be accessible, because we knew the
major part of our business would be people coming to pick up desserts.”
As the space wasn’t previously a food establishment, Sweet Obsession had
to be built from scratch.
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“It began in 1993 as just half
of this space … so it was an
evolution. It was a little, tiny
bakery and we just did the
cakes and pastries and that
was it … and then, in 1997,
we took over the corner
CYNTHIA RAMSAY

location and built the
restaurant. But it was different than what it evolved
into. Originally, because we
needed more production
space (that was one of the

Lorne Tyczenski, left, and Stephen Greenham, in
2010, outside of Sweet Obsession on West 16th.

reasons we were expanding),
this location became all production and we sold the retail from the corner
location, and also had the restaurant, a smaller restaurant.”
But selling the baking in the restaurant “got so busy and confusing,” so,
when “we had the opportunity of taking this location next to the old Sweet
Obsession, [we] took that, amalgamated the two, reopened the front for
Sweet Obsession on its own, and then turned Trafalgars into just
Trafalgars.” This was in the early 2000s.
The couple closed Trafalgars in 2017. “Because 20 years was long enough to
run a restaurant. It was exciting and fun and a headache and we wanted to go
on to the next part of our lives, which didn’t involve running a restaurant.”
Owning a restaurant “is all consuming, very exhausting, mentally, physically, everything else.” A bakery is different. “In a bakery, staffing is more stable. Restaurant kitchens especially, it’s a very high turnover no matter what,
and that is very stressful. But it’s just a smaller operation. We do a limited
thing – we bake cakes and pastries and we sell them…. It’s just easier logistically, staff-wise, everything else.”
Though still in real estate when Sweet Obsession opened, “I was very much
involved, because it was just Lorne to begin with. And then, very quickly, he
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got people to help him. But I was here a lot that year, that transition year, I
guess, for me. And I would help him in the kitchen. I’m knowledgeable in
food, so I would help him doing things that I could help him with. And he
hired somebody else in the kitchen, he hired out front. I had to make up my
mind, which one I was going to be involved in, it was too much being
involved with both.”
As for the restaurant, “Lorne and I were both very involved in the opening
of Trafalgars and in the concept and the menu with the chef we hired. I was
probably more involved in the day-to-day operation of Trafalgars than
Lorne was. And Lorne has evolved to … [the point where] he doesn’t concern
himself with the actual production anymore. We’ve had a pastry chef for a
very long time…. After Lorne, we’ve only had two pastry chefs, including the
one we have here, so they’ve been very long-term and dedicated people.
Lorne is now more involved in office administration, payroll, all of that
stuff, which is very time-consuming.”
In planning the desired atmosphere for Trafalgars, “we had travelled to
France a lot and we really wanted a French, casual neighbourhood bistro
kind of feel, which I hope is what we achieved. The restaurant very quickly
evolved into one that we were really concentrating on as much local produce and fish and game, meat, as possible – and not factory-farmed, if we
could keep away from that. So it became a very local culinary experience.”
In addition, the patisserie and restaurant were recycling and composting
well before the city required it.
“We created a situation where we really were creating no garbage to speak
of. We compost all of our organic matter and virtually everything else we
recycle. We separate all our recyclables right at source, so, at each workstation, we separate hard plastic, soft plastic, recycle.... It all just came about
because we had a friend … who is now a prof out at UBC in the food sustainability program. In talking to him, we realized how possible it was, and so he
helped us instigate that. And most of our employees are very young, so they
were enthusiastic about that, so it’s worked out very well. For many years
before it was an obligation by the city, we created minuscule amount of
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garbage. I mean, for our business, even when we had Trafalgars and Sweet
Obsession, we created about a household garbage can of garbage per week,
which is a pretty small amount.”
When Trafalgars closed, “we knew that there were going to still be a lot of
ladies who wanted lunch, so we have a very small lunch menu here…. But,
basically, Sweet Obsession is what Sweet Obsession has always been – it’s
about our cakes and pastries.”
The café’s offerings are “made by us, from real ingredients … we don’t use
mixes, we don’t use chemical stabilizers, we don’t use artificial things. We
use eggs that come in shells, we use milk and cream that came from cows….
And that’s why people come to us, because the difference is obvious. We do
things the old-fashioned way. We use tons of butter and … this is the one
thing that really is sad, but we try to use New Zealand butter because it’s a
much higher quality butter than Canadian butter because of regulations in
Canada, which are lax and allow a much higher water content in butter, so
Canadian butter is pale – when it melts, you see separation of water. In good
quality butter like you see from New Zealand and Ireland and England,
when butter melts it just is ... totally different…. When we’re using Canadian
butter, we have to change the recipes a little bit because it’s not the same
ingredient.”
Using real ingredients is “just always what Lorne has done. It’s what Lorne
wanted to do, and that’s what’s we’ve continued to do. That’s just the reason
that we’re in this business, because we recognized that that was not being
done by anybody else. There’s a reason, because it’s really hard and really
expensive … and really labour intensive.”
Over the past 25 years, “the neighbourhood has changed a little bit ... not so
much as the rest of Vancouver, that’s changed a lot. The neighbourhood is
pretty much the same, there are newer houses on some lots and things, but
the neighbourhood is still the neighbourhood that we moved into.”
However, the food scene in Vancouver has changed over that time. “That’s
evolved. Flavours of the month and things have come and gone, and even
the 20 years that Trafalgars was there, there were restaurants that opened
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when we opened that closed in five
years.”
For Sweet Obsession’s 25th anniversary, “there’s somebody that’s going
to come by with her daughter who
was born just a month before we
opened, and she discovered us when
we opened. And so this young lady
has grown up at Sweet Obsession,
knowing our desserts, and there’s an
enormous number of families that
have known Sweet Obsession and
Trafalgars, when Trafalgars was
there, as their place where they celebrated everything – birthdays and
Christmas and Chanukah…. And, in

Trafalgars Bistro, 2010.

that 25 years, we’ve also buried a lot of our customers, and catered their
funerals, gone to say goodbye. We’ve been very involved with our customers
because they have been so loyal and so much a part of our life, and us, too, a
little bit, in their lives.”
While they have “a very large Jewish clientele, many of whom were very
supportive of Lorne, both at Sweet Obsession and Trafalgars … it hasn’t
been an integral part of the business really.”
The menu continues to change at Sweet Obsession. “It’s always being
tweaked, but it’s very difficult because we only have so much display case,
and everything is someone’s favourite. So, if we take something off to add
something, people get upset.”
One of the favourite parts of the business, “I think, for Lorne, it was creating
the dessert. I think, for me, it’s being proud of what Lorne has created, but
it’s also more the public interaction, because I’m a more social person, especially with strangers, than Lorne is. Lorne would say that, although he’s very
good socially.”
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While Sweet Obsession staff begin “at six in the morning, we’re here until 10
or 11 on weekends, so people are here until 11 or midnight. Obviously, I’m
not here all that time … usually I’m here during the day, not the evening,
but sometimes I’m here in the early evening, it depends.”
Without the responsibilities of owning Trafalgars, “The one big difference
is, when a friend says, ‘Do you want to ...’ we can say, ‘Yes, that would be
lovely,’ even if it’s a Saturday night. And, with a restaurant, you say, ‘We’d
love to, but that’s Saturday night.’”

Leah Markovitch (Solly’s Bagelry)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, April 30, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-15
Leah Markovitch’s maternal grandparents came to Canada from Russia in
the 1920s and they settled in various towns near Edmonton. On the paternal
side, her grandmother was from Poland, Montreal and then lived with
Leah’s grandfather in Fort McMurray, Alta. Her parents met in Edmonton
and she has three siblings. Leah moved to Vancouver in 1984.
Food “was the centre of the home. It was everything. It was Friday night
dinners, every Jewish holiday. It was everybody who visited…. We were
kosher … but the standards of kashrut were slightly different in the olden
days. We would separate milk and meat, and we had separate dishes. My
mother only bought kosher…. Separate dishes for Passover, dairy and nondairy…. I watched my mother cook and I remember her making bagels and I
remember her making challah, but not that much. My mother wasn’t really
a baker, she was more of a cook. My grandmother would make a few things
that were very special things that we ate all the time and I would love doing
things with her and I would make with her…. She would make mashed potato latkes, something no one ever heard about…. She would always make
salmon patties and tuna patties and plunk the mashed potatoes on top. She
would [make] something that we ate all the time and … it’s just something
we love and we call ‘Baba’s cheesecake.’ That’s sort of a cottage cheese pie.
So, she would make very simple foods. She would make kasha. Kasha I ate …
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Leah Markovitch, 2012.

for breakfast as porridge and in the evening with noodles and onions…. My
connection with my mom with food was later. When I was younger, it was
more with my baba....
“In Vancouver, my now ex-husband [Joe], but my husband at the time, had
lost a senior management position in an advertising company he worked for
and it was rough. There was a recession going on…. He always had been
uncomfortable in the advertising world between the creatives and the corporates…. His father had business in Esterhazy, Sask. … a general store…. I
think he dreamt about that and he said that ‘I wanted to start a real business’
and I helped him get started because he was in advertising and we had very
young children and we had just moved to this not-so-busy area of Main
Street, which is booming now.
“We were a part of this babysitting co-op. He interviewed a lot of the families.
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I think 50 families…. He had asked them what was needed in the Main Street
area…. This was like ’92. And I think the consensus from all of the families
was that we needed a bookstore, a children’s store and possibly a bagel shop
and did we know anything about bagels because, if we did, it would be really
great if someone could make a bagel shop.”
Bagels were very popular in the late 1980s, early 1990s “and there were bagel
shops popping up everywhere in the States … and there were bagel shops in
Vancouver, but nothing in the Main Street area.”
Promised by her husband that she wouldn’t have to wake up early if they
opened a bagel shop, Leah said, “Yeah, we can go for that because I don’t
know nothing about running a bookstore, but food is easy.”
So, Joe said, “OK, you get me started and you go back to your [garden]
design business and you don’t have to be involved in the company anymore. You just get me started. Come up with some recipes and away you go.
Ah, love! I believed that it would be like that – we were newlyweds. And it
wasn’t at all like that. In any case, the first thing I did was place a call to my
mother and said, ‘Mom, do you have a recipe for bagels? And can you
remind me how to make bagels?’ Because I didn’t know how to make bagels,
I just didn’t want to tell him that, and she gave me a recipe that had been
hanging around … and I took that recipe and enrolled in a very quick, short
course at Vancouver Community College.”
It took practise to get the bagels right. “I learned a bit about the machinery.... I’ve never been in the back of a bakery in my life…. I have a degree in
agriculture and horticulture and landscape design and here I was in a bakery with machines that were terrifying.”
The bagel recipe had to be changed. “The bagel recipe I grew up with was
crusty on the outside and you could tunnel the inside…. So, I made mine a
little more stable on the shelf, a little more moisture…. The ones my mother
made, she would make in the morning and we would eat them by the end of
the day, so sitting on the shelf for a long time wasn’t a concern, and it was a
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good recipe. I still have that recipe, but I had to work with it.”
Since “we lived on Main Street and I was pregnant … I wanted something
close because I had two other children to look after. So, that place came up
[on 28th Avenue] and we noticed it was just sitting there. The guy had
antique shops; he stored stuff there. So, we picked that little shop. We figured it was good for children, it was off the main drag, and it became everything we wanted it to be.”
Solly’s opened March 15, 1994. It is named after Joe’s father.
“We had looked around. We saw a bagel shop in Bellingham, saw some
sandwiches there and, I have to say, we copied some of their sandwiches,
but they were very Jewish, you know, with tuna and egg, so we made up a
list of bagel sandwiches and here is where my mother came into the picture…. My mother wanted to be a very Canadian modern bride and she was
a good cook, she subscribed to the likes of Gourmet magazine, she got a
whole bunch of cookbooks. She just wanted to make interesting food,
[even] today. She is 95, opening recipes and saying, ‘You know, I’ve got to
try this or get that spice or what I am going to do with this and that?’... I
called my mom and said, ‘I think I’ll need soup recipes here.’ So, she
helped me work on it…. We just got used equipment everywhere and we
did what we had to do to put it together. As they put the equipment in,
they knew there were two people that knew nothing about the food business and one guy said to the other guy … ‘I feel bad for these people. They
will be moving this equipment out in a few months, they’ll never make a go
at it.’ I was told this after.
“So, there wasn’t a very big chance [of success] because [something] like 5% of
all food business last a whole year…. We had bagels, we had soups…. I think I
asked my aunt if I could use her cinnamon bun recipe…. My uncle, until
today, says that it’s not her recipe, it is my mother’s recipe from Winnipeg. So,
they are all Jewish recipes … and then I asked people if they had recipes…. It
was very sparse offering to start and that was about it. Then I started working
these recipes and, with my little knowledge, I had to start adjusting them
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because my aunt’s cinnamon bun recipe was too rich and too expensive to
make…. I was everything at the back – I was the cook, I was the baker – and
my partner and husband at that time would be the server at the front.”
In the mid-1990s, the Main Street area was in transition. “It was a rough area
of pawnshops and people were used to cheap. The prices were way too high
for those Duffin’s Donuts people [there was a Duffins up the street] and the
bagels were somewhat of an oddity in that area…. So, I’d say the locals didn’t
really know what we were. Our foods were odd and we weren’t well accepted
immediately….” But, it turned out that the best tailor was around the corner
and members of the Jewish community would park in front of Solly’s to go
there. “The word got out and the Jewish community started coming.”
Initially, many things didn’t sell well, like the knishes, the cottage cheese
muffins, the chicken soup.
“One thing about my partner is he was really a lot of fun when it came to
advertising. He found himself on the news … on the weather report with a
basketful of bagels. He would get himself everywhere. I must say he was
very, very good at getting us taking off…. I think it took about a year … we
got going rather quickly after the Jewish community got it, but the nonJewish community, it took a long time for them to really understand what it
was,” maybe two or three years.
Sometimes the non-Jewish customers couldn’t understand the prices
because they didn’t know what they were buying. They would wonder why
it cost 50 cents for a small croissant. “But it wasn’t a croissant, it was a
kufel, rubbed with butter and jam and nuts and raisins – there’s a lot of
stuff in there. The oatmeal cookies, it was like, ‘What the hell is that?’ So,
people didn’t know the flavours, the Jewish flavours … but the bagels,
because the non-Jewish corporate world was accepting of bagels, the
bagels took off quickly.”
Solly’s “made words like knishes and matzo balls … into part of the vernacular in Vancouver. So, we have truck drivers who you wouldn’t think would
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be coming in and asking for some knish and babka. These are words that no
one even knew 25 years ago. The Jews knew, of course the Jews knew … it
was part of our heritage, but, one by one, we taught the Vancouver community these strange names.”
Eventually, the shop “was just bursting at the seams. We had to stay closed
on Mondays to cook all the food for the rest of the week. We were popular
and the Jewish foods had taken off … our freezers were filled with knishes
and our coolers filled with soups and other yummies, and it was just getting
too hard for us so we opened another shop; not my choice, but we opened a
shop on Broadway.”
This was a year-and-a-half to two years after the original store opened. “I
didn’t really want to do it, but we did it. [Joe] said this is where we would
bake and we would cook at the Main Street shop. But, in hindsight, I always
knew it was kind of silly, it was way too small. He wanted to stay retail and
do retail, but still have production….. So, we were doing baking out of there
and cooking, and we swapped. We’ve been there ever since. That area is
going through a lot of change now, too.
“Then, in 2003, or whatever, we started planning for our production facility
on Yukon and 7th because we realized that we were just bursting at the
seams at the two shops. At that point, the Jewish community was really
pushing us: challah for Rosh Hashanah, honey cakes and bagels, seven days
a week. Then there was Pesach, so we need all the Passover foods. We
weren’t kosher but we were making all the traditional foods…. Then, the
non-Jewish community fell in love with our cinnamon buns and bagels. So,
on Christmas Eve, it’s like nuts, with cinnamon buns and bagels, and people
are buying for Christmas morning. So, then we really became a part of both
the Jewish and non-Jewish world.”
Leah and Joe “split up in 2005. We hadn’t finished this facility [on 7th]….
We stayed as partners and then, eventually, I ended up buying his share of
the business.”
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The Jewish community nowadays only accounts for about 20% of Solly’s
business. “We also tried to make a kosher line of products and I learned that
… the Jewish community has so many people who have different ideas of
what kosher and non-kosher is…. We tried it for six months and that’s as
long as it lasted.”
When Solly’s first opened, “I served kasha knishes … and they sold. In ’94,
we made knishes with dry white cheese, we call them sweet cheese knishes
… and they sold. But what I didn’t think about was that the elders were getting older. The real elders like my grandparents who came at the turn of the
century, they died; they’re gone…. Those foods that we’ve served years gone
by are not interesting to the newer generation…. I see how people are
preparing for Rosh Hashanah and … I suppose you can serve anything for
Rosh Hashanah you want … but I’m used to what the elders wanted and
their children wanted and what I wanted – I’m in my 60s now. But the
younger generation who are having families, and your children, they don’t
want this food. They want to have modern ‘Jewish’ food. So, we don’t need
to eat gefilte fish, we can just have fish, you can grill a salmon steak…. We’ve
got all these younger people who we have to teach again what traditional
Jewish food is.”
Added to this hurdle, there “are real shortages in staffing and finding cooks
and this and that, so we’ve had our own problems in our business.”
The current staff is all non-Jewish, “so that is a challenge.” But, “what I’m
noticing … is that the hipsters, they are loving us, which is funny. The
Jewish community is still there, but it’s a younger, mixed marriage Jewish
community.”
The hipsters, who are in their 20s and 30s, “don’t mind going and finding
these little haunts that will give them this food, if they know it’s authentic.”
As for what will be considered Jewish food in the future, “I think bagels will
always be, babka for sure, my cinnamon buns, but I don’t know. It could be
that certain foods stay, it’s sort of like when you think of Italy, you think of
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pizza and spaghetti. That’s what happens. I wonder, as we get more and more
intermarried in Canada, I don’t know what will be left. Just like Jewish delis
are dying in the States, more and more of our food will just become
Americanized … and that will be what will be served in Jewish shops.”
It is likely that none of their three children will continue the business. “My
three children are off living in different cities doing different things. I don’t
know what will be of Solly’s. I, myself, would like to streamline…. I have a
vision of really simplifying, really narrowing our product line to the top 20,
and opening little shops around, like little franchise shops, little Solly’s.”
Solly’s most popular items include bagels, eggels (breakfast bagel sandwich), knishes, cinnamon buns and chicken soup – “I must give credit
because that was my mother-in-law that helped us create that soup.”
Customers “don’t care if we make sugar cookies or they don’t care if we
make lemon pound cake … when we opened, there weren’t coffee shops.
Now you can get cake everywhere, so they don’t really want our cake. Now
there are specialty bakeries, so now they don’t really need our little pastries
and cookies. They want the rugelach; they just want a few of the authentic
things. That’s all.” The preferences differ somewhat between locations.
In the end, the Jewish community in Vancouver is small, not large enough to
sustain a business by itself, whether it be a bookstore or a bagelry, so cultivating non-Jewish customers is a must. And then there are the changing tastes.
“I am in my 25th year now. We have been through fat-free, carb-free, highprotein, low-protein, low-fat, high-fat, now we’re getting back to fats again. I
have learned in the food business that you should stay focused on what you
do best and really be careful not to get sucked into all of these things that go
on. Because, honestly, if it was found [that] to stand on your head and eat
was healthier, everybody in Vancouver would be at shops standing on their
heads and eating that way…. You need to focus on what you do well and not
get pulled in a hundred different directions [to keep up with the latest fad or
the competition].
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“I have learned that, if you are authentic, people will come and go, but they
will stay committed to you…. Make it good, make it well. Make that food the
best you can and stay true to what you are – but don’t close your eyes to what
is going on. In other words, it’s OK to have organic bagels but don’t rely on
that supporting you. It’s OK to have a kosher line, if you can find a way to do
it, but don’t use that as your mainstay. It’s OK to have low-fat and it’s OK to
find whatever’s cool and out there. For example, our cream cheese is low-fat
– I didn’t boast that but it has been low-fat since we’ve opened. I didn’t make
a big deal about because it is good cream cheese. I think that a problem in the
food industry is that there are so many opinions here and so many fads … it
is so easy to lose sight.”
While there is, especially being in the Jewish community, a need to hang on
to tradition, you need to modernize. “So, for example, we made our rugelach
big … people started going on diets so, if you hear the buzz, people want
small indulgences…. So, we’ve made our rugelach smaller…. You can adjust
to what people want, but don’t adjust goods – don’t take shortcuts, don’t go
from butter to shortening because then you will become one of them and
there are a lot of them to compete with.”
Being a creative person, “I love the challenge, when someone asks can you
do that. When someone asked for me to make a honey cake, I didn’t know
anything about making honey cake…. I love being challenged with something new. How can we make gluten-free bagels? Now, again, those don’t
pay the bills, but it’s another offering. Someone will come in and get a
wheat-free bagel and schmear. I had to do it and make it taste … like not
some sort of fluffy wheat-free bagel that you can buy at the shops…. So,
that’s been exciting to me because, truthfully, I’m not a baker nor am I a
cook. I didn’t go into this because I love baking and I wanted to open a bake
shop. I went into it to provide for my family.”
But there have been many meaningful experiences. For example, a woman
who was dying at 40, “in her last days, she was craving our chicken soup, so
we opened in the middle in the night and I got chicken soup for her because
that is what she was wanting…. This is what I love, because food is so heal-
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ing…. I love when people come here and take foods to the hospital or to a
shivah [seven-day period of mourning]…. It gives me such pleasure to know
that my food is going to a shivah, that people are eating it in mourning and
it gives them comfort…. I love on Rosh Hashanah, when I know that I’m a
part of hundreds and hundreds of Rosh Hashanah meals and break-thefasts, and I love on Shabbat when I know all these families are blessing the
candles with my food there. I feel like everyone’s mother and it’s not about
the money because to be in the food business, unless you take it to a much
higher level, you’re never going to get rich. Not the way I’ve done it.
“I take great pleasure in every challah and, you can ask the staff, I get mad
when they just throw a challah in the bag. I say, ‘take care,’ they are freshly
made, each one of those challahs, each rugelach is like my child…. I love
being able to give to the Jewish Food Bank. I love being able to do something through food and I think that’s sort of the Jewish mother’s way…. I
love hearing people’s stories about when they serve my food at Christmas –
that they open their presents with my cinnamon buns, that they always go
to Whistler skiing with my bagels – all the traditions that have formed
around Solly’s Bagels.”
While “I hope that it never becomes like a Great Canadian Bagel … I’m afraid
it will be that way because, as I leave the business, unless someone is very
Jewish and has that sense of Judaism, they won’t keep it there. I don’t even
know if my children will keep it there because they don’t have that connection to the old world.”
Food is what connects us. “Food connected to me to my grandmother and
my heritage and I’m worried that, when I’m gone or when I don’t have
Solly’s anymore, what will be in Vancouver?”
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Marcus Stiller (Fish Café)
Interviewed by David Goldman, June 4, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-23
Marcus Stiller was born in Durban, South Africa, in 1961. “I always lived in a
Jewish environment, went to Jewish schools. We decided, in 1996, we immigrated to Canada.”
Shabbos was “the special meal of the week and I think most Jewish situations are usually based around food and eating.”
After graduating high school in 1979, “[I] went to hotel school in South
Africa for three years. Actually started off wanting to go into hotel management, but was enjoying the kitchen side of it and the cooking side of it
more, so I switched from the management to the kitchen. After that, I left
South Africa, I went to work in the industry in Israel for two years…. I wanted to make aliyah but changed my mind at the last minute.”
Working in Israel, “my first real experience of putting a restaurant together
and the menu and the planning and all the procurement of all the equipment was in Tel Aviv for a family who had a location and a pretty healthy
chequebook, and they wanted a restaurant, so they poached me away from a
hotel that I was working at. They basically said to create them a restaurant,
which I did. So I had a little taste of it.
“Then, when I came back to South Africa, I remained in the industry. I
found the industry very sociable – no two days are the same and there’s
always new people coming in. And if there are regular customers coming in,
there’s always something to talk about, how the family is, how the kids are,
how’s school going.… And that’s the part of the industry that I like the most,
the interaction between the people.”
There “was a chain of fish and seafood outlets in South Africa called the
Ocean Basket and they were purely fish and seafood. There was no chicken
or meat on the menu. I liked that concept, it made it easy to run the business because there’s no cross-contamination. I thought about bringing them
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The Fish Café on West 41st Avenue.
to Canada as a franchise and then I thought, no, they’re so far away, why
would I want to start paying franchise fees to people who are not going to be
able to support me? So I came here and basically started the same concept.”
Going back a bit, after being in Israel two years and returning to South
Africa, “I went into a partnership with a friend of mine in Pretoria … and I
went into an existing business. I bought out one of his partners in a steakhouse in South Africa. It was quite a big steakhouse…. So, I got back to South
Africa the end of 1987.… Beginning of 1988 is when I got into the steakhouse.
“I didn’t stay in that particular business very long. Somebody bought me out
and then I met my wife-to-be, and then the focus changed. She was moving
to live in … Cape Town … so I decided to go with her…. That was 1989, and I
stayed in the industry in Cape Town. I was involved with the first of a very
successful chain of pizza and pasta restaurants and moved back to
Johannesburg, which is close to Pretoria, which is where my wife is from,
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and got out of the industry completely. I went, with my brother-in-law, into
an electronics business. We were manufacturing some products. I had no
electronics background. The business grew unbelievably fast and I didn’t
stay in it with my brother-in-law. I left that and then went into the security
industry in South Africa…. That was for a few years. And then, in 1996,
when we came to Canada, I fiddled around a little in the security industry
but decided not to get involved in it, and opened Fish Café in 2000.”
While Judaism hasn’t influenced the way in which the café on 41st Avenue
in Kerrisdale is operated, “what a great effect on my business the Jewish
people and the Jewish community have had on our lives in Vancouver. And
a lot of it has come through the restaurant … meeting new people has been
very easy.”
As for the food industry over the years, “I think there’s more and more
smaller, independently owned businesses that are opening … a lot of smaller family-owned businesses that are being supported by communities.”
Even though one of his sons has helped at the restaurant, “I’m pretty sure
[neither] of my boys, two boys, would come into the business…. In our situation, it’s not really because of the hours that we keep and … it’s so neighbourhoody, it’s very casual…. I think I’ll own it as long as I can, even if I can’t
work in it on a day-to-day basis. There’s a lot of sentimental attachment.”
It would depend on the landlord. Ideally, “[I’d] ease back from it and let
somebody else go in and run it. And I can just have a place to go when I
want to go…. It’s reached a stage in our restaurant where I’m starting to see
the next generation of people coming to eat at the restaurant…. It’s been like
a circle of a relationship with most of our customers, so it’s taught me a lot
about people.
“It’s [also] taught me a lot about, obviously, the fish industry, awareness and
sustainability. Overall, it’s been a great experience. I have zero regrets.”
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Ilan Goldenblatt (Thirsty Camel)
Interviewed by Ronnie Tessler, March 6, 2018, by phone from Vancouver,
B.C., with Ilan Goldenblatt in Nanaimo, B.C.
Ilan Goldenblatt
was born in 1974
in Haifa, Israel.
His parents were
from Montreal.
They married
there, had their
first son, made
SCREENSHOT

aliyah in 1972,
returned to
Montreal a few
years later and
then moved to

Ilan Goldenblatt in action at the Thirsty Camel during a
Shaw TV Nanaimo segment dated April 18, 2013.

Israel for good in
1977. On his father’s side, his great-grandparents were from Russia, his
grandparents from Montreal. On his mother’s side, her parents immigrated
to Montreal from Poland in the 1920s.
After his term of service in the Israeli army, Ilan worked in Tel Aviv and
then began to travel, starting with a trip to Montreal to visit his aging grandparents. He then travelled west.
Ilan fell in love with Western Canada and spent time in Vancouver, Whistler
and eventually Tofino for one-and-a-half years. He moved on to South East
Asia and Australia for eight months then moved back to Israel for three years.
He returned to British Columbia in September 2001, just before 9/11.
Ilan spent three years on Gabriola Island. He took a wooden boatbuilding
course and began commuting to Malaspina College, now Vancouver Island
University. He got involved in politics, and he and others took over the
Nanaimo community radio station. They also broadcast shows from other
community radio stations, for example Kootenay Co-op Radio’s podcast,
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Deconstructing Dinner, with Jon Steinman.
Ilan’s family are “foodies.” At home, his mother was a decent cook with “a
limited repertoire of dishes she cycled through.” Nevertheless, his parents
were into food and liked to go to good restaurants at home and when travelling. Ilan was a bartender in Israel. He liked the people to people aspect of
the work. He often hung out with the cooks and, in this way, learned cooking techniques and about spices.
Nanaimo had a community of artists, writers and thinkers with no space
beyond “uninspiring places and chain restaurants” to hang out in. He saw a
need for a community hub that offered food, and where ideas could be
exchanged. He also wanted to move back into a people-oriented career.
Ilan opened the Thirsty Camel in 2004, commuting at first from Gabriola.
By the end of the year, he moved to Nanaimo. In the beginning, his cousin
was a 50% partner in the restaurant. They had grown up together in Israel
like brothers and moved to British Columbia for the same reasons. Three
years on, he sold his interest to Ilan and went back to construction work,
which he prefers. For five of the 12 years he owned the restaurant, Ilan was
married. For three-and-a-half of those years, his wife worked in the business, but was not a business partner in it.
The Thirsty Camel had an Israeli-style menu. It was the food he loved and
knew best. He also thought this style of food would do well in Nanaimo as
“hummus and falafel are in the hippy, healthy realm.” His food had the
“authentic angle going for it,” it had “a certain cred.” It was unique in the
area. No other restaurant did Middle Eastern food.
As a foodie, Ilan prefers a restaurant that offers a small number of specialties and does them well, rather than trying to appeal to all tastes on a single
menu. His goal was to move people to a higher plane of healthiness that students and workers could afford. As much as he could within his budget, he
used organic ingredients in order to produce wholesome, ethically sourced,
tasty food at an accessible price.
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There were big changes in the Nanaimo food scene during the 12 years Ilan
was in business. New, young alternative people got involved – people who
cared about where their food came from and wanted to eat healthy. This
evolution occurred in other places, too, such as Salt Spring Island, Nelson,
Victoria and Vancouver.
Ilan had a number of great employees over the years; some became managers. In the last four years, he tried to convince several employees to buy
in, but most were too young to make such a big a commitment. His hope
had been to find the right buyer to carry on the restaurant according to the
same principles, but that didn’t happen.
While he owned the Thirsty Camel, Ilan also did other things. He managed a
green market for four years and, in 2015, was campaign manager for the federal Green party candidate in his riding. When the campaign ended, Ilan
was exhausted and did not feel motivated to go into the restaurant every
day. He realized he had to sell it and listed the restaurant with an agent. In
March 2016, a Korean man bought it, intending to open a fish restaurant.
Ilan closed the Thirsty Camel in May 2016. He was sad to see the institution
close, but also relieved. He had not envisioned himself in the restaurant
business for life. He viewed food as a tool for engagement with community.
For example, he kept magazines in the restaurant that encouraged and provoked ideas about food, eating and community.
After the restaurant closed, Ilan and his partner, Lia, flew to Peru, where
they travelled and volunteered, he for an indigenous organization and she
at a mobile acupuncture and natural medicine clinic. They intend to work at
an Amazonian medicine centre, become more educated in these methods of
healing, and possibly move to Peru permanently.
Throughout his adult life, Ilan has had a strong belief in interacting with the
world. His conviction is that trying to make the world a better place is “the
only path worth pursuing … even if we think we’re going to fail” doing it.
Following these precepts, he has met amazing people who have become his
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friends. These are the things that allow him to “get out of bed every day
with a smile.” Ilan said that, for the epigram on his tombstone, he would be
very happy with, “He tried.”

Adam Granot (Breka Bakery)
Interviewed by Debby Freiman, May 28, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-17
Adam Granot was born in Israel in 1983. His parents, Bella and Motte, were
also born in Israel. Initially, they moved to Edmonton, where Adam’s sister,
Natalie, was born in 1981, but they soon returned to Israel. “It just turned
out that, for some reason, my dad ended up moving to Vancouver again,
and we followed him, so we ended up in Vancouver in 1996. We moved here
and we’ve been here ever since.”
Adam’s dad has a garage-door business and his mom was a teacher at
Vancouver Talmud Torah, retiring in 2018. And Bella is “also involved in the
bakery that we have” and Motte “was the one that helped us open it up.
Actually, without him, it wouldn’t have been possible,” said Adam.
“I think in every Israeli or Jewish household food plays a big role…. And we all
love to eat in my family…. Everything revolves around food in our family.”
In Tel Aviv, Motte owned a restaurant inside Beit Lessin theatre complex,
“and it became a huge success, so he opened a few more places…. He had
roughly 15 or 20 places all around Israel, especially in the centre area…. We
kind of grew up in that restaurant environment. My parents were divorced
[shortly after they returned to Israel], but every weekend we would spend
with my dad.”
About 12 years ago, Motte “had this vision of doing – I don’t know if you’re
familiar with what bourekas are? It’s those puff pastries that are filled, in
Israel, traditionally with potato or cheese or there are different kinds. He
would create ones that were a little bit bigger and have different fillings
inside…. At the time, if you wanted to eat food on the street, all you’d have
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is hotdogs. Now you have food trucks everywhere, but 12 years ago it wasn’t
the situation. So, he wanted to create this ... alternative to hot dog stands,
but to have them in SkyTrain stations, to have them on the street, these puff
pastries with different fillings. Not just the traditional cheese or potato or
mushrooms, but ground meat and all these different varieties…. He has a
good touch when it comes to food like that. He was never a chef or anything
but he cooks very well.”
They looked for a bakery that could make it for them. Having no luck, they
bought Fraser Bakery on Fraser Street, south of 49th Avenue, and began
Breka. “It was a Monday to Saturday bakery, open 9 to 5. He had this vision
of doing bakeries open 24 hours. The thing is, in Israel, many bakeries are
operating 24/7 because you’re already baking at night anyway … and you
have all the staff, so you might as well stay open. People thought it was
crazy at the time, especially on Fraser Street – it wasn’t what it is today
and, it was nighttime, you wouldn’t have anything going on. The beginning
was tough, but it ended up working out…. So, we found a bakery, we renovated, we called it Breka based on the product name bourekas that we
wanted to make.”
After the deal was closed, “my dad wasn’t involved anymore in the business.” From then on, it was “me, my sister, her husband [Dvir Stein], my
mom and my mom’s partner [Shlomo Horev].”
“I should mention that we never ended up making bourekas. That’s the
funny thing. Everyone asks, ‘What’s the name Breka?’ and I tell them well
it’s a very long story. And that’s the story behind it.”
At first, “we didn’t know what we were doing … but we had great staff that
helped us, that was already in the existent bakery – great pastry chef, great
front-end people that really helped us bring Breka to what it is.”
Initially, “I was working and I had to quit to help the family…. I was working at
Budget Rent-a-Car…. It wasn’t my idea to be involved in this…. I was young …
my mind was on other things, more about myself than anything, but I quit my
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job and I said I’ll work at the family business. And so I did. And because we
had great staff and we were very lucky, we managed to survive.
“It wasn’t easy and it was a lot of money that we had to put in, and that’s
why my mom’s partner came in and he really helped with the financial
aspect. And we all worked very hard. My sister learned a lot of the baking, I
learned some baking. I was more in the front. My brother-in-law helped a lot
on the operations side. As a family, we went through it together, and we
were doing that for a few years.”
It took five or six years before Breka was able to support the family. Then,
the question was, “What do we do? Do we stay, or do we grow?... And we
decided, let’s grow, and we found a location on Bute and Robson, and it was
a huge risk, looking back, because we never really opened a place by ourselves…. We relied on my dad for the opening of the first place, and this
would be without him. And the rent was really big, downtown Vancouver,
right off Robson. It was a fairly big space, and it used to be a Bread Garden,
so it had the infrastructure set up for our type of operation.”
That location, which they found in 2011, opened in 2012.
“With this huge rent, [we thought] we won’t make much money, but it will
put Breka on the map, because of the location, it’s going to be so central….
And it ended up that people really liked us, even downtown, and that was a
huge relief … because we took a big chance, it’s not like we had money…. So,
after that, we opened, a year-and-a-half later, another location, which was
the Davie and Hornby…. Within a year-and-a-half, from one location, we
went to three. And that’s when things started getting a little bit, I don’t want
to say out of hand, but it’s a lot more to take care of from one location to
three…. We went from 30 people to all of a sudden 120 staff…. Everything is
24 hours a day. And, just last year, we opened our fourth location, which is
on 4th and Alma … and we’re actually opening two new ones this year
[2018], we hope. In the next three to four months, we hope.”
The plan is for another downtown location, on Denman, off Robson, “and
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we have one more that we’re opening, it’s going to be a big production facility, but we’ll also have a storefront, and that’s going to be not too far from
here, it’s on Marine Drive and Laurel. There’s a new industrial area that
opened … so our unit is going to be there.”
There are plusses and minuses to being downtown. “The big plus is the
exposure you get. If you open a place in a residential area, it takes a year or
two before people really get used to you. When you’re downtown in a good
area, it will take a month or two, so that’s the big difference. Of course, you
pay more per square foot on the rent, but your exposure is much bigger.
Also, it’s very touristy, you get a lot of tourists – you get a lot of everything,
[it’s a] very densely populated area…. So, I think, for a food business, if you
can find a good location with a good lease, it’s a good direction. One more
thing about downtown is that every block is different. You can have a store
here and you can have a store three blocks apart and it’s different clientele.”
Each family member has their own set of responsibilities within the company. “I’m more of the development side … the creating, the administration
and management of the locations; also with the menu planning. I do a little
bit of everything, but I’m not very good with production, I’m not very good
at making things, and I’m not very creative, for example. That, my sister’s
very good at. Also, I can’t really fix anything, I can’t even hold a screwdriver
– my brother-in-law is very good at that. My mom is the president of the
company, so she’s trying to keep everything together when things get tough
sometimes. My mother’s partner, Shlomo, he’s responsible for the financials. We’re all doing what we’re comfortable with.”
The bakery has now developed into a restaurant.
“We wanted a seating area because we wanted to turn it into a café. The idea
was, you have a bakery and people take things to go, but … sometimes people just want to eat something, they don’t want a cake or to take a bread
home…. And the idea is … if they trust you, if they know you’re giving the
best product you can, they will try new things and [so], before, they would
come for their bread but now they’ll take a coffee with them … and maybe
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they’ll take a cake home for a birthday for someone. Or maybe they’re hungry, so they’ll buy a sandwich. The key is trust and transparency … if they
trust me, they, in return, will show it by coming and purchasing more
things, and that’s the key to everything – trust.”
Breka mostly does light meals. “We have quiches that we make, everything
in house, and soups and sandwiches, of course, many types of sandwiches.
We make some pastries that are food-related: for example … we have this
puff pastry that we put different things inside and we fold it… we have
chicken pocket, Italian pocket, depends on the filling. And we grill everything and we serve it, like I said, if you want to dine in or take out, we have
both options.”
In the family, “my brother-in-law and my sister were mostly with the knowledge” of food and the restaurant business. “We had professionals that worked
with us, and helped us. It’s something we’re still developing. We like our variety but we always strive to do better, so we’re working on that constantly.”
In the last few years, “we decided that we wanted to really change our
variety” in response to what customers were saying. Gluten-free, for
example, “is something that’s very big, and we’re working on as well.” The
focus is on the better-selling breads, such as the Sovital, and a lot of new
breads are added.
“We don’t want to just make something and say, ‘Oh, it’s gluten-free,’ but it’s
not the best we can make, so it takes time to come up with the right thing.
We also want to develop the artisan style of bread … olive bread, fig bread,
and all these different types of things that are being made in different places
that I see and are very interesting. We want to have a good variety.”
As the clientele changes and grows, so, too, must Breka. “The culinary world
is something that’s constantly evolving. You have to be very involved to stay
with it because, every day, something new comes up.”
The clientele includes people going out “after clubs and parties or whatever;
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late-nighters. We also have … a lot of students that are studying for tests or
exams…. You have all kinds of people. But it’s definitely a challenge being
open 24/7. It’s a challenge to find staff who can work consistently overnight.
And it’s sometimes, especially downtown, you get people that come to your
doors, especially at nighttime, that are difficult to handle, and that’s a challenge. But you deal with challenges.”
While Breka’s menu is not Jewish per se, “we do make challahs every
Friday. Now, we’ve started making a chocolate babka cake. And making
hamantashen on Purim is something we’ve always contemplated, maybe
we’ll do it next year, we’ll see. Definitely, Jewish baking and European baking is very similar in many ways.... We don’t use lard or anything in our
baked goods … we don’t want to use any animal by-products or so on. It’s
not because [of kashrut] … I don’t keep kosher and my family doesn’t, but
my mom’s partner is vegan, which is sort of kosher, I guess.” In that sense,
one could say that the family’s being Jewish affected the business.
In the last 12 years, what has “changed the most is that people know what
they want, they do their research before they get something. Especially in
the last 12 years, you’re talking right before Facebook was created … and the
power that people have using the internet.”
Regardless of the internet and social media, “we want to give the best product
we can give – that’s the most important, of the highest value. Service is very
important, good atmosphere is very important, but the most important thing
in the food industry is that your food tastes good, there’s no doubt about it.
You can have the best service and the nicest place and the greatest atmosphere but, if your food is not good, it’s going to be very tough to succeed.”
In terms of what people are asking for now versus 12 years ago, “I would say
gluten-free is one of them. Milk substitutes is another one, like soy and
almond milk…. People ask about organic, they ask what’s in the product,
they want to know if there are any by-products, they want to know if there
are any preservatives…. They want to know what they’re putting in their
bodies, what they’re putting in their children’s bodies. They want to know,
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and everyone has a right to know, and we’ve got to make sure that we use
the best ingredients we can to deliver the best product we can.”
As to Breka’s future, “that’s an interesting question. If you asked me that six
years ago, I wouldn’t tell you, ‘Oh, in six years, you’ll see us with six locations.’
Not in a million years would I have said that. So, it’s very hard for me to say
what the future is. What I do know is that we want to continue to grow, but we
don’t want to grow to say we’re growing. We want to grow right, we want to
make sure that we’re doing it right. We don’t want to open 10 locations and
not be able to control it. It’s very difficult, it’s very challenging, because making food and serving it on a mass scale is very difficult.”
But it’s possible. “Whatever I do, I want to always grow and be the best and
do more and stretch the limits because this is how I am. My family also likes
to grow, but it is a lot more responsibility and a lot more work so we have to
make sure we do it smart. We don’t have to grow, but I think why not?
What’s the point of staying still?”
Not only can Vancouver support more Breka locations, “but what about
Richmond? What about Burnaby? I don’t know what else is close. Maybe on
the North Shore and so on, and who knows even further out, Coquitlam and
Surrey. Sky’s the limit. Not saying that’s the direction, but I think there are a
lot of people in Vancouver and it’s a growing city, it’s one of the best cities
in the world … year after year, it wins that award. I’d like to grow with
Vancouver and its surroundings…. We take it step by step…. Timing is
everything – when the timing is right and the opportunity is there, then you
make a move, and I can’t put a time frame on that.”
In helping create and develop Breka, “I’ve learned that you have to treat
people how you want to be treated; it’s in the food industry and it’s in life in
general…. If you don’t feel that way, you can’t succeed in the food industry.
What I love is that people are happy generally when they eat, especially
dessert or cake or whatever it is – we provide food that they enjoy eating,
and causing someone enjoyment, I think, is one of the pleasures of life.
Making someone satisfied and happy, there’s nothing better than that.”
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Susy Siegel (Nava Creative Kosher)
Interviewed by Alisa Lazear and April Thompson, July 19, 2016, Vancouver,
B.C., for the podcast The Kitchen Stories; #20.16-18
Susy Siegel was born in Mexico. Her father was born in Poland and her
mother was born in Mexico from Polish parents.
“I left Mexico in 1977…. I lived in Israel for a few years and then in
Pittsburgh, Victoria and, the last [26 or 27 years] in Vancouver…. It just
seemed to be the right place to raise the children, there was a Jewish school,
different reasons.”
As for getting into the food industry, “I have always loved to cook. It wasn’t
my first profession but, now that I do it, I love it…. My mom did very basic
food, nice stuff, but, in Mexico, most people had help in the kitchen so she
didn’t do a lot of it herself, but she had some nice recipes, somehow my sisters and I always loved to cook.”
Growing up, “we always had dinner together. I’m the youngest of five by
many years, but my siblings definitely had more meals with my parents. [As
the] youngest, maybe there weren’t that many, but dinner was always together. And my dad came from work quite late, 8 or 9, so we would have dinner at
that time. And then, once my siblings were married and had children, they all
always came for Sunday lunch, but lunch in Mexico is late, 2 o’clock…. There
was always meat, some sort of chicken or meat, but very basic – potatoes,
salad, nothing too spectacular. And Mexican food, we did eat a lot of Mexican
food…. There was always some sort of salsa on the table, something spicy to
add to the meat or the potatoes. For Jewish holidays, my mom would make
gefilte fish with a very spicy tomato sauce…. She always tried to get three different fish and they were always white fish, so there was carp and probably
cod and something else, whatever she got. And she did make it herself; she
ground the fish…. It was a long and stinky process.”
The salsa was also made from scratch. “I never saw a bottled salsa until I
moved to the States.”
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Nava Creative
Kosher has been
based at the
Jewish
Community
Centre of Greater
Vancouver since

and I cooked in

COURTESY SUSY SIEGEL

2009. “Before

whatever

Susy Siegel with daughter Ariela and son Jackie, 2010.

that, the business was called
Susy Siegel’s
Catering Services

kitchen the
event would take place. But, [nine] years ago, I purchased this business so now
we’re here.”
There is a precedent in the family. “My great-grandparents in Poland on
my father’s side had a bakery. It was never spoken about. I really only
knew about it when I was, I don’t know, late in my teens, but I guess it’s in
the genes.”
There are some special holiday recipes that come from her mom.
“The gefilte fish with the tomato, it was very simple…. In those days, she
wouldn’t even think about opening a can of tomato. She would cook tomatoes with onions and garlic and then add a little bit of cilantro, of course –
Mexican cuisine has cilantro – and some jalapeno or one of those peppers,
and cook that sauce for a while. And then, once the fish is cooked separately, then you put it in the sauce just to get the flavours together.”
Another recipe “that was very common in my house was my mom’s cornbread. Interestingly, she made it gluten-free. I don’t know why but she
always used rice flour so, so now I make it for clients that require gluten-
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free…. All the pastries that we do … are pretty universal and European, like
komishbroit and rugelach. We have them in Mexico but they’re not
Mexican. Rice pudding is Mexican but it’s also from other countries,
Spanish, Indian.”
Other meals growing up included chopped liver. “I don’t know if you’ve ever
cooked liver but it smells almost as strong as gefilte fish…. Every Sunday, we
had chopped liver on crackers with a slice of hardboiled egg on top. That
was a little appetizer…. The other appetizer that we had every Sunday is
something called, in Yiddish, it’s called gribenes, and what it was is a lot of
fried onions with chopped chicken skin fried as well…. And, of course, in
my house in Mexico, the gribenes were served on a tortilla with guacamole
and salsa. So that was really a marriage of old, Polish food with Mexican and
it was delicious.”
The kosher food business in Vancouver is “quite competitive now for the
amount of Jews that live in the city. There are quite a few kosher caterers,
more than other cities the same size or with the same kind of population.
So, it’s hard. We have to distribute the business among too many caterers, in
my opinion.”
Working as a nurse when first in Vancouver, “I took a break from nursing
when my children were small and little did I know that catering is even
harder than nursing.”
As for her kids, “they’re all outstanding cooks…. They all worked with me in
the business … from age 11, 12, and this is the first year, actually, that none
of them is working with me.”
Over the years, “the community has changed a little bit in Vancouver. I
think there are more people that keep kosher; maybe there are more people
involved in the schools or the synagogues that have come to Vancouver and
they keep kosher.”
Customers also come from outside the community. “We do have non-Jewish
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business. A couple of years ago, we catered a vegan, gluten-free wedding for
a non-Jewish couple and, when I asked them why they approached us, they
said nobody else was ready to do that. There are a lot of caterers in
Vancouver but that’s what they said…. The menu was a headache to figure
out but it was very successful. And we do have more than a couple of businesses that hire us because they like our food and they don’t necessarily
require kosher food.”
Food tastes evolve. “We try to improve and make new things. Sometimes,
it’s complicated to satisfy everybody but we try…. You don’t want to keep
making the same old, same old.”
Being located inside the JCC poses a unique challenge and benefit. “Because
we’re inside the Jewish Community Centre, people from the outside don’t
know that we exist, so we’re lucky that there are so many agencies in the
building – they’re our business, we get business from them – and that the
community centre offers so many classes for Jewish people and non-Jewish
people, so there are swimmers and dancers that come. So, we don’t have a
lot of traffic that comes from the outside; the people that come usually are
repeat customers, except for the children – they come to a swimming class
and, next year, they don’t come back. It’s a fast pace but not like fast food….
A lot of people do take it home; they order food to go, but we’re in the middle, not quite fast food, but not a restaurant where they sit for hours.”
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Aaron Kafka (Kafka’s)
Interviewed by Michael Schwartz, June 4, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; #20.18-22
ALEX KLINER

Aaron Kafka’s maternal grandparents are from Germany: his grandmother immigrated to Portland,
Ore., before the Second World War
and his grandfather’s family just
after; the family was in Shanghai
during the war. His paternal grandparents are from Czech Republic:
from there, they went to the United
Kingdom and then eventually
moved to Vancouver. Aaron was
born and raised in Richmond.

Aaron Kafka, 2015.

“My mother is from Portland and my father is from here…. They met at
Camp Solomon Schechter … and then they moved here.”
While the family observed the holidays, the kids went to Hebrew school,
etc., the family didn’t keep kosher.
“My mom definitely worked hard to make sure we had nutritious, balanced
meals. And then, for anything celebratory, birthdays, holidays, whatever,
there was always a special meal.”
Aaron was director of Camp Solomon Schechter for three years, then considered going to go to law school. “I gave myself a year to figure things out and
so, when I was living in Seattle, I hung out in cafés a lot … studying for my
LSAT…. I really like hanging out in cafés and I really like coffee and I liked the
interaction of making people things and being involved with that aspect. And
so, instead of going to law school, I wrote my LSAT … [but] figured that, if I
went to law school, then I would never open a café, but if I opened a café and
it went under and I lost everything, then I could figure something out, I could
figure out a way to take care of myself and then I could go to law school.”
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To begin the process, “the first thing I did was get a job at a coffee shop to
make sure that I knew how to make coffee, but also to see if that was something I would enjoy. So, I worked at a cafe for six months and, during that
time, I built business plans, looked for locations, until I reached a point
where I had learned everything that I really needed to learn. And then I
found a location that I thought was going to work for me.”
In the early stages, there was the financial element, of course. “I don’t have
a family that has a lot of money and so I had to secure a bank loan. I had
some savings of my own and my parents lent me money. Since then, I have
paid everything back, which is pretty good.
“Basically, I built some financial models to figure out if it could actually be a
profitable location. I sourced a coffee roaster that I had a nice relationship
with in Seattle. And then I slowly started meeting contractors, developing
plans, getting permits and then, a few months later, it was open.”
The growth of the food and coffee industries have helped Kafka’s, which
started on Main Street. “I was one of the early adopters of specialty coffee in
Vancouver. There are others who came before me but I was slightly ahead of
the curve. And I think that, for many reasons, people are more aware of
where their food comes from. And coffee and tea and stuff is the most that
people consume every day and so there’s this unique item that people consume every day, usually not at home, and so people want something that is
of high quality and is sustainable and ethical. And so my business has been
helped by that because the population that lives around the café are the
type of population that cares about things like that.”
There was some resistance, “we had to do some education about what we
were serving and why we were serving it. For a long time, people wanted
dark roast coffee. We’ve never served dark roast coffee and we had to figure
out a way to explain it to people in a nice way because, for a long time, cafés
had a reputation for being pretentious and condescending, and we didn’t
want to be like that at all. We just wanted to try and educate people in a welcoming way.”
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There are a few aspects that distinguish Kafka’s from the competition. “One
is that our coffee and tea are very high quality and we care about it. I think
that the service that you get at Kafka’s is very genuine and nice, and I think
that goes a long way. Also we have this wonderful art program that was built
by Michael Schwartz.”
Affordability is key. “You can go to Tim Hortons, you can go to other places
that have terrible coffee and you can get that for a $1.50. If you spend an
extra $1.50, you can have amongst the best quality in the world. Whereas,
with food and other things, the gap is not as small. It’s one of these few
items that you can just have super, super high quality for a price that’s really
affordable.”
The Vancouver food and coffee scene is influenced by that of other cities, such
as Seattle. “The big food cities in the U.S. are New York and San Francisco and,
in Canada, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver. I’ve travelled quite a bit, especially
in the U.S., and I think that Vancouver is pretty good. I don’t think that we
should think Vancouver is a second-rate food city. We have really good, highquality food and cooks here in Vancouver…. [And] right now, the way the
world is, anyone can have access to really good products.”
While there is no such thing as “local” coffee, “one of the great things about
coffee is that, even though it’s not grown here at all, not even close to here,
we can connect ourselves to its origins pretty easily. So, with specialty coffee, every cup of coffee that we have in the café, we can tell you the exact
coordinates of where it came from, where it was produced in the world, to
the point where we can tell you about the elevation, what kind of soil it is.
So, the same type of transparency that you get from a restaurant, we can do
it for my coffee shop.”
Inspiration is close by. “Life is pretty busy with two little kids, so it’s not like
there’s a lot of time to go to other places, but I keep a close eye on what’s
happening with the coffee industry, what’s happening in Vancouver, what
other cafés are doing. And that’s the great thing about social media – that
it’s so easy to know what’s going on everywhere else. Even building the new
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café … [and the] menu I want, I can really quickly look up on multiple
sources what looks nice and then, basically, show people a picture and say,
‘Make it look like this.’”
Kafka’s has been open for almost eight years. Another location was to
open on Great Northern Way in July 2018. “There, we’re doing a full food
program, like breakfasts, lunches and happy hour.” And then, in fall 2018,
a Gastown location was to open.
The process of preparing the new sites is similar to that of the original café
“because I’m trying to stick within the same budget. I can’t hire a designer
to make it look exactly how I want, I’m kind of piecing it together to make it
look nice, make it look like Kafka’s and make it functional. What’s different
is that I have to manage another café and a family at the same time, but the
excitement and the hard work and the interest I have in putting things
together is the exact same.”
The meal service is more of a necessity for the new Great Northern Way
Kafka’s “because there’s nothing else around there serving meals. The only
thing around that’s serving meals is the cafeteria at Emily Carr [University
of Art + Design]. Other than that, there’s nothing – if you want to eat lunch,
there’s nowhere to go and eat lunch.”
A consultant was hired for the planning, since “I don’t have any food service
experience.”
Besides the two new locations, “I don’t have aspirations to have my name all
over the city, that’s not important to me. But, you never know. I thought
that I would open one other café and then I would be done, and then these
two just sort of worked out.”
Food is important because of the interactions it generates. “It is an easy way
to have conversations and connect with people. It’s something that we do
every day and, if it’s something we do every day, we should make it meaningful. So, we eat dinner together every night as a family. We did at home,
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too, growing up. And then, I get a lot of satisfaction from having a nice meal
with people and a nice conversation. I think that the two help each other,
that if you sit down to a meal with a bunch of friends and it’s just a bunch of
slop on the table, I don’t think the interactions that you have with the people will be the same as if you have a really nice meal. I don’t think you have
to have a fancy, high-end meal, you just have to have something that is nice
and represents the same relationship you have with these people as you do
with your food.”
Cooking provides great enjoyment. “I can always find something new, and I
don’t think I’m the most creative person, but I think – I’ve only figured this
out in the last year – that cooking is one of my creative developments. And
it makes people happy.”
As to what the future holds for Kafka’s, “I’ll probably sell it in five years.”
“One of the things I’ve realized in the last year, I never went to work with
my father. I have a nice relationship with my father, but I never went to
work with him, so I didn’t really know what he did. But I have a career that
allows me to bring my kids to work, and I think that’s a nice relationship to
have with your work and your family, where they’re all connected.
“I also remember talking to one of my staff members a bunch of years ago
about how, I think it’s different now, but there’s this generational thing,
where people didn’t want to mix their work and their personal life. So, for a
long time, I was like that … and it felt weird because why would you be a different person in your work life and your personal life? Why can’t you just
have one life, why can’t you be the same person wherever you are? So, I
think this [business] has helped me be the same person wherever I am. It’s
not like I have any deep secrets or I have difficulty watching what I say, so I
think that having a family has made me appreciate that I can have a life
where everyone is welcome everywhere.”
In that regard, “I think that being Jewish taught me about the importance of
relationships, which has helped me be successful as a businessperson. Even
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[something] so small as the painter that is painting the new café, he had to
go over some things and it turned out he under-quoted me a little bit and he
was like, ‘Don’t worry, I’ll still come in under budget, just think of me next
time you need something painted.’ And I was like, well, Jamie, this is the
second time I’ve used you. I never want to deal with anyone once, I want to
deal with people many times. And I think that’s the key to being successful
– being honest and open, and working well with people.”
The business is enjoyable because of “the relationships with people, and I
like that I have total responsibility over what I do. If I don’t do something,
then I’m accountable to myself; if I make a mistake, it’s totally my fault,
and I like that. If it’s successful, it’s because of me and the people who
helped me and, if it’s not, then it’s just my fault. What have I learned? I’ve
learned that there’s no use in ever being negative, that if you’re negative
and you think that things are not going your way or that some problems
are going to bring you down, then you’re going to go down a negative path.
So, instead of being negative, find some way to make it positive and you’ll
go in a better dir ection.”

Zach Berman and Ryan Slater (Juice Truck)
Interviewed by Alisa Lazear, August 19, 2016, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.16-28
Zach Berman was born in Richmond and moved to Vancouver in his early
20s, while Ryan Slater is originally from South Africa – his family moved
to Metro Vancouver when he was a couple of years old. The two have been
friends since they were 11 or 12 years old. They even worked together for
about 10 summers at Zach’s dad’s architectural glass company.
“By the time we were in our early 20s,” said Zach, “we realized how well we
worked together and that we were bringing different skills to the table that
complemented each other really well, so, when we decided to get into business, we already had that framework, where we had a really solid understanding of each other.”
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The pair spent a year backpacking
together before starting the business.
“And we did cook,” said Zach. “If we
were staying at a guesthouse or hostel, Ryan made rice pudding.”
“That was my jam,” said Ryan.
“Every time there was an event
going on, I’d make rice pudding.”
While travelling in Nepal, “we were
on the Annapurna Circuit, we got
snowed in in this small village called
[Menang] and we noticed the locals
were drinking this really vibrant
orange-coloured drink … and it was

Zach Berman, left, and Ryan Slater.

from this berry called sea buckthorn,” said Zach. “This berry was really high in omega and calcium and
iron and they were depending on it for a lot of their daily nutrients because
not too much produce grows at that high altitude but this berry, that’s
where it grows.
“So that sparked the idea to, as we travelled, seek out what the locals were
doing for their health remedies. When we got to India, there were juice carts
everywhere and that’s where we really got into the juice culture. It became
our morning ritual, like some people like to go get a coffee, we went and
found a juice cart and got a hand-pressed juice and it kickstarted our day….
When we got home, we really missed that daily ritual so we decided to turn
it into a business.”
“We had previously always talked about doing a business together,” said Ryan,
who was still travelling for a couple of weeks after Zach got home, “and he
sent me an article from the Georgia Straight saying the City had just approved
a pilot program for food trucks. We could do it as a food truck instead of doing
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it as a store because we had no money coming back from travelling.
“When we got back, we worked a couple of days at his dad’s business again
and we felt we never actually travelled…. We both asked our parents if
they’d give us their blessings and they both said yes and we were like, OK,
we’re going to do it.”
Since both of their fathers were small business owners, “that was always a
conversation at the dinner table … and lots of do-it-yourself conversation, so
it seemed more natural to want to start our own business than to do anything [else],” said Zach.
“We sought business advice, we wrote a business plan and it was one page,”
said Ryan.
“We wanted to talk to other people that owned businesses or other people
that had an understanding of anything from accounting to incorporating or
whatever, so from lawyers to accountants to business owners,” said Zach.
“So we reached out to the community we knew and a lot of those people
were Jewish, so the meetings that we had early on were largely from the
Jewish community that we grew up with.”
“Through our research,” said Ryan, “someone had mentioned that there was
a Hebrew Free Loan Association … and so we approached them. At that time,
they hadn’t really done many businesses; it was a lot of personal stuff they
had done. So we chatted with them and explained that this is our business
and this is something that we really feel has a lot of potential, and they were
really open to that conversation…. We were really fortunate [that they gave
us] an interest-free loan…. And it really helped because … we needed a little
bit of extra money to help get the business started, so it all just worked out.”
“In the first couple of years, we hit them up more than once, so they were
pretty good to us in helping us grow the business,” said Zach.
All of their friends “came to support us as much as they could when we
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launched the business,” said Ryan.
“And Ryan’s mom … she used to make a vegan matzah ball soup that we’d
sell during the wintertime…. We tweeted that we had matzah ball soup and
all these Jewish people we knew that worked all over town would start
showing up at the truck. It was pretty funny.”
The lunch menu is “fairly full,” said Zach, “so salads, we’ve got some cauliflower tacos, rice balls. In the winter, we do soup. Our breakfast is a little bit
smaller: it’s chia puddings and a little bit smaller offerings but … we’ve been
growing, and growing is the food component of the business…. It’s all
vegan…. There’s no meat or dairy or shellfish or anything.”
In creating recipes, said Zach, “we’re always trying to balance, is it good for
you, what is the nutrition quality of it and does it taste good, so we’re really
inspired by fuelling our bodies with ingredients that are really nutrient
dense while not sacrificing any flavours. We want it to taste good and be
really good for you so it’s, how much green stuff can we throw in here and
what do we need to do to balance it out so that people beyond ourselves
will still like it.”
“Our top-selling product,” said Ryan, “is our plant-based protein smoothie
[with] 25 grams of protein. We wanted to create something that was the perfect lunch or dinner item for people who have a full plant-based eating
lifestyle. So it’s becoming more and more, say, a functional approach as we
[grow the menu].”
“We’re both very passionate about the plant-based side of things and the
positive impacts that has both on the environment, on animals and on our
own bodies,” said Zach. “So, we’re always trying to make that message
acceptable. And, with food, often people can be defensive or don’t want to
make changes, so we always try to share that message in a way that … people are inspired to maybe have a little bit more vegetables in their diet and
maybe a little less meat without having [it be] a big scary thing or anything
like that. So, we always try to be very accessible and educate and inform
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people in a really positive way.”
They are wary of trends. “There are two parts to it,” said Zach. “One, when
there is a trend, people want that product.… If it’s a good trend, we always try
to make it available so that people can have it and we can feed that desire. But
not all trends are good for you … activated charcoal’s really popular in juices …
so you see these black lemonades at a lot of places that people like to
Instagram or like to post, but the truth is that charcoal takes all the good and
the bad bacteria out of your stomach so you’d only really want to be having it
if you had food poisoning or if you had a parasite or if you had something in
your gut that you were trying to cleanse out. You wouldn’t want to just have it
every day as a casual lemonade because you’ll be taking all that good bacteria
out of your stomach, too…. But food trends are always changing so we try to
filter what’s good, what’s not good, what’s exciting…. L.A. and New York are
often a year ahead of what’s going to happen in Vancouver, so you’re seeing
more functional beverages there, where they’re using tinctures and traditional
Chinese medicine or Ayurvedic medicine and adding that to a juice to heighten the benefits and the function of the juice … eventually it’ll happen here. So,
we’re starting to experiment with some stuff like that, to see what we can create next.”
Especially in Vancouver, added Zach, “it’s such an active lifestyle here, so
people want to be healthy, they want to feel good, they want to have fit,
active bodies that can keep up with all the hiking and biking and running.
So, once you get into that fitness, the logical next step is to how can you fuel
your body with the cleanest foods that will keep you being able to stay in all
of that activity. In some ways, that’s how we got into health in the first place
because we were playing a lot of sports and we were very active so we wanted to have the best food.”
When Juice Truck launched, “and there were no other cold-pressed juice
companies really in Canada, it took us a lot of time to educate the customer
base,” said Ryan, “so entering new marketplaces … ahead of the trends, you
again have to re-educate [customers].”
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The Juice Truck is “one of the few in North America that cold-presses juice
per order, so you can come in and customize your own juice…. Most companies are making cold-pressed juice in the back and serving them bottled and
we do the same but we offer a cold-pressed juice per order … [which has] set
us apart…. We used to get people from New York and L.A. … [who] were
blown away by the fact that they could get customized or cold-pressed juice
right [away].”
Eventually, said Zach, “competition did come along and we were a little bit
nervous at first … [but] we realized that, as long as we were focusing on creating a good product, that … the more [businesses] there were, the awareness
grew and, if you were drinking at Glory or the Juice Truck or whatever, you
were probably drinking at all of the places. So, competition hasn’t really been
a negative thing; I think it’s been a fairly positive thing for Vancouver.”
As far as their ingredients, Zach said, “In the summer, we get quite a bit
locally; in the winter, way less. Throughout the year, we’re able to get a lot
from Washington, which isn’t too far.”
“We have a really short growing season in B.C.,” said Ryan, “so we get probably 80 or 90% of all produce [locally] for two months during the summertime.
And then, when it drops off in the winter, like Zach says, there’s a huge
amount of stuff which is great that comes from Washington state, but … it’s
the same distance to go to the Interior as it is to go to Washington state.”

Itamar Shani and Rotem Tal (Chickpea restaurant and food truck)
Interviewed by April Thompson, Feb. 28, 2017, Vancouver, B.C., for the podcast The Kitchen Stories before Chickpea opened a restaurant on Main Street;
#20.17-03
Rotem Tal is from Haifa, Israel. Itamar Shani is also from Israel, and he has
lived in a few places in the country.
“The idea of Chickpea had been going around for about a year-and-a-half,”
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said Rotem, “but we started the business in November last year [2015] and
we hit the streets in April 2016.”
“What we accomplished in one year
it feels like three, five years at least
in the food industry,” said Itamar.
Rotem and Itamar met through
Hillel BC, where Rotem was working
at the time. “I’d been doing programming and cooking and outreach and all that for a few years,
ILOVECHICKPEA.CA

and Itamar’s then fiancée interviewed for work ... [with] me and the
whole [Hillel BC] crew, and she got
the job and they moved to
Vancouver and we started working
together.”

Tal Rotem, left, and Itamar Shani.

“Rotem, at the same time, was running the Moshe House and [my fiancée]
Jordana told me [about it] … and I went there and Rotem is like, hey,
what’s up?”
At Hillel BC, “a lot of the time we cook and feed people, and I always love to
hang out in the kitchen,” said Rotem.
“And people got addicted to his hummus.”
“And then Itamar was helping Jordana out … in the kitchen and helping me
out a lot of the time and creating new dishes and we really bonded over food
in the kitchen there. When somebody’s helping you cook for a hundred and
something people, you get really close and familiar.”
“There are a few moments in your life that you know you can flow with
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someone,” said Itamar, “like when you travel, for example, with someone.
But, when you’re in the kitchen and there is stress, if you know how to
dance together, you know how to dance.”
Initially, said Itamar, “Rotem opened a company called Chill Chickpea and,
when we start to build a menu – we are vegetarian and … [regarding protein], chickpeas give you this and more nutrition-wise.” And, at the time,
hummus and other things made with chickpeas seemed to be gaining in
popularity.
“My logo for Chill Chickpea was a chickpea with sunglasses and dreadlocks,” said Rotem. “I used to have dreadlocks … and then I cut them off so
it left just Chickpea, and Chickpea’s also approachable … everyone kind of
loves it.”
Rotem went travelling for a time, while Itamar worked in the Chili
Chickpea food truck. “And we just started to talk about it, let’s maybe do it
together…. I worked there for few months and I think it’s going to work,”
said Itamar. Rotem agreed.
“Itamar was really good at moving all the business side of everything and I
was literally travelling and having fun and doing research in Israel. My
uncle owns a bunch of hummus restaurants in Israel. And when I came back
he’s like, we have a company already, it’s named Chickpea, I registered it,
we bought the truck, we did this…. All we have to do now is design a bunch
of things and spread the chickpeas.”
People who travel around the world, especially in the Middle East, and
Israelis who come to the restaurant, when they “eat our food,” said Itamar,
“it takes them right away to the experience of being in Israel.”
At Chickpea, Itamar said, “We have a million different kinds of salad and
each salad comes from a different region … Morocco and Algeria…. My mom
used to cook everything and every Friday night used to be 13 different kinds
of salads on the table and … it’s comfort [food] for me…. [Salads are] fun to
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eat it. There is so much flavour, there is so much texture, there is so much
colour…. However, what I like about the new kind of consciousness or comfort is it’s not [just] to eat something ... delicious, [but] delicious and nutritious…. [We] have this full meal and … the prices, compared to the amount –
people that eat at Chickpea will always be full and fulfilled.”
“Fills your body and soul,” agreed Rotem. “You don’t go pay a lot of money
and then be, I’m still kinda hungry: you pay and you have leftovers and it’s
delicious…. All our containers are compostable.” There’s no plastic, said
Itamar.
And all the restaurant’s ingredients are locally sourced as well, said Rotem.
“We took 10 [of the] top … allergy [foods off] the menu,” added Itamar.
Everything is connected, he said, whether it’s the environment, health,
treatment of animals, and this is their approach to the business.
“We don’t compromise our own beliefs in order to profit,” said Rotem. But,
there is competition, “and we were kind of afraid [of sticking to this philosophy] because most businesses are cutthroat, we gotta sell Styrofoam and all
that…. Itamar’s looking at the numbers, he’s like, we can’t sell [the food] for
this cheap; the containers are costing so much. I was like, listen, could you see
an amount of plastic in the garbage at the end of the day? And we both came
to the conclusion that we just can’t do that…. Surprisingly, or not surprisingly,
it seems like everybody was really in to it…. We got really good feedback.”
“At the same time,” said Itamar, “we understand the limitations and …
every time that we are expanding and growing, we try to look back and see
what we can do even better.”
Itamar has liked to cook since a young age. He recalled taking a pita and
making a pizza out of it in the middle of the night when he was maybe 12
years old. “I always like to take ingredients, understand what they are made
from and cook with [them]…. My parents kicked me out [of the house]
because I’m not religious, and then I found myself working in a kitchen. I
was from dishwasher, barista, sous chef, design plate, bartender; I managed
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a sushi restaurant, was sous chef in a Spanish restaurant, so many different
things…. [But] then I started to study accounting, economics and law and I
thought this was what I wanted to do, and then I got a bang in my head and
said, oh, one second, I have to come back to who I am.”
“For me,” said Rotem, “my house was very open to everyone…. My room
was where everybody hung out so I would bring 10 people over and then go
to the kitchen and make food for everyone, and everybody really loved it
and I loved it, but I didn’t really realize that that was my thing [as a teenager]. But then I went travelling and, being a traveller, the easiest job to get is
cooking, so I worked in a pita factory and a pizzeria and a falafel restaurant;
I went fruit picking in Australia for a few months and I was always drawn to
the kitchen…. I felt very comfortable there. And then I came here and started studying communication in business and then went into this business
world a little bit, but I was always drawn back to the kitchen and hosting
people and creating kind of an atmosphere and environment.”
In addition to the accounting, Itamar writes down the recipes. “Literally,”
said Rotem, “me and him, in a loving fight manner, he was like, what did
you do? We gotta repeat it. How much did you put and how much this?... I
was like, I don’t know, I just made it. So, he took [on] a lot of the organization of Chickpea … the business side of things, as well as the cooking side.
He’s a well-rounded individual … very good at organizing.”
The recipes evolve. “I need to create a flavour that so many people like,”
said Itamar, referring to the large number of people from different countries
in Vancouver.
“The spice level goes down significantly,” said Rotem.
Vancouver is a restaurant town. “People go out to eat here all the time,” said
Rotem.
“You can eat outside all the time,” added Itamar. Five years ago, he said,
“there wasn’t one food truck in the city. Right now there are 352 food trucks.
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On Main Street a few years ago, there was nothing there and right now it’s a
street full of restaurants.”
“A lot of them vegetarian restaurants,” said Rotem.
“Vancouver, it’s a growing city and everything is growing and especially the
food because [it] is an immigrant country,” said Itamar. People are creating
new food. “You need to be innovative in order to succeed in Vancouver.”
“When we got into the food truck-restaurant industry,” explained Rotem,
“almost everybody was, it’s a hard industry, everybody fails, be careful, be
this. People were really scared of the industry. And now, people want to
franchise Chickpea, so it’s good that we didn’t listen to them.”
“I think the big difference between to grow or not to grow,” said Itamar, “is
to understand that food and cultures and minds and society are evolving
and if you are stuck into your roots, it sometimes can slow you down.”
He gave the examples of Vij’s and Tacofino as innovative takes on traditional foods.
And it’s not enough to like cooking, said Rotem. There is the business side.
“You need to pay rent, you need to do this, you need to [do that], you need
to calculate all these things.”
And you can’t be successful if you try to save money by buying cheap ingredients, said Itamar. “People in Vancouver feel quality; they have the taste
buds ... wholesome food, it’s very important in Vancouver, specifically
Vancouver.”
“In the beginning, we had a lot of bureaucracy in finding a kitchen, getting
into arguments with the kitchen owner and then finally moving into our
own kitchen. But, our first opening, we had more than 150 people,” said
Rotem, and “our problem was to bring them the food as fast as possible.
They waited half an hour, 40 minutes.”
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“After two months,” said Itamar, “we already rented our own commissary
with a way bigger machine and our whole production [increased].”
“Initially,” explained Rotem, “we were in [a] kitchen with 10 or 15 other food
trucks, a big commissary kitchen…. There’s a big warehouse that somebody
rents, like a landlord, and each person has a unit, similar to an apartment,
very small.”
So, in such close quarters with the competition, secrecy was needed. “Nobody
touches the hummus beside Rotem…. And all the other ingredients, I mix all
the spices,” said Itamar, “put [them] in a bucket and tell [the staff] how much
to put inside the food but they don’t know what is the mix itself.”
“Vancouver’s trying to be Portland a little bit,” said Rotem, “even though
Portland [has] too many food trucks.... I think it’s a good reason to come
outside and then there’s all these events created around the food trucks, as
well. So, we’re in downtown Monday to Friday [in] the business district …
and I think people there, they don’t want to go to Subway or McDonald’s or
whatever, inside a restaurant, when it’s sunny. When it’s sunny, they’ll
stand outside, they won’t mind the lineups…. For people that came in the
first few months of operation, they definitely knew that our food wasn’t fast
food. They waited in line; it was not a fast process.”
The goal of Chickpea is to respect “the full cycle of the food,” said Itamar.
“Our goal is to [foster] a community that works with land … [and it’s not
just] the food, it’s the people. We try to gather all our employees, we start to
create a family, a Chickpea family.”
“There’s a lot of turnover in the food industry but we have had the same
employees for a while,” said Rotem. “We had one employee actually leave
and go do welding and now she’s coming back.”
“And another one worked for another company,” said Itamar, “got twice
as much money, but came back to us after one month just because it’s fun
to be here.”
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Yamila Chikiar (Café FortyOne)
Interviewed by Kristina Kapitza, July 11, 2017, Vancouver, B.C., for the pod-

Yamila Chikiar was born and
raised in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Her grandparents were from
Turkey and Russia. Her husband

LAUREN KRAMER

cast The Kitchen Stories; #20.17-23

Daniel Presman’s grandparents
were from Poland.
Yamila and Daniel came to
Vancouver in 2015 with the idea
of opening a business.
Food was an important part of
Yamila’s upbringing – both the
food from Turkey, such as
bourekas, falafels and hummus,
and the Ashkenazi side from her
mother, such as knishes and
gefilte fish. “My grandparents
loved to prepare food and to be in

Yamila Chikiar and Daniel Presman at Café
FortyOne in January 2017.

the kitchen and it was a treat in the family when they were doing a lot of food
– for 10, 15, 20 people – and it was very nice to see them doing it. It was full of
joy, with all the kids running around there, trying to grab something. It was
wonderful, and it was like a meeting point.”
Yamila remembers, as a teenager, videotaping her grandmother making
knishes “because I was trying to make them and I couldn’t.”
Daniel is a chocolatier, said Yamila, and his grandmother “was amazing in
the kitchen and he used to love whatever she prepared for him.”
Yamila studied communications in Argentina. “I used to have a press
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agency there but, when I start getting involved with the Jewish community,
I started doing the challah by myself and I wanted to improve it, so I studied
baking there…. While I was studying bakery, we decided to move to Canada
and our dream … was to open a restaurant or a coffee shop in Vancouver. So,
we were elaborating and deciding menu [items] and creating ideas for one
year before moving here.”
They started with the chocolates first. “A lot of friends tasted the chocolates
and the pastries that Daniel made – because he studied pastry, too – and they
told us, well, we don’t have kosher chocolates in Vancouver…. I went to
Superstore and we started selling to Superstore. I met some representatives of
different synagogues and [the] Jewish Community Centre, [and] they started
buying [from] us…. And then this opportunity for a café appears and we have
all this research we’ve made before, back in Argentina, and we say, well, why
not, we can make it. And we’ve been working at Café FortyOne for six months
[as of July 2017]. And we are very happy. We’ve improved a lot in these days …
with all the comments of the customers, making the adjustments, and people
are really happy. This is a meeting point for the Jewish community.”
Yamila and Daniel have kids, so they have a baker, even though Yamila
studied baking – “to take care of that, you have to be here at 4 in the morning,” she said. As well, she also has to run the business, so has decided
against doing any baking for now.
“But I really enjoy the PR side of the business because it’s my background,
it’s something natural for me. I really enjoy talking with the customers and I
know their names and how they like their coffee, or if they [have] allergies.
When the kids come and hug me, it’s amazing…. My husband is really happy
doing the chocolates – we’ve been in the JNF Negev [Dinner] event as one of
the only caterers outside the Four Seasons…. He’s really happy doing the
catering and the menus and creating all of his … sides in the food business.”
Initially, most of the clients were “from Chabad because we are in the
Chabad building, and people didn’t know the café was open, because it was
a business before but it was closed for three months, I think, before us, so
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they didn’t know that we were open. So, we started with the Chabad first
and my kids go to RJDS [Richmond Jewish Day School] … so the parents
started knowing that we were the owners and they started coming and stopping by and eating something. We have a very assorted type of clientele, so
we have the Jewish community and the people who we know, but we also
have a big Chinese community that comes here. We have the Unity church
near us and we have the people from the church that come here. So, yes,
this is a Jewish meeting point, but it’s open to all the community. And they
really enjoy tasting plates with a Jewish flavour, so this is very nice because
they enjoy [it] and they give you feedback,” such as asking how the shakshuka is made, “but I don’t tell them that.”
On the catering side, they only serve dairy and fish. They have catered “tons
of events,” including for the Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver, RJDS,
Vancouver Hebrew Academy, Pacific Torah Institute, Schara Tzedeck
Synagogue, the Kollel and, of course, Chabad.
“The kosher business is very strict. We like to do everything as it should [be
done], so sometimes it’s difficult to find products you can use. As an example, I am expecting my feta cheese because we work with Chalav Yisrael and
you can’t find it here, so you have to order it and, if they have a delay, you
don’t have your feta cheese, so that’s a difficult part of it. But we know what
kosher is and what the rules are, so that’s good.”
At home, said Yamila, they reserve fancier dishes and presentations for
Shabbat or holidays, but their kids are quite particular about food, so it has
to be good. She said it’s very nice to let the kids “share their opinions about
the food and, sometimes, they say, ‘Ah, I think that I....’ You can add whatever ingredient they think, and maybe it’s a good idea. And we started doing
pancakes for Sunday brunch during the winter. It was a recipe that my kid
learned in school, so they are part of the business, too.”
Their children “love cooking…. If I’m doing challah in my house, they’re
touching the dough; they have to touch it and make forms with it and it’s
very fun. I think that … food is a connector. It’s tradition, it’s culture, it’s
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love, it’s experience, it’s history beside you. If you put it in the romantic
way, maybe your great-great-great-grandparents were preparing that and it
came from there, from the past.”
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From the JMABC Digital Image Collection:
Images of the Food Service Industry
L.00150

Right: Dinner
party, 1918.

L.13363

Above: First
Community
Passover
Seder,
Victoria, 1917.
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L.07347
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Jack Finkelstein behind the counter, Pheasant Deli, Vancouver,
circa 1950.
L.07348

Jack Finkelstein at meat slicing machine, Pheasant Deli, Vancouver, 1959.
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L.13238

From the JMABC Digital Image Collection

The staff at Colonel Morley’s Louisiana Café, 1955. Photo donated by a member
of the Jewish community.
L.09267

Dave Shafran working at Max’s Deli, Vancouver, 1960.
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L.22498

Herzlia Delicatessen booth at Hadassah Bazaar, Vancouver, circa 1960.

Dora Ash, who was a well-known kosher caterer, circa 1965, in Vancouver.
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Dora Ash (dark dress) and women at event, Ash Catering, Vancouver, 1960s.
COURTESY MARIE ASH

Ash Catering, Vancouver, 1960s.
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L.24519
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Alec Jackson (right) and an unidentified man holding awards given out at B’nai
B’rith Night at the Cave Theatre Restaurant, Vancouver, November 12, 1962.
L.13032

York Farms Ye Olde Fish and Chips, Pacific National Exhibition, Vancouver, 1968.
Photo donated by a member of the Jewish community.
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FRED SCHIFFER; L.23138

Colour portrait depicting spectators watching the PNE parade from the
second storey of a brick building above Little Oly’s Soup N’Sandwich Shop,
Vancouver, August 16, 1969. Photo taken by Fred Schiffer.
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L.15697

The new Louis Brier Home and Hospital cafeteria, Vancouver, 1970.
L.10468

Preparing chocolate items for Hadassah Bazaar, Vancouver, 1987. Left to right:
Rosaleen Pullan, Sylvia Cristall, Annie Freemore and Yvette Porte.
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FRANZ LINDNER; L.11618

From the JMABC Digital Image Collection

An unidentified men with Rabbi Marvin Hier (centre) and Alec Jackson (right)
looking at a piece of paper in the Vancouver Jewish Community Centre kitchen,
circa 1965. Photo taken by Franz Lindner.
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An article from the
Jewish Western
Bulletin about the
JCC kitchen when
it was under
construction,
November 16, 1962.
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From the JMABC Programming Archives:
Feeding Community
In 2017, the Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia’s public
programming series Feeding Community celebrated the important role of
food in maintaining Jewish tradition and history through generations of
B.C. Jews. Programming included the podcast The Kitchen Stories; the
Chosen Food Supper Club, offered in collaboration with multiple organizations, which introduced diners to food from parts of the world where some
members of our community originate; the four-part event series Nourishing
Tradition, offered in collaboration with the Jewish Seniors Alliance; and the
Britannia Sukkot Festival, offered in collaboration with the Grandview
Woodland Food Connection. Feeding Community was made possible
through the support of Instafund, Superstore, the Jewish Federation of
Greater Vancouver, the Jewish Community Foundation and the governments of Canada, British Columbia and the City of Vancouver.
This section of The Scribe offers a glimpse of two of these programs, with
excerpts from The Kitchen Stories, which have been edited for clarity, and
some photographs from the Chosen Food Supper Club.
***
The Kitchen Stories podcast ran from March 2017 to January 2018. All 13
episodes are available at jewishmuseum.ca/the-kitchen-stories and through
online streaming services including iTunes, Overcast and Soundcloud.
In the series, we hear what it was like to be a Jewish family living in farflung places including Eritrea, Chile and India. We hear about the pressures
to fit in or stand out, and how food was often a means of doing both. We
hear about the difficulty of maintaining family culinary traditions after
migrating to a new country. We hear from community members developing
new traditions or reviving long-forgotten ones.
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Michael Schwartz, Jewish Museums and Archives of British Columbia director of
community engagement, welcomes guests to the Chosen Food Supper Club
Manti, Borek, Baklava, co-hosted by the JMABC and the Contemporary Art
Gallery, and featuring guest chefs Derya Akay, Sara Ciacci, Leonor Etkin, Claire
Hammer and Debbie Kafka, April 2, 2017.

Episode 1: Food and Memory
Michael Schwartz: When we talk about food, we often end up talking
about so much more: family traditions, patterns of migration, gender
dynamics, our relationship to the land. More than just a source of nourishment, food is a means of communication. Food says, “I love you.” Food also
says: this ingredient here, this is something that my family has been eating
for generations, this is something that connects me back to my ancestors,
and something I want to share with you because I feel a connection to you,
and I want to strengthen that connection.
Rabbi Shmulik Yeshayahu: You’d be surprised to hear that food is a table
[in Jewish tradition], we call it a holy table, like an altar. We have a lot of
respect for the table that we eat on. Because this is the table [where we] can
connect. All that you learn, come and practise in your table. This is the
place that your soul can be expressed.
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Carol Herbert: In Sephardic culture, the idea that you could use the best
ingredients, the richest ingredients, was a manifestation of what you were
prepared to give to the people that were going to partake in the food. In
Sephardic tradition, that had very little meat in them because they didn’t
have much meat, but they would put in as much as they could to make it as
special as possible so that you would know how much [they] value you.
CH: For those of us who have been blessed to have pretty good childhoods,
it’s that link back. That sense of where we come from. My grandchildren,
they have one Jewish parent [and] they understand their Jewish part. And, in
part, they understand it through the holidays and the foods. Maybe, in this
generation, we should actually be emphasizing the food connection because
it’s one of the ways that keeps people together in a generation where the religious connection, the synagogue connection, is less prominent.

Episode 2: Networks of Food
Mendel Skulski: Environmental values are intrinsic in Judaism. This is a
long system and a cultural norms modality for an agrarian people.
Noam Dolgin: What’s Jewish about the environment? The interplay of sustainability and environmental values and ecological values really do play
throughout Jewish text, particularly source text. At the most basic level, the
first commandment given exclusively to humanity in the Torah is “layovta
ulay shamraf,” which is usually translated as “to work and to guard.” So,
right off the bat we’re given this duality in humanity.
And what we found was that … the sense of thinking about your food and
where your food comes from as a spiritual practice and an environmental
practice, and as one and the same, definitely spoke to that generation and to
that age.
Our entire holiday system is based around the agricultural cycle. Alright, in
modern times, we think about Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur as being the
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holiest days of the year. But, biblically, Passover, Sukkot and Shavuot were
the holiest times of the year. The three pilgrimage festivals, and those are
based around harvest.

Episode 3: Faraway Foods, Part 1
Michael Schwartz: On today’s episode, we learn about this history through
two women whose families took circuitous routes before eventually settling
in Vancouver. As always, food plays an essential role in helping them maintain a connection to their past.
Diane Jacobs: I think, for them [my parents], it was about cultural identity
... that they were lost in Vancouver, that they didn’t fit in with all the other
Jews, and they needed to remember who they were, so they started cooking,
recreating the foods that they grew up with.
April Thompson: Do you find that food is also a way to connect?
DJ: Yes. It’s one of the reason that I decided to become a food writer. And, it’s
a very easy way into a culture. It’s easy to oversimplify it and think that you
know the culture through their food, you don’t. But, it’s a starting point for a
lot of people. I never really realized the depths of my parents’ obsession with
food. But, for them … food is identity and grief and longing and belonging.

Episode 4: Faraway Foods, Part 2
Shelley Goldberg: For the Friday night, when you ate on a Friday night for
Shabbat [in South Africa], it was usually always visitors … families or you’d
invite people over. And if you knew that anybody was alone on a Friday
night, you would make sure that they would be invited and come to you for
a Friday night, even if you don’t know them very well.
Nadine Katz: And one other thing about weekend meals in our family.
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Leonor Etkin demonstrates how to prepare challah at the Chosen Food Supper
Club Manti, Borek, Baklava, co-hosted by the JMABC and the Contemporary
Art Gallery, and featuring guest chefs Derya Akay, Sara Ciacci, Leonor Etkin,
Claire Hammer and Debbie Kafka, April 2, 2017.

Sunday afternoons, we always were together either with family or friends
and there was always Sunday tea. Four o’clock was tea time. And that would
be a big thing. We’d invite people over for tea.
SG: Tea. Yup. My mom loved going out for tea in the afternoon on Sunday
afternoon. You’d have to drive quite a while, a 20- to 30-minute drive. My
dad always used to say, why do I have to drive 30 minutes to go and have a
cup of tea [when] I can just stay at home? And my mom would say, no, but
it’s social, I want to meet everybody. I want to see people.
SG: You’d get tables and tables of food, and you’ll get everybody at the food.
But the drinks table … there’d be hardly anybody there. They’d all be busy
with the food. There were lots of traditions and I’m really going back a lot, to
the ’50s. Rosh Hashanah … you’d go to synagogue and, every year, my
mother had the first day, she had a tea in the afternoon. You go to the synagogue, then you go for lunch somewhere and then you’d call to her for tea.
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Guest chef Lior Ben-Yehuda welcomes guests to the Chosen Food Supper Club
Shavuot on Kibbutz: Reinventing a Harvest Festival, June 4, 2017.

And she’d used to have like 80 people in the afternoon for tea.

Episode 5: The Business of Food
Michael Schwartz: Today on The Kitchen Stories, we take a look at the
business of food. A common theme in each of these stories is that of perseverance – perseverance of Jewish traditions and the perseverance required
when arriving in a new country.
Jeffrey Yoskowitz: The fact that someone would put bacon on mozza,
they’re saying this is who I am – I’m bacon and mozza together. I would
not want to eat that mozza BLT and I would not eat it. I respect it for what
it represents.
Susy Siegel: I think the community has changed a little bit in Vancouver. I
think there are more people that keep kosher. I’ve been asked that question
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before because sometimes people think that kosher is healthier or better for
the environment, but not necessarily. Kosher can be as good or as bad as
you want it to be.
JY: I was particularly interested in not just deli culture, but the whole
Eastern European Jewish food tradition. And, in my experience, it had a
negative perception. Young people my age thought that it just wasn’t an
attractive food. There’s all these jokes I would hear about Ashkenazi food
just being 20 different shades of brown.
Ashkenazi Jewish food culture. This food tradition as a cuisine, not just a
smothering of dishes that we eat on the holidays. Not just brisket and pastrami and rugelach, all of which I love, they’re great and they’re a big part of
nostalgic comfort food, heritage.
People know the dishes and the delis. They know the greatest hits and,
while some of those are very popular because they’ve been integrated into
the fabric of certain cities like Montreal or New York, I feel like there’s a lot
that’s not about the cultural context of those foods.

Episode 6: Fresh Roots
Derya Akay: I think there’s this idea of authenticity and that there’s this
perfect recipe [but it] doesn’t really exist. From my grandma to [my] neighbour, essentially, it’ll be the same name for the same dish but the way that
you shape it or the way that one person will add this and then the other
[changes it].
Karen Glanzberg: One of my goals is to get into cooking more of the foods I
grew up with. My family friend who’s Japanese lived just down the block,
and I know she goes to Fujiya Market a lot, so I’ve been meaning to tag along
with her. [Even though my mother is from Japan], she’s retained the knowledge of cooking traditional Japanese foods a bit better than I have, so I think
there’s a lot I can learn from her. Sometimes, I’ll try to incorporate things.
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Guests Josy and Bill Nadiger learn to make zayit b’bayit (bread-wrapped olives)
at the Chosen Food Supper Club Shavuot on Kibbutz: Reinventing a Harvest
Festival, hosted by guest chef Lior Ben-Yehuda, June 4, 2017.

We hosted a Sabbath dinner once and our appetizer was spinach gomae,
something a little different for the Jewish crew.
When you cook for other people, it’s also about learning from them and
then learning to allow people to make their mistakes for something. It’s
hard though, it’s hard cooking with people because you’re like, “Just let
me do it all.”
April Thompson: Do you find cooking is like a meditative experience?
Justine Balin: Totally. If I have a busy week at school or have a lot of stress
or want a chance to relax, I make myself a nice meal or a good dessert or
something like that [and it] always brings down my stress levels. My calm
place, for sure, [is] the kitchen.
One of my favourite Julia Child quotes is, “One mistake after another and
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that is how you learn.” And that’s always been something for me in the
kitchen because not everything I make works out, and it’s not always how I
expect it to be. And, so it’s stuff like that … learn[ing] how to make your own
food … I think, that’s really cool.

Episode 7: Gender
Shelley Goldberg: My father … the only thing he could do – he passed away
in his mid-80s – the only thing he could do was make a piece of toast, make
a cup tea and fry an egg. Honestly, that was the only thing he could do.
Nadine Katz: We always used to laugh at him that he was going burn the
water when he boiled it.
SG: Yeah.
NK: He could barely make tea.
SG: So, the men did not do any cooking then.
NK: Not at all.
SG: Today, you will have men who will make a meal and help themselves,
whatever.
NK: Yeah.
SG: Then, not at all.
Carol Herbert: One of the things [my mother] did was she cooked, [to] the
day she died in her early seventies…. She died with a full freezer. Even
though she was quite limited physically in her later [years] – she had a heart
condition and so on – cooking was what she did.

The Scribe
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Guests share a laugh at the Chosen Food Supper Club Delights of the Danube,
hosted by Judy Stoffman, October 29, 2017.

Janice Masur: Going back even younger, at a time when I lived in Eritrea,
but all through my young life, my mother would make these extravagant
birthday parties for me where I was supposed to learn how to be a hostess by
handing out the little goodies. But there were all sorts of cakes and sandwiches my mother would prepare and, of course, a birthday cake.

Episode 8: The Summer Special
Rabbi Carey Brown: I think a lot of Jewish identity is about memory. So
much of Judaism is, “this happened to us and, therefore, this value is
important for us to live in the present.” And food is incredible for developing memory. And, if we want to maintain a tradition, to be able to not only
use our words and our minds to remember what we’ve done in the past, but
to actually have smells and the flavours to trigger those memories, as well, I
think it’s pretty powerful.
Yamila Chikiar: My husband is a chocolatier. And his grandparents used to
do chocolates, but my grandma used to prepare beautiful plates and make
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Guests enjoy ejjeh b’kerrateh (leek fritters), sellaq b’lahmeh (Swiss chard patties), vermicelli and rice, and lubiah b’lahmeh (black-eyed peas with beef) at the
Chosen Food Supper Club Rosh Hashanah in Aleppo: A Syrian Jewish New Year,
hosted by Debbie Tabenkin, September 17, 2017.

up trays and appetizers and it was very nice. I think the preparation or decoration came with the festivities. As everyone knows, the food [is introduced]
by the view, so you have to present it as you should because, if you prepare
something delicious and if you present it wrong, it’s not appealing for anyone. I think there is a physiological part of it. You are going to enjoy it better
if it’s served in a nice dish. The food is like a decoration or art on the plate.
It’s not like throwing it, there, and eat it.
Carol Herbert: My mother had diabetes – she understood about adhering
to dietary restrictions. On the other hand, she wanted to make the foods that
people would identify with the holidays, with the experience of the family.
Jews don’t tend to create menus based on the Canada Food Guide and
choosing the most healthy [ingredients]. We now make variations on things.
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Whether we’re feasting or fasting, food has always been one of the pillars
of the Jewish experience, from holidays to Shabbat to every day, we love
to eat and we love to talk about it. We hope you’ll love reading about it
almost as much.
The 2018 edition of The Scribe is part of the Jewish Museum and Archives of
British Columbia’s overarching Feeding Community program, which included the Chosen Food Supper Club, The Kitchen Stories podcast, and a number
of special events. Through this series, we explored different cultures and
introduced countless people to Jewish food that isn’t always matzah balls
and chicken soup (though sometimes it is!).
As part of their work on the podcast, JMABC interns interviewed members
of the community, from talented home cooks with a huge variety of backgrounds, to long-time members of the Vancouver restaurant scene, and
many in between. Using this momentum, the JMABC publications committee continued these interviews through 2017 and 2018, resulting in this
year’s Scribe.
Some of the stories in this edition will bring back fond memories for many –
recalling restaurants from a bygone era – while others will inspire new
restaurant choices for your next family dinner, or a snack on the go. We
have contributors who have been in the restaurant business for generations
and others who are the first in their family to take cooking outside of their
bubbe’s kitchen. From all of these different beginnings come interesting and
unique stories that give just a taste of the food scene in British Columbia,
and how Jews have been a part of it.
While working on The Scribe, the JMABC has continued to see growth in
other parts of the archives as well. In particular, the archives is proud to be
working on the processing of two of our largest collections: Canadian Jewish
Congress, Pacific Region fonds, and our own material, the Jewish Historical
Society of British Columbia fonds. These collections hold an untold wealth
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of information and we are looking forward to making them available to
researchers around the world. Every week, the archives receives family
fonds, and we delight in going through old photo albums, letters, and hearing these stories. From the smallest donations to the largest, each has potential to impact people in all corners, and we encourage you to contribute your
story to our collection.
A small office, the JMABC has countless interns, assistants and volunteers
who allow us to accomplish all this work. From recording and transcribing
interviews to digitizing photographs to sitting on committees and our board
of directors, our volunteer force is especially remarkable and we would not
be able to publish The Scribe in particular without them. As always, people
have been very generous with their time, telling their stories, collecting
their photos and working with us to share all of this material. The JMABC is
a true community archives, and we are here for the community. Without
your participation, we wouldn’t be able to complete all these projects.
As with every edition of The Scribe, this year’s restaurant-related issue provides just a glimpse of the Jewish experience and in no way represents every
Jewish-owned, -founded or -managed food establishment in British
Columbia. We have highlighted interviews that span decades, generations
and vastly different styles of food service. Just because an establishment
isn’t included in The Scribe doesn’t mean it isn’t an important part of our
community’s history – we would love to collect these stories in perpetuity.
From September 2017 to September 2018, we recorded the following oral histories and added them to our collection: Sheila Romalis, Ivan Linde, Valda
Merle Linde, Tamar Glaser, Lolita Aaron, Doris Schlosberg, Irma Schneider,
William Katzin, Stan Shear, Ida Kaplan, Ilana Strummer, Vanessa Marks,
Claire Ann Kramer, Gilda Rayburn and David Batist, Earl Morris, Bill Levine,
Mark James, Carole Malkin, Janna Ginsberg, Marcena Croy, Renee Kursan,
Jane Cherry, Mark Winrob, Leah Markovitch, Susan Mendelson, Adam
Granot, Eppy Rappaport, Ivan and Lynette Buchman, Serge Haber, Rabbi
Avraham Feigelstock, Aaron Kafka, Marcus Stiller, Wayne Katz, Stephen
Greenham, Cecil Sigal, Carol Herbert, Peter Cooperberg, Captain Zachary
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Myers, Gloria Gutman, Joanne Emerman, David Bogoch, Robin Gelfer and
Kay Levey, Bernie Bressler, Irving Rootman, Ed Fitch, David Mivasair, Alan
Tapper, and Larry Goldenberg.
Alysa Routtenberg, Archivist
Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia

